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Chapter 1

Introduction

During his studies on two-dimensional electron systems (2DES)
at low temperature in high magnetic fields, Klaus von Klitzing
observed that the Hall resistance RHall has distinct plateaus as a
function of a varying charge carrier density [1]. He realized that
the plateau values can be described by fundamental constants
and an integer value i, given by h/(i · e2) (h the Planck constant,
e elementary charge). In 1985 Klaus von Klitzing received the
Nobel prize for his discovery, which is now known as quantum
Hall effect (QHE). Since the 1990s the QHE has been used to
define a resistance standard. In 1982 Störmer, Tsui and Laughlin
[2, 3] discovered additional plateau values in the Hall resistance,
which do not correspond to integer values i but to fractional
numbers - called the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE). The
integer quantum Hall effect and the FQHE are often understood
as a model system for the study of correlated electron systems.
Recently, conventional quantum Hall samples have been identified
as a special type of topological insulator [4], which has broadened
the focus on materials with a special bandstructure. The QHE
regained importance recently, as the redefinition of the SI units is
partially based on that, fixing the values of fundamental physical
constants [5].

From the beginning, the current distribution within the
2DES was not clear, although it was supposed to play an important
role. In order to get a microscopic understanding of the QHE,
many scanning probe microscopy (SPM) experiments have been
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Chapter 1. Introduction

performed within our group since the late 1990s, investigating
locally the electric properties of 2DES embedded in a (Al,Ga)As
heterostructure at low temperatures and high magnetic fields.

The very first experiments in our group were set up by
Peter Weitz [6, 7, 8] and Eric Ahlswede [9, 10, 11], who measured
Hall potential profiles over a cross section of a Hall bar as a
function of the magnetic flux density within the integer quantum
Hall regime. They found that the current distribution undergoes
the same evolution as it passes each quantum Hall plateau. As the
Hall plateau is entered from the low magnetic flux density side, the
current is located in strips at the edges of the cross section of the
2DES. The current carrying strips at the edges grow in width and
move closer to the center with increasing magnetic flux density,
until the current is widely spread in the bulk.

Self-consistent calculations of the electron density profile at
the edge of an inhomogeneous 2DES by Chklovskii, Shklovskii,
and Glazman [12] revealed that a landscape with different local
electric properties is formed. Parts of the 2DES act metal-like
(states available at the Fermi level - compressible), while other
parts are electrically insulating (no states available at the Fermi
level - incompressible). The connection between the data of the
experiments and the simulations resulted in a microscopic picture,
which seemed to give a basic understanding of the origin of the
quantized plateau values in the Hall resistance. Within the newly
developed microscopic picture, the dissipationless Hall current
flows in incompressible regions. Further studies on inhomogeneous
2DES by Rolf Gerhardts et al. [13, 14] confirmed and extended the
results of Chklovskii, Shklovskii and Glazman.

Experiments of Frank Dahlem [15] showed that even in
front of the contacts to the 2DES, a partial depletion exists and
the biased current does not flow through the contacts. It always
stays within incompressible regions when a plateau value in RHall

is observed. Konstantinos Panos [16] investigated the electrical
induced breakdown of the QHE, which appears when a relatively
high bias voltage is applied to the 2DES. He could show that the
microscopic picture is valid in monolayer graphene.
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For the investigation of Hall potential profiles within the
fractional quantum Hall regime, samples of higher quality had
to be used and lower temperatures had to be reached. For this
purpose a new microscope and new sensors had to be developed.
Marcel Mausser integrated the single-electron transitors (SETs) on
tips, designed by Jochen Weber [17], inside a 3He/4He dilution
refrigerator, probing the electric properties of a 2DES under
fractional quantum Hall conditions [18]. His successor Andreas
Gauß showed that the same evolution of Hall potential profiles is
observed for the fractional quantum Hall effect [19].

The presence of local variation in the compressible/incom-
pressible landscape has been stated and observed within several
experiments up to now. However, it has never been possible to loc-
ally investigate this compressible/incompressible landscape in the
bulk of a 2DES. No spatial resolved measurements on the landscape
regarding external parameters as the magnetic flux density or the
applied bias voltage have been performed so far. Within the first
part of this thesis the compressible/incompressible landscape is
investigated locally. The idea is to measure the capacitive coupling
between two neighboring SETs, which should be influenced by the
insulating or metal-like behaviour of incompressible or compressible
regions in the 2DES beneath them.

The group of D. Weiss of the University of Regensburg
provided us with mercury telluride samples in order to investigate
Hall potential profiles within this three-dimensional topological
insulator (3D TI). As the samples show quantized plateaus in
the Hall resistance as a function of the magnetic flux density,
corresponding to the QHE, they have to host a single 2DES. It is
not clear where this 2DES is formed since the TI has conducting
states at the whole surface. Besides, states in the bulk of the
material could also be occupied. In order to access the Hall
potential profiles of the mercury telluride Hall bar, a self-developed
“Hall sensor”, acting as a local electric field effect transistor, is used.

This thesis is structured in two main parts, including sev-
eral chapters:
Part I
The physical basics of the QHE are presented in chapter 2. In

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

chapter 3 the theory of SETs is explained briefly and the SET tip
array is introduced. The idea of the experiment and the character-
ization of the measurement setup is shown in chapter 4. Chapter
5 is about the experimental results and the interpretation of the
measurements on the capacitive coupling between two neighboring
SETs over a 2DES under quantum Hall conditions. Measurements
on a biased 2DES are shown and discussed in chapter 6. The
final chapter 7 of this part of the thesis is about imaging the
compressible/incompressible landscape.
Part II
The Hall sensor tip is introduced and characterized in chapter
8. Its usability on real quantum Hall samples is demonstrated.
Chapter 9 is about Hall potential profiles and the current density
distribution of the mercury telluride Hall device, provided by the
University of Regensburg.
A summary is given in chapter 10 (english) and chapter 11
(german). Additonal data and information are documented in the
appendices.

4



Part I

Probing Locally the
Compressible/Incompressible

Landscape of a
Two-Dimensional Electron

System under Quantum Hall
Conditions
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The goal of this part of the thesis is to locally measure the droplet
landscape evolution as a function of the magnetic flux density and
the bias voltage. The capacitive coupling between adjacent SETs,
which is influenced by the landscape, is used for the local probing.
For this purpose the theory of 2DES and the concept of an SET is
presented in chapter 2 and chapter 3. The measurement technique
is presented in chapter 4. The results and the interpretation of the
experiments are shown in the chapter 5 to chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Microscopic Picture of the
Quantum Hall Effect in
Two-Dimensional Electron
System Embedded in a
(Al,Ga)As Heterostructure

In the first part of this chapter the formation of a 2DES within
an (Al,Ga)As heterostructure is presented. Its magneto transport
properties under quantum Hall conditions, as well as the QHE effect
are discussed briefly in the second part. The third part of this
chapter presents the microscopic picture of the QHE, which is the
theoretical basis for the interpretation of the measurements within
this thesis.

2.1 (Al,Ga)As Heterostructure Hosting a
Two-Dimensional Electron System

The quantum Hall effect can be observed in a 2DES, which can
form in a (Al,Ga)As heterostructure in high quality [20, 21]. The
layers can be grown homogeneously with molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) [22].

9



Chapter 2. Microscopic Picture of the Quantum Hall Effect in
Two-Dimensional Electron System Embedded in a (Al,Ga)As
Heterostructure

The left side of Fig. 2.1 shows a sketch of the heterostruc-
ture that is used within this part of the thesis. It was grown by
the group of W. Wegscheider at the ETH Zurich. A 1µm thick
superlattice smoothes the surface of the GaAs substrate. 1.2µm
GaAs bulk material is grown on top of the superlattice, followed by
a 70 nm Al0.24Ga0.76As spacing layer. The silicon δ-doping layer
is separated from the surface by an other 40 nm spacing layer of
(Al,Ga)As, which is capped with 10 nm of GaAs, preventing the
underlaying layers from oxidation. The charge carriers will move
from the δ-doping to the interface between GaAs bulk material
and Al0.24Ga0.76As spacing layer forming a 2DES, as sketched in
the band bending diagram of Fig. 2.1 on the right. This method is
called modulation doping [23]. The effective mass m∗ = 0.067me

of the electrons is comparatively low to other materials [24, 25].

ε
F

-z

Si δ-Doping

Energy

2DES

Figure 2.1: The (Al,Ga)As heterostructure (internal name D110222A)
that is the basis for the sample which is investigated in this thesis. A
schematic sketch of the layer sequence is shown on the left. The corres-
ponding band bending diagram is shown on the right as a function of the
z-direction. The emphasized blue circle shows where the two-dimensional
electron system (2DES) is formed. Adapted from [19].
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2.2. Magneto Transport of a 2DES in High Magnetic Fields

The eigenenergies of a 2DES in a triangular shaped quantum well

εi(kx, ky) = εi,z +
~

2m∗
(k2
x + k2

y) (2.1)

are obtained by solving the time-independent Schrödinger
equation [25, 24]. εi,z is the energy of the subband minima
i, which forms due to the confinement in z-direction. kx and
ky are the components of the wave vector of the electron, de-
scribing the propagation in the (x, y)-plane in cartesian coordinates.

The density of states of this 2DES is constant as a function
of the energy. It is given by

D(ε) =
m∗

π~2
(2.2)

and therefore it only depends on the effective mass m∗ [25, 24].
Hence, the Fermi energy

εF =
m∗

π~2
· n (2.3)

is linearly dependent on the charge carrier density n of the 2DES
[25].

2.2 Magneto Transport of a 2DES in
High Magnetic Fields

Six-terminal Hall devices - most commonly known as Hall bars - can
be used to investigate the magneto transport properties of a 2DES
under quantum Hall conditions. Fig. 2.2 shows a sketch of such a
Hall bar (blue) with its physical electrical connections (gold). The
dimensions w and l of the Hall bar are defined during the fabrication
process. A constant voltage VDS is applied between the source and
drain contacts of the Hall bar. The current Ix through the sample,
the longitudinal voltage drop Vx and the Hall voltage drop VHall are
measured as a function of the perpendicularly applied magnetic flux
density B. The longitudinal resistance

Rxx =
Vx
Ix

11
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and the Hall resistance

RHall =
VHall

Ix

are obtained by dividing the respective voltages by the current Ix.
In high magnetic fields, an electron can perform motions in closed
cyclotron orbits when the mean scattering time is large enough.
The orbit motions are quantized and result in discrete eigenenergies,
called Landau levels, given by

εl(B) = ~ωc
(
j +

1

2

)
; j ∈ N0, (2.4)

where j represents the Landau level quantum number and ωc =
eB/m∗ the cyclotron frequency [25, 24, 26]. Electrons have two
spin states s = ± 1

2 . Therefore, a Zeeman energy splitting exists,
too. Taking into account the lowest subband energy ε0,z, the total

Figure 2.2: Sketch of a six-terminal Hall device (Hall bar) with an
embedded 2DES that is used for magneto transport measurements. The
length w and the width d are defined during the fabrication process. The
bias voltage VDS is applied to the lead contacts of the Hall bar in order
to drive a current through the sample. The magnetic flux density B is
applied perpendicularly to the current direction and the Hall voltage.
The current Ix, the longitudinal voltage Vx and the Hall voltage VHall are
measured.
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2.2. Magneto Transport of a 2DES in High Magnetic Fields

energy of the 2DES becomes a superposition of all the contributions,
given by

εΣ
l,s = ε0,z + ~ωc

(
j +

1

2

)
+ sg∗µBB, (2.5)

with µB the Bohr magneton and g∗ the effective Landé factor.
In order to simplify the terminology, all energy levels are called
Landau levels irrespective if the energy splitting comes from the
Zeeman splitting or the cyclotron splitting.

The electrons fill the Landau levels, starting from the ener-
getically lowest one. Each Landau level can be occupied by a
certain amount of electrons, which is described by the degeneracy
nL = e

hB of the Landau level. The fraction of the charge carrier
density n and the Landau level degeneracy nL

ν =
n

nL
=
h · n
eB

(2.6)

indicates how many Landau levels are filled [25]. ν is called the
Landau level filling factor, or just filling factor.

In the classical regime, the Hall resistance [25, 24] is linearly
dependent on the magnetic flux density B, given by

RHall =
1

e · n
·B. (2.7)

Inserting (2.6) into (2.7) gives the Hall resistance [1] as a function
of the filling factor

RHall =
h

e2ν
. (2.8)

Fig. 2.3 shows RHall and Rxx as a function of the magnetic flux
density B and the corresponding filling factor ν. The Hall resistance
shows quantized plateaus in magnetic flux density ranges around
integer filling factors, indicated by the grey lines. Rxx drops to zero
in magnetic flux density ranges, where the QHE is observed.
The extended plateaus would not be present in case of a perfectly
homogeneous 2DES, but yet they are observed. The origin of their
appearance is described by a microscopic picture, which is presented
in the following part.
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xx

Magnetic flux density [T]

Figure 2.3: The Hall resistance RHall (blue) and the longitudinal res-
istance Rxx (green) of a 2DES as a function of the magnetic flux density
B and the filling factor ν derived via (2.6). The charge carrier density of
the 2DES is determined to n = 8.0 · 1011 cm−2 (Temperature T = 1.1 K).

2.3 Hall Potential Profile Measurements
and the Microscopic Picture of the
Quantum Hall Effect

The non-equilibrium current density distribution within a 2DES is
of great interest in order to understand and develop the microscopic
picture of the QHE. In the classical regime, there is a finite current
density wherever a Hall field is present. Hence, Hall potential
profiles, measuring the Hall voltage drop position-resolved over a
cross section of a Hall bar, can give insight here.

Peter Weitz and Eric Ahlswede were one of the first to per-
form such measurements [11, 10, 8, 7]. For this purpose they used
an oscillating metal tip, which can probe the electric force between
tip and sample. Fig. 2.4 presents their results. The sketches at
the top of (a) show the position of the cross section, the Hall bar
dimensions and the corresponding quantum Hall plaetau of ν = 4,
which was investigated. The Hall potential profiles for different

14



2.3. Hall Potential Profile Measurements and the Microscopic
Picture of the Quantum Hall Effect

filling factors are shown below. It is possible to distinguish between
three main types of Hall potential profiles, starting from high filling
factors/low magnetic flux densities:

1. The Hall voltage drops over the whole cross section of the Hall
bar, for filling factors outside of the quantum Hall plateau.
This regime is indicated by type I (white).

2. The Hall voltage drop happens at the edges of the Hall bar.
It blurs out and moves to the center of the Hall bar while the
filling factor increases. This regime is indicated by type III
(dark-grey).

3. The Hall voltage drop is located over the whole bulk of the
Hall bar. The filling factor is around an integer value. This
regime is indicated as type II (light-grey).

Fig. 2.4(b) shows a false color representation of Hall potential pro-
files for different magnetic flux densities, which is increasing from
the bottom to the top. The evolution of the profiles repeats for each
filling factor. The experiments were made at an ambient temperat-
ures of T = 1.4 K
In order to get a theoretical understanding of the measured
Hall potential profiles, the electron density distribution within
the 2DES has to be treated self-consistently. In an (Al,Ga)As
heterostructure based Hall bar, the charge carrier density drops
monotonously at the edges. Chklovskii, Shklovskii and Glazman
[12] have done theoretical investigations of a 2DES close to a gate,
shown in Fig. 2.5(a). The result of their calculations for the charge
carrier density profile and the Landau level bending (electrostatic
potential) at the edge are shown in Fig. 2.5(b) and (c), respectively.

In general, free electrons tend to rearrange if electrostatic
gradients are present, which leads to a screening effect. Such a
rearrangement of the electrons implies a gradient in the electron
concentration and thus a gradient in the chemical potential, which
can again lead to a redistribution. At equilibrium, the electro-
chemical potential of a system, which is the sum of the chemical
potential and the electrostatic energy of an electron, is constant.
In 2DES under quantum Hall conditions, a continuous depletion
of the electron density to the edges would cause jumps in the
chemical potential around positions over the cross section, where
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the energetically next higher Landau level starts to fill. Instead,
the results of Chklovskii, Shklovskii and Glazman showed that the
gradient in the charge carrier density towards the edges and the
presence of Landau levels cause a so-called edge reconstruction.
The system pays electrostatic energy, keeping the electron density
partially constant, leading to different regions which are called
either “compressible” or “incompressible”, depending whether the
charge carrier density is varying or constant.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Measured Hall potential profiles over a cross section of
a Hall bar as a function of the filling factor by passing a quantum Hall
plateau. (b) A false color representation of the Hall potential profiles,
which are normalized on the bias voltage, as a function of the magnetic
flux density B and the corresponding filling factor ν. The behaviour de-
scribed in (a) repeats for each integer filling factor. Ambient temperatures
of the experiments T = 1.4 K. Adapted from [9].
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Figure 2.5: Landau level bending (left) and corresponding charge car-
rier density distribution (right) of an inhomogenous 2DES in y-direction
under quantum Hall conditions calculated by Chklovskii et al. [12].
Electrostatically compressible (red) and incompressible (blue) regions are
forming. In compressible regions the Landau levels are partially occupied.
The electron density can vary within this regions because there are free
electronic states at the Fermi level. In incompressible regions the Landau
levels are either fully occupied or unoccupied. No electronic states are
available at the Fermi level. Thus the electron density is constant in these
regions.

Starting from the depleted edge of the 2DES, the lowest Landau
level is above the electrochemical potential and thus, unoccupied.
As soon as it hits the electrochemical potential, it stays constant
and the charge carrier density rises until the first Landau level
is filled up (compressible). When the first Landau level is filled
completely, it bends down beneath the electrochemical potential.
The charge carrier density is constant (incompressible). The
situation changes again when the second Landau level hits the
electrochemical potential from above. Now the second Landau level
is going to be filled up and the electron density rises again, until
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it is completely filled. Then the second Landau level also bends
down beneath the electrochemical potential and the charge carrier
density stays constant again.

This behaviour repeats, approaching the bulk of the 2DES.
The compressibility κ of the 2DES is generally given by

1

κ
= n2 ·

(
∂µch

∂n

)
, (2.9)

where µch is the chemical potential [27, 28].

Incompressible regions have a local integer filling factor be-
cause Landau levels are completely occupied. This results in an
insulator-like behaviour because they do not have available states
at the Fermi level. Compressible regions, on the other hand, act
conductive. Hence, potential gradients will only occur within
incompressible regions. Since the edge of a Hall bar is translation
invariant between the probing contacts, the compressible/ incom-
pressible regions will appear as compressible and incompressible
strips along the Hall bar edges.

Chklovskii et al. [12] also calculated the center position yν
and the spatial size wν of the incompressible strips as a function of
the magnetic flux density. With respect to integer filling factors
νint, they are given by

yν =
d0

1− (νint/ν)
(2.10)

and

wν = 4
yν
ν

√
νinta∗B
πd0

, (2.11)

with the effective Bohr radius

a∗B =
4πε0ε~2

e2m∗
(2.12)

and the screening length

d0 =
4ε0ε · |eVG|

πe2n
. (2.13)
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ε is the permittivity of vacuum and ε0 is the relative permittivity
of the material. VG is the gate voltage, which depletes the 2DES
for negative values. The middle position yν = 0 is between gate
and 2DES (compare Fig. 2.5(a)). n is the charge carrier density
in the bulk. (2.10) and (2.11) show that the incompressible strips
grow and move to the bulk material of the 2DES with increasing
magnetic flux density/decreasing filling factor.

An evolution of the so-called compressible/incompressible
landscape can be assumed according to the calculations made by
Chklovskii et al. [12]. Fig. 2.6 shows different compressible/in-
compressible (red/blue) landscapes, which are connected to the
position within a quantum Hall plateau [29, 30]:

(a) The 2DES is mostly compressible, approaching the plat-
eau from the low magnetic flux density side. Local in-
compressible regions, which can be present due to rel-
atively high charge carrier density fluctuations are not
shown for clarity. The classical Hall effect is observed.

(b) Rising the magnetic flux density, an incompressible ring
forms at the edges of the 2DES within the quantum Hall
regime.

(c) The incompressible ring grows and moves to the center
of the 2DES. Incompressible islands can form because
there can be charge carrier density fluctuations within
the 2DES.

(d) Still in the plateau regime, the compressible ring merged
in the center of the 2DES. The whole bulk is now incom-
pressible, penetrated with compressible islands, which
occur due to charge carrier density fluctuations. The
penetrated incompressible bulk and the compressible is-
lands form a so-called droplet landscape, where each
compressible island represents one droplet. An integer
bulk filling factor is/was reached.

(e) The quantum Hall effect is still observed even for mag-
netic flux densities, which exceed the bulk integer filling
factor because the droplet landscape stabilizes the in-
compressible region in the bulk.
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(f) The 2DES is again mostly compressible beyond the plat-
eau (at the high magnetic flux density side). The clas-
sical Hall effect can be observed again.

This evolution of the compressible/incompressible landscape repeats
for each integer filling factor. Fig. 2.4(b) shows the expected center
positions (2.10) of the incompressible strips at the edges calculated
by Chklovskii et al. [12] as dashed lines. Within the 2DES of
the schematic sample in Fig. 2.6, the depletion towards the edges is
given by the surface pinning of the Fermi level instead of a gate.
The solid horizontal lines indicate the expected integer value of the
filling factor in the bulk. The Hall voltage drop is always located at
the most inner incompressible strip. This observation leads to the
microscopic picture of the quantum Hall effect.

compressible incompressible

ν = plateau value

B

RHall

Out
Edge Bulk

Out

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f)

Figure 2.6: Evolution of the compressible/incompressible landscape of
a 2DES under quantum Hall conditions. (a) - (f) Sketch of the evolu-
tion of the compressible/incompressible landscape of the 2DES, passing
a quantum Hall plateau. Adapted from [30].
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The equilibrium situation of the Landau level bending of a cross
section of a 2DES is shown in Fig. 2.7(a), where no bias voltage is
applied. Three incompressible strips are present, while the bulk
is compressible. The electrochemical potential is constant. The
Landau levels are bending over the incompressible strips, giving the
electrons the group velocity vG. This leads to persistent currents
within the 2DES, already in equilibrium, but no net current is driven
because every Landau level bends two times in the opposite dir-
ection over each incompressible strip with local integer filling factor.

The situation changes in Fig. 2.7(b), where the 2DES is
biased with an external current. The electrochemical potential is
not constant anymore and a Hall field in y-direction is present.
A quantized plateau in RHall can be observed, corresponding
to integer i = 3. A comparison to the experimental results
shows that the Hall voltage only drops over the inner most
incompressible regions. In the compressible regions the electrons
screen the electrostatic potential and rearrange. The quantum
Hall effect is only observed, if the whole Hall voltage drops over
incompressible regions with the same constant integer filling factor
(local ν = 3 in Fig. 2.7(b)). The Landau level bending is increased
in incompressible regions, where its slope direction matches the
direction of the Hall field. The Landau level bending is decreased,
where its slope direction does not match the direction of the Hall
field. The difference in the Landau level bending causes a net
current through the sample, which is located in the most inner
incompressible strips with constant local filling factor. The current
flows dissipationless since the driving electric field and the current
direction are perpendicular to each other. The total current
through the sample can be calculated by an integration of the
current density distribution over a cross section of the 2DES and is
given by

Ix = ν
e2

h
VHall. (2.14)

As long as the dissipationless Hall current is flowing within strips
at the edges, the regime is called edge-dominated. The regime is
called bulk-dominated when the current is widely spread over the
bulk of the 2DES.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Landau level bending in equilibrium with the compress-
ible/incompressible landscape in the background. Black dots indicate
fully occupied states, white dots indicate empty states and black&white
dots indicate partially occupied states. (b) An external bias voltage is
applied to the 2DES, modifying the band bending of (a). Adapted from
[9, 19, 18].

The main part of this thesis is about local investigations on the
droplet landscape, which can form in a 2DES within the bulk-
dominated quantum Hall regime due to local charge carrier density
variations. Fig. 2.8 illustrates the origin of droplets in detail, which
are introduced and indicated in Fig. 2.6(d) and (e). A sketch of an
exemplary droplet landscape is shown in Fig. 2.8(a). Compressible
islands/droplets are surrounded by incompressible regions, which
isolate the droplets from the compressible edges electrically. The
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linecut of Fig. 2.8(c) indicates that the droplets are caused by charge
carrier density variations, which are either locally higher (red) or
locally lower (blue). Fig. 2.8(b) amplifies the location of the linecut
in the droplet landscape.

compressible dropletsincompressible bulk

n2D

y

(a)
(b)

(c)

y
x

Figure 2.8: Compressible/incompressible landscape of a 2DES under
quantum Hall conditions in the bulk-dominated quantum Hall regime. (a)
The incompressible bulk (blue) is penetrated with compressible regions
due to local charge carrier density variations (red). (c) Charge carrier
density profile of a linecut through the droplet landscape shown in (b).
Droplets can occur because of a locally higher charge carrier density (red
local maxima) or because of a locally lower charge carrier density (blue
local minima). (b) Zoom of (a) to illustrate the linecut for the charge
carrier density profile shown in (c).
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2.4 Summary
The Hall resistance of a 2DES shows distinct plateaus as a function
of the magnetic flux density, where RHall = h/(i·e2), i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...},
known as the quantum Hall effect (QHE) [1]. Self-consistent cal-
culations of an inhomogeneous charge carrier density distribution
show that a landscape with two different electric properties forms
within the 2DES if quantized Landau levels are present due to the
energy splitting of the cyclotron motion and the spin in high mag-
netic flux densities [12]. These two regions are called compressible
(available states at the Fermi level - matel-like) and incompressible
(no available states at the Fermi level - isolating), accordingly. In
(Al,Ga)As heterostructure Hall bars, this leads to the formation
of incompressible strips at the edges of the 2DES, separated by
compressible regions. This compressible/incompressible landscape
undergoes a certain evolution as a function of the magnetic flux
density.

The evolution of the compressible/incompressible landscape
within the 2DES can be given by comparing self-consistent
calculations to Hall potential profile measurements over a cross
section of a 2DES . At the low magnetic flux density side out
of a plateau, the 2DES is mostly compressible. As a quantum
Hall plateau is entered from the low magnetic flux density side,
incompressible strips form at the edges of the 2DES. These strips
grow in width and move towards to center of the 2DES with rising
magentic flux density. Increasing the magnetix flux density further
towards integer bulk filling factor, meaning RHall = h/(i · e2),
these strips merge in the center of the 2DES. Beyond the
plateau value on the high magnetic flux density side, the 2DES
is mostly compressible again. This evolution repeats for each
plateau in RHall. A quantized value in the Hall resistance is only
observed if the Hall voltage drops over incompressible regions with
the same filling factor, known as the microscopic picture of the QHE.

If a quantum Hall plateau is observed and the Hall voltage
drop is measured over the bulk of the Hall bar, local compressible
islands can form within the mostly incompressible bulk of the 2DES
due to local charge carrier density variations - called droplets.
These droplets stabilize the quantized plateau value in the Hall
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resistance even above integer bulk filling factor. Investigating
this so-called droplet landscape locally as a function of external
parameters as the magnetic flux density and the applied bias
voltage via the capacitive coupling between adjacent SETs is one
of the main goals of this thesis.
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Chapter 3

A Scanning Probe Microscope
using Single-Electron
Transistors (SETs) on Tips

For the investigations on the local compressible/incompressible
landscape of a 2DES under quantum Hall conditions it is necessary
to make position resolved measurements at low temperatures with
the possibility to apply high magnetic fields. A setup of a scanning
probe microscope (SPM) inside a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator was
built in earlier works [31, 18], which serves exactly this purpose.
The capacitive coupling between two single-electron transistors
(SETs) on tips is used for the local probing. Within this chapter
the SPM and the single-electron transistor tips are presented.
Besides, a short introduction of the concept of SETs is shown.

3.1 The Scanning Probe Microscope
The scanning probe microscope was built to investigate the Hall
potential profiles within the fractional quantum Hall regime. Hence,
it has to meet certain requirements suitable for our experiments,
in which we also want to measure properties of a 2DES under
quantum Hall conditions.

The microscope can be operated inside the mixture of a
3He/4He top-loading dilution refrigerator named Kelvinox 400,
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produced by Oxford Instruments [32] - in the following named
cryostat. It has a cooling power of 400µW at T = 100 mK,
reaching base temperature down to 16 mK. The base temperature,
which can be reached during the operation of the microscope, was
measured to 40 mK by M. Mausser [31] using SETs on tips. A
superconducting magnet inside the cryostat makes it possible to
apply magnetic fields up to B = 18 T.

The experiments take place inside the Precision Laboratory
of the MPI FKF [33, 34], where the cryostat is placed in a specially
designed concrete block with an air damping system in order to
reduce mechanical vibrations.

Fig. 3.1(a) shows the active part of the microscope. The
sensor tips and the sample are placed over each other, indicated
by the green parts. A piezo-ceramic tube provides a scan range of
27µm by 27µm in plane. In addition the tips can be approached
or retracted by 400 nm. This range is sufficient for scanning probe
experiments over the surface of quantum Hall samples. The tube
is surrounded by a brass tube in order to shield it electrostatically.
Otherwise the voltages at the tube, reaching a maximum value
of 480 V, could disturb the measurements, where voltages in the
range of a few µV to mV are measured and applied.

Since it is not possible to place the sensors directly over the
region of interest of the sample, a so-called positioning system
is needed. Three piezo-driven stepper motors by Attocube [35] -
called positioners - can move the sensors and the sample in a range
of 3.2 mm by 3.2 mm in plane. The z-position of the tips can be
varied within a range of 2.5 mm. An additional goniometer can
adjust angle mismatches between the chip of the sensors and the
sample surface in the range of 5 ◦.

The electrical connections of the piezo-ceramic tube, the po-
sitioners, the sensors and the sample are made with 96 individual
wires with a diameter of 100µm each. Two wires form a twisted
pair. The 48 twisted pairs are embedded in a textile structure
forming a so-called loom [36]. For the connection of the sensors,
the sample and the piezo-tube it is sufficient to use the constantan
looms, which are the common standard for cryogenic applications,
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since no high currents have to be driven through these wires. For
the positioners it is necessary to switch to copper and supercon-
ducting material, which have a lower resistivity. Otherwise it would
not be possible to perform a movement of the positioners via the
slip-stick method, where the capacitances of the piezo-elements
have to be recharged by a sufficient rate. Superconducting wires
have to be used in the lower part of the sample rod because
they have a high electrical and low thermal conductivity in the
superconducting phase. The heat input would be too high if only
copper looms are used.

It is important that the mechanical loads acting on the
sensor holder and the sample holder are as low as possible, in order
to avoid problems in driving the positioners and the piezo-ceramic
tube, otherwise they can stuck. Thus, the moving sensors and
sample are connected with self-designed flexible platines [31] made
out of kapton [37]. The transitions of the looms to the flexible
platines are realized with so-called Molex plugs [38]. Fig. 3.1(b)
shows a photograph of the sensors and the sample, which are glued
on their flexible kapton platine and their holder, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) The active part of the old microscope that is used for
part of the measurements within this work. It can be operated inside a
3He/4He dilution refrigerator with base temperatures below 100 mK. The
sample and the sensors can be positioned relative to each other by four
piezo-driven stepper motors for each spacial direction (x, y, z-positioners)
and a relative angle (goniometer). The spatial resolved measurements
are performed with a piezo-electric ceramic tube. The whole setup is
framed by a self-made stainless steel holder. The electric connections are
made by so-called “Molex”-plugs. (b) A photograph of the sensors and the
sample, which are glued to their platines and their holders, repectively.
The figure is taken from [19].
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3.2 The Single-Electron Transistor Tip
Array

A Single-electron transistor (SET) can serve as a local electrometer
[39, 40, 41, 42]. For the experiments of this thesis, the capacitive
coupling between two neighboring SET tips is used to investigate
the local properties of the compressible/incompressible landscape
of a 2DES within the quantum Hall regime. In this part of the
chapter the SET tips are introduced briefly.

The SETs that are used within the experiments are placed
at the very end of free-standing tips. Fig. 3.2 shows sketches as well
as scanning-electron microscope images. The SET itself consists of
two aluminum contacts (source and drain), two aluminum oxide
tunnel barriers and an aluminum island. Starting with free-standing
tips, which consist of a (Al,Ga)As heterostructure membrane and
gold lines to contact the SET electrically, the source and the drain
leads are evaporated under ultra-high vacuum (UHV). They are
separated by a trench, which was etched by reactive ion etching
into the (Al,Ga)As heterostructure. Afterwards, the surface of
the lead contacts is oxidized inside a separate chamber, where the
partial pressure of the oxygen can be controlled, in order to get a
defined thickness of the aluminum oxide layer. The tips are put
back into the UHV chamber and the island is evaporated. Within
the technical possibilities of the process, eight tips can be fabricated
as an array simultaneously. The (Al,Ga)As heterostructure was
grown by the group of W. Wegscheider at the ETH Zurich.

Fig. 3.2(a) shows a sketch of the tips. They are 18µm long
and separated by 4µm. The SETs are placed at the very end of
the tips. Fig. 3.2(b) shows a magnification of a single tip. The
aluminum island is separated from the source-drain contacts by
an oxide layer, indicated in brown. The island dimensions are
determined by the (Al,Ga)As heterostructure, the thickness of
the aluminum layers and the width of the trench. Fig. 3.2(c) and
Fig. 3.2(d) show scanning-electron microscope (SEM) images of the
tip array and a single tip, respectively.

For a detailed description of the fabrication process, the
reading of [19, 17, 18] is recommended.
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Figure 3.2: (a) A sketch of SETs on tips. Eight sensors, which are
separated by 4µm, form an array. The tips have a length of approxim-
ately 18µm. The evaporated aluminum SET-tips are structured from a
(Al,Ga)As-substrate and contacted with gold electrodes. (b) A sketch of
a single SET-tip. A trench separates the source from the drain contact.
The island and the source drain contacts are separated by aluminum ox-
ide tunnel barriers. The dimensions of the tip are limited by the layer
thickness of the (Al,Ga)As heterostructure and the width of the trench.
(c)+(d) Scanning-electron microscope pictures of the tip array and the
SET-tip [18].

3.3 Theoretical Basics of a Single-
Electron Transistor (SET)

In order to understand the measurement signals that are obtained
during the investigations, it is necessary to have an understanding
of the concept of an single-electron transistor (SET). This part of
the chapter introduces the mandatory SET theory. D. V. Averin
and K. K. Likharev were the first to describe SETs theoretically
[43]. T. A. Fulton and G. J. Dolan could later verify the results
experimentally [44].
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A metallic SET consists of an island that is coupled to its
lead contacts by tunnel barriers. If the size of the SET is in the
submicron regime the total capacitance CΣ =

∑
i Ci, which is the

sum of all capacitances to the surrounding electrodes, is small.
The energy that is needed to put one more electron on to the
island (N → N + 1), or to remove one electron from the island
(N − 1→ N) is given by

EC =
e2

2CΣ
, (3.1)

where N is the number of electrons on the island. At low temperat-
ure, the charging energy is larger than the thermal energy kBT �
EC and the electron transport over the island is blocked by Cou-
lomb repulsion - called Coulomb blockade regime. If the bias voltage
exceeds the charging energy |eVDS| > EC, single-electron transport
over the island is possible, leading to a finite current ISET(VDS).
Fig. 3.3 shows a sketch of the energy scheme and the current-voltage
curve (IV -curve), illustrating electron transport over the SET. It
has to be mentioned that the single-electron tunneling regime can
be exceeded by increasing the bias voltage further |eVDS| > 2EC. In
this case, multi-electron tunneling is possible.

When a gate is placed near the SET island, its electrostatic poten-
tial is influenced by the gate voltage VG due to the capacitive coup-
ling. The number of electrons on the SET island can be changed
by shifting the gate voltage VG. As a result, the current over the
SET ISET(VG) shows a strong modulation as a function of the gate
voltage, when a bias voltage |eVDS| < 2EC is applied, because the
regime switches between Coulomb blockade and single-electron tun-
neling - called Coulomb blockade oscillations (CBO).

Different charge states of the SET island can be represented by
false color as a function of the bias voltage VDS and the gate voltage
VG, as shown in Fig. 3.5. This is called a charge stability diagram.
The Coulomb blockade regime, where ISET = 0, is indicated by
the dark grey areas. If VDS = 0, the current ISET = 0 is always
zero, too. As long as 0 < |eVDS| < 2EC, the SET is either in the
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Figure 3.3: (a) An energy scheme of an SET. EF,S = −eVS and EF,D =
−eVD are the Fermi levels of the source and the drain contact that shift
relatively with applying VDS. The charging energy EC (blue arrows) is
needed to put one more electron onto the island (N → N + 1), or remove
one electron from the island (N − 1→ N). (b) The current ISET over an
SET as a function of the bias voltage VDS. Idea of the figure was taken
from [19].

single-electron tunneling regime or in the Coulomb blockade regime.
If |eVDS| > 2EC, the SET is always conductive, allowing single-
electron and multi-electron tunneling. ISET(VDS) and ISET(VG) of
Fig. 3.3(b) and Fig. 3.4(b) are indicated by the red and the green
linecut and shown on the right and at the bottom, respectively.

Measuring the derivative ∂ISET/∂VCOM, the charge stability dia-
gram can be represented and used to make a full characterization
of the SET in order to determine all quantities that are needed for
the experiments. It has to be mentioned that the symmetry of the
charge stability diagram is not mandatory. If the properties of the
two tunnel barriers between the source and the drain lead are not
equal, the borders that separate the single-electron tunneling and
the Coulomb blockade regime differ in their slopes. This effect can
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Figure 3.4: (a) Sketch of an SET with a gate electrode. The electro-
static potential of the island shifts by changing VG due to the capacitive
coupling. (b) Current ISET (green) as a function of the gate voltage VG

when a bias voltage 0 < |eVDS| < EC is applied. Due to the switching
between the Coulomb blockade regime and the single-electron tunneling
regime, the current is modulated - called Coulomb blockade oscillations
(CBO).

also occur if the coupling between a nearby gate and the SET is-
land is in the order of magnitude of the capacitive coupling between
the island and the lead contacts. Since this effect is not crucial
for the investigations of this thesis, the details can be looked up in
[19, 17, 18].
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Figure 3.5: Different areas of the charge stability diagram of an SET
as a function of the bias voltage VDS and the gate voltage VG. The charge
states of the SET island are presented in false color. The linecuts and
the corresponding currents of Fig. 3.3(b) (red) and Fig. 3.4(b) (green) are
shown on the right and at the bottom, respectively. The dark grey areas,
where no current is flowing, are called Coulomb blockade regime. The
blue arrow indicates where eVDS = 2EC. Adapted from [19, 18].

3.4 Characterization of the Single-
Electron Transistor Tip

Two of the eight SETs are used for the experiments within this
thesis. One of the SETs is used as a local electrometer, and thus, it
is necessary to characterize this one only. Fig. 3.6(a) shows a sketch
of the arrangement and the circuit diagram. The gate of Fig. 3.4(a)
is replaced by the sample. The voltage VSample is kept constant.
The electrostatic potential of the source and the drain contact
can be varied commonly by applying the voltage VCOM (described
later). Fig. 3.6(c) shows the derivative of ISET(VDS, VCOM) in the
direction of VDS, which corresponds to the charge stability diagram
of the SET. Fig. 3.6(b) shows several linecuts of the current,
respectively.
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The green line in Fig. 3.6(c) corresponds to the bias |eVDS| = 2EC.
Therefore, the charging energy of the SET can be calculated to

EC =
|eVDS|

2
= (135± 10)µeV. (3.2)

Since EC = e2/CΣ, the total capacitive coupling CΣ is

CΣ =
e2

EC
= (5.9 · 10−16 ± 0.9 · 10−16) F. (3.3)

In the following experiment the electrostatic potential of an adjacent
tip is changed and its response in the SET current is measured. Ob-
viously it is favorable to have a response signal, as high as possible.
For this purpose it is necessary to find the position of the steepest
slope in Fig. 3.6(b). Setting the bias voltage, where |eVDS| = 2EC

the maximum of the slope as a function of VCOM is given by

∆ISET

∆VCOM
= (13.7± 0.5)

pA

mV
. (3.4)

It has to be pointed out, that this value corresponds to this spe-
cific distance between SET and sample only. In order to give a
more general value for the maximum, that can be expected in the
experiment, it is useful to give the current change in terms of the
electrostatic potential of the SET island φSET. This can be done by
looking at the two colored lines in Fig. 3.6(c). As the bias voltage
VDS, indicated by the green line, and the common voltage VCOM,
indicated by the cyan line, correspond to 2EC with their capacitive
coupling respectively, it is possible to give a ratio

∆φSET

∆VCOM
= (4.7± 0.6)

µV

mV
. (3.5)

Therefore, the needed ratio between the current change and φSET

can be given by
∆ISET

∆φSET
= (3.0± 0.5)

pA

µV
. (3.6)

The relations (3.4) and (3.6) are going to be important for the char-
acterization of the measuring arrangement that is used to investigate
the local properties of the compressible/incompressible landscape of
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the 2DES under quantum Hall conditions, as presented in the fol-
lowing chapter.

S D

VDS

ISET

VCOM Env.

Sample

VSample

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.6: (a) Sketch of the arrangement for the characterization
measurement. The voltage VSample is constant. (b) ISET as a function of
VCOM for different VDS (CBO). (c) Derivative of ISET in VDS direction as
a function of VCOM and VDS. The green line indicates where the energy
VDS = e/CΣ. The cyan line indicates where ∆VCOM = e/CEnv..
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3.5. Summary

3.5 Summary
The scanning probe microscope, which can be operated inside a
3He/4He dilution refrigerator reaching an operation temperature
of T = 40 mK and magnetic fields up to B = 18 T, is presented.
The spatial resolved measurements are realized with the help of
a piezo-ceramic tube, which has a scan range of 27µm by 27µm
in plane. In addition the tips can be approached or retracted by
400 nm. In order to align the sensors and the sample properly, four
piezo-driven stepper motors, made by the company attocube, are
installed. The stepper motors allow a positioning of the sensors
relative to the sample within a range of 3.2 mm by 3.2 mm in plane.
The z-position of the tips can be varied within a range of 2.5 mm.
One stepper motor can be used to adjust an angle mismatch
between the sensor chip and the sample surface within a range of 5 ◦.

The capacitive coupling between two adjacent single-electron
transistors (SETs) on tips is used to locally investigate the
compressible/incompressible landscape within a 2DES under
quantum Hall conditions. Within this chapter our SET tip array is
introduced [19, 17, 18] and the basic concept of SETs are presented.
A tip array of eight SETs, which are separated by 4µm, can be
processed simultaneously. For the purpose of this experiment, just
one SET is used as a local electrometer. Its charging energy is
determined to EC = 135µeV. For the experiment, a high response
in the demodulated current over the SET is favorable. Hence, the
steepest point has to be identified in the CBOs. The current can
be expressed in terms of a change in the electrostatic potential of
the SET island, as a ratio that can be used in every configuration
between SET/tip and sample. We obtained

∆ISET

∆φSET
= (3.0± 0.5)

pA

µV
.
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Chapter 4

Technique to Spatially
Resolve the
Compressible/Incompressible
Landscape inside a
Two-Dimensional Electron
System

Due to local inhomogeneities in the charge carrier density, a droplet
landscape can form in a 2DES within the bulk-dominated quantum
Hall regime. The droplet landscape consists of compressible
islands, which are electrically isolated from the compressible edges
by the penetrated incompressibility in the bulk. The droplets are
expected to undergo a certain evolution as a function of external
parameters as the magnetic flux density and the Hall voltage.
Former experiments suggest that the droplets change in size or
move within the 2DES. However the detailed dynamics of the evolu-
tion of the droplet landscape has not been investigated locally so far.

In order to get access to the evolution of the droplet land-
scape with changing magnetic flux density, a new measurement
technique is introduced within this chapter, using the capacitive
coupling between two neighboring SETs for local investigations.
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4.1 Signature of the Compressible/In-
compressible Landscape in the Ca-
pacitive Coupling Between Adjacent
SETs

It is possible to probe the droplet (compressible/incompressible)
landscape of a 2DES locally with two SETs of our array inside
the SPM. One SET is used as a simple metal tip. The metal tip
and the SET couple capacitively to local compressible islands, as
indicated in Fig. 4.1(a). Hence, there is certain capacitive coupling
between the tip and the SET. The potential VTip of the metallic
tip is modulated with an AC-voltage of constant amplitude. The
current ISET over the SET is demodulated by Lock-In technique.
Changes in the droplet landscape will influence the capacitive
coupling between tip and SET. The demodulated current of ISET

will change due to the varying capacitive coupling. Therefore,
it is possible to get information about the droplet landscape by
measuring the demodulated current of ISET.

Fig. 4.1(b)-(e) illustrates the expectations of the outcome
when the droplet landscape/the droplet under the tip and the SET
changes:

(b) The whole 2DES is incompressible. The capacitive coupling
between the tip and the SET is small because of the isolating
properties.

(c) A droplet is forming. The coupling between the tip and the
SET is increased because there is an metallic-like region, which
is isolated electrically by the incompressible surrounding.

(d) The droplet grows. The coupling between tip and SET is fur-
ther increased because the metallic-like region is spatially lar-
ger but still isolated by the incompressible surrounding.

(e) The whole 2DES is compressible and therefore its electrostatic
potential is fixed by the source and the drain contact to the
2DES. Hence, the coupling between tip and SET is small again.

Other experiments, investigating local properties of the compress-
ible/incompressible landscape have been performed [45, 46, 47, 48].
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However, they all rely on the total capacitive coupling/conductance
of the local probe to the contacts of the 2DES. In contrast, the
technique that is presented here probes the capacitive coupling
locally, independent of the conductance to the contacts of the 2DES.

Since the measurement involves a metal tip, an SET and a
2DES, the capacitive arrangement is not trivial. In addition,
CBOs of the SET have to be taken into account. Thus, a detailed
understanding of all couplings and the corresponding response
of the SET is inevitable, as shown in the following parts of this
chapter.

4.2 Setting the Optimal Working Point
for Detecting the Capacitive Coup-
ling

The demodulated current over the SET ISET is investigated during
the experiments on the droplet landscape. The demodulated
current is defined by the derivative ∂ISET/∂VCOM because an
AC-voltage at the metallic tip causes a time-dependent modulation
of the electrostatic potential of the SET island. The source-drain
voltage VDS of the SET is not affected. Fig. 4.2(b) shows the
calculated derivative ∂ISET/∂VCOM from the experimental data of
Fig. 3.6(b) as a function of the voltages VDS and VCOM. Fig. 4.2(a)
shows the corresponding charge stability diagram for comparison
(detailed description in previous chapter - compare Fig. 3.6).

Obviously, it is favorable for the experiment to have signals
as high as possible. Hence, the so-called working point has to be
chosen where the demodulated current and thus ∂ISET/∂VCOM

have maximum values. This working point (given VDS and VCOM)
is indicated by the blue circle in Fig. 4.2(a) and (b).
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VTip VDS

ISET

VCOM

Lock-In
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further increased coupling small coupling

(a)
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z

y
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metal tip

Figure 4.1: (a) A metallic tip and an SET couple capacitively to local
compressible islands (illustrated with one droplet). (b) The capacitive
coupling between the tip and the SET will be small when the whole
2DES is incompressible. (c) The capacitive coupling will increase when a
compressible droplet is added. (d) The capacitive coupling will increase
further when the droplet of (c) is growing. (e) The capacitive coupling
will be small when the 2DES is fully compressible.
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Capacitive Coupling

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Experimentally determined ∂ISET/∂VDS of the SET for
comparison (compare Fig. 3.6). (b) Calculated derivative ∂ISET/∂VCOM

(compare Fig. 3.6(b)). The largest derivative is observed at the blue circle.

In the later experiments, the capacitive coupling between adjacent
SETs is investigated. One SET will be used as a metallic tip, while
the other is used as a local electrometer. Hence it is important
to know the capacitive coupling between them. In addition it
is necessary to know the change of the current as a function of
the voltage at the tip because this determines our signal and it
should be as high as possible. In order to obtain these quantities,
the measurements of the previous part of this chapter have to be
repeated with the very important difference, that the voltage of the
tip VTip is changed instead of VCOM.

Fig. 4.3(a) shows a sketch of the SET/tip arrangement. The
SET and the tip are retracted far from the 2DES. The capacitance
CTip,SET between them is illustrated accordingly. Fig. 4.3(c), can
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be used to determine the capacitive coupling and the maximum
value of the demodulated current. The cyan line of Fig. 4.3(b)+(c)
indicates where −eVDS = EC. Due to the capacitive coupling
CTip,SET between the tip and the SET, a change in VTip causes a
change in the electrostatic potential of the SET island given by
∆φSET = CTip,SET/CΣ ·∆VTip. For the cyan line ∆VTip = 136 mV
and ∆φSET = 135µV. Thus, the capacitive coupling between the
tip and the SET is given by

CTip,SET =
∆φSET

∆VTip
CΣ =

135µV

136 mV
· 5.9 · 10−16 F

=
(
5.9 · 10−19 ± 1.3 · 10−19 F

)
. (4.1)

For this specific configuration, a change in the electrostatic potential
of the island can be given in terms of VTip with

∆φSET

∆VTip
=

(
1± 0.1

µV

mV

)
. (4.2)

Now a change in the current ISET can be given in terms of the
electrostatic potential of the metallic tip with the help of (3.6),
resulting in

∆ISET

∆VTip,DC
= (3.0± 0.8)

pA

mV
. (4.3)

In this given experimental arrangement - tip array retracted from
2DES - the value in (4.3) is the maximum of the measurement signal
that can be achieved for the experiment, choosing the working point
indicated by the blue circle in Fig. 4.2.
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S D

VDS

ISET

VCOM

(a) (b)

VTip,DC 

(c)

VDS

VTip,DC

EC

CTip,SET 

Figure 4.3: Characterization of the SET-tip arrangement. (a) A sketch
of the measurement setup and the circuit diagram. (b) A sketch of the
charge stability diagram ISET(VDS, VTip,DC). The cyan line here cor-
responds to the cyan line in the data. (c) Derivative of ISET in VDS-
direction as a function of VTip,DC and VDS. The cyan line indicates where
−eVDS = EC (compare (b)). It can be used to calculate the capacitive
coupling between SET and tip.

4.3 Unexpected Result for the Signal of
the Capacitive Coupling

Fig. 4.4(a) shows a sketch of the setup. Fig. 4.4(b) and Fig. 4.4(c)
show the phase Φ(Î(ω)) and the amplitude |Î(ω)| of the de-
modulated current of ISET as a function of VDS and VCOM

when the electrostatic potential of the metallic tip is modulated
with VTip = 10 mV at a frequency of f = 5 Hz. It has to be
pointed out that due to (4.2) VTip = 10 mV corresponds to
∆φSET = 10µV. Therefore, the current response of the SET is
linear in a good approximation. Taking into account (4.3), it
follows that the amplitude of the demodulated current is (30±8) pA.

Surprisingly, the data of the experiment show partially unexpected
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results. Distinct extreme values in the amplitude |Î(ω)| are observ-
able, corresponding to the derivative ∂ISET(VDS, VCOM)/∂VCOM,
as expected and explained in Fig. 4.2. In contrary, the phase
Φ(Î(ω)) shows a deviation from the theoretical expectations. If
the phase is set to zero Φ(Î(ω)) = 0 for minimum values of the
amplitude |Î(ω)|, it should change from −180 ◦ to 180 ◦ between
local maxima of the amplitude |Î(ω)|, depending on the slope
direction of ISET(VDS, VCOM)/VCOM at that point. This behaviour
is not observed. Instead, Fig. 4.4(c) shows that the phase changes
between −19.5 ◦ and 19.5 ◦.

The solution for this unexpected finding is given in the fol-
lowing part of this chapter. However, it is possible to choose a
suitable working point where the response in the current change
through the SET by a change in VTip is maximized, indicated by
the blue circle in Fig. 4.4(b) and (c). Here Φ(Î(ω)) and |Î(ω)| have
extreme values.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

S D

VTip VDS

ISET

VCOM

Lock-In
|Î(ω)|

Φ(Î(ω))

Figure 4.4: (a) Sketch of the measurement setup and the circuit dia-
gram, used for the characterization of the demodulated current of ISET if
the potential VTip of the tip is modulated. (b) The amplitude |Î(ω)| of the
Lock-In signal as a function of VCOM and VDS. (c) The phase Φ(Î(ω))
of the Lock-In signal as a function of VCOM and VDS. The blue point
indicates the working point that is set for the following measurements.
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4.4 A Vector Model Describing the Signal
of the Capacitive Coupling

In order to understand the unexpected observations in the phase
Φ(Î(ω)), it is necessary to take into account additional contribu-
tions besides the current ISET that is coming from the SET island.
What had been discarded so far, is a constant displacement current
that exists due to capacitive couplings within the electronics
and between the leads of SET and tip - further called crosstalk.
This crosstalk is a purely capacitive contribution and has its own
amplitude and phase. Hence, the questions are (1) how do the
demodulated current ÎIsland(ω) of the SET island and the current
ÎCrosstalk(ω) of the crosstalk contribute to the measured signal
measured by the Lock-In amplifier and (2) how can the signals be
separated?

The signal Î(ω) that is measured by the Lock-In amplifier,
is a superposition of the two contributions ÎIsland(ω) and
ÎCrosstalk(ω). Since all quantities have their own amplitude and
phase, it is reasonable to represent the signals as vectors in a
complex plane. Fig. (4.5)(b) shows the resulting vector model, if
VDS and VCOM are fixed to values where the working point is set
to a maximum value in ÎIsland(ω).

ÎCrosstalk(ω) can be measured qualitively by shifting the
working point of the SET to certain VDS and VCOM, where no
current of the SET island is contributing. This is the case for
the Coulomb blockade regime at VDS = 0 mV. Here the trans-
port over the island is suppressed and therefore Î(ω) = ÎCrosstalk(ω).

In the following it is described how quantitive values of the
amplitude and the phase can be calculated with the help of
Fig. (4.5)(b):

(I) In general, |ÎIsland(ω)| (blue arrow) can be calculated by its
real and imaginary part:

|ÎIsland(ω)|2 = Re(ÎIsland(ω))2 + Im(̂IIsland(ω))2

and

cos(Φ(ÎIsland(ω))) =
Re(ÎIsland(ω))

|ÎIsland(ω)|
.
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(II) Taking into account the vector geometry of all contributions,
the real part and the imaginary part of ÎIsland(ω) are given by

Re(ÎIsland(ω)) = Re(Î(ω)) = |Î(ω)| · cos(Φ(Î(ω))

and

Im(ÎIsland(ω)) = Im(Î(ω))− |ÎCrosstalk(ω)|

= |Î(ω)| · sin(Φ(Î(ω))− |ÎCrosstalk(ω)|.

(III) Thus the amplitude and the phase of ÎIsland(ω) can by ex-
pressed by Î(ω) and ÎCrosstalk(ω). Inserting (II) in (I) gives

|ÎIsland(ω)| =

√{
|Î(ω)| · cos[Φ(Î(ω))]

}2

+ ... (4.4)

...+
{
|Î(ω)| · sin[Φ(Î(ω))]− |ÎCrosstalk(ω)|

}2

and

Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) = arccos

(
|Î(ω)| · cos[Φ(Î(ω))]

|ÎIsland(ω)|

)
. (4.5)

Hence, in order to determine the amplitude and the phase of
ÎIsland(ω), if the signal of the Lock-In is measured only as it is the
case in the later experiments, the contribution ÎCrosstalk(ω) has to
be known quantitatively. Fortunately, it is possible to determine
ÎCrosstalk(ω) for the given arrangement when the SET and the tip
are retracted far from the 2DES, as presented in the following.
Since ÎCrosstalk(ω) is constant, the therefore determined value can
be used in any SET/tip-sample arrangement.

If the SET and tip are far away from the sample |ÎIsland(ω)| = 30 pA,
since an AC-voltage amplitude of VTip = 10 mV is applied to the
tip (compare (4.3)). As mentioned before |Î(ω)| = |ÎCrosstalk(ω)| if
the working point of the SET is fixed to certain VDS and VCOM,
where no current of the SET island is contributing. If the working
point is now shifted to values VDS and VCOM where the amplitude
and the phase of ÎIsland(ω) have maxima, as it is the case for the
situation in Fig. 4.5(b), the data of Fig. 4.4 show that |Î(ω)| is 12 %
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higher and thus |Î(ω)| = 1.12 · |ÎCrosstalk(ω)|. This allows to set up
two equations to determine |ÎCrosstalk(ω)| by using trigonometric
functions.

As Fig. 4.5(b) shows, the real part of ÎIsland(ω) and Î(ω) are
the same and it follows that

Re(ÎIsland(ω)) = Re(Î(ω)) (4.6)
cos(Φ(ÎIsland(ω))) · |ÎIsland(ω)| = cos(70.5 ◦) · |Î(ω)|

cos(Φ(ÎIsland(ω))) · 30 pA = cos(70.5 ◦) · 1.12 · |ÎCrosstalk(ω)|.

Besides, the imaginary part of Î(ω) is the sum of ÎCrosstalk(ω) and
the imaginary part of ÎIsland(ω):

Im(Î(ω)) = Im(ÎIsland(ω)) + |ÎCrosstalk(ω)|.

Therefore, the second equation is given by

(sin(70.5 ◦) · 1.12− 1) · |ÎCrosstalk(ω)|
= sin(Φ(ÎIsland(ω))) · 30 pA. (4.7)

With (4.6) and (4.7) the phase of ÎIsland(ω) can be eliminated from
the equation set and the constant contribution

|ÎCrosstalk(ω)| = 79.6 pA

is obtained. Using (4.5) and |Î(ω)| = 1.12 · |ÎCrosstalk(ω)|,
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is given by

Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) = arccos

(
1.12 · 79.6 pA · cos[70.5 ◦]

30 pA

)
= 8.5 ◦

for this arrangement. The resulting quantitive vector model is
shown in Fig. 4.5(c).

Since |ÎIsland(ω)| = (30 ± 8)pA, the largest error in Φ(ÎIsland(ω))
and |ÎCrosstalk(ω)| are coming from the uncertainty in the amplitude
of ÎIsland(ω). Errors that are coming from the measurement of Î(ω)
are relatively smaller.
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Figure 4.5: (a) The tip couples capacitively to the lead contacts (red)
and the island of the SETs (blue). The contribution of the SET island
(blue) has to be extracted from the Lock-In signal (green). (b) The vector
model of the two contributions resulting in the Lock-In signal (green
arrow). The model can be developed with the help of the data acquired
in Fig. 4.4. (c) The quantitative values for the currents of the vector
model corresponding to (b).

4.5 Towards Local Probing of the Droplet
Landscape

The previous part pointed out that it is important to keep the work-
ing point of the SET fixed. This corresponds to a situation, where
the electrostatic potential of the island does not change relatively to
the potential of the source and the drain contact. In other words:
The electrostatic potential of the SET island has to be fixed rel-
atively to the electrostatic potentials of the source and the drain
contact. This is not given a priori because several artefacts of the
sample can influence the potential of the island, and thus shift it,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. For a detailed derivation of the change of
the electrostatic potential, the reading of [19] is recommended.
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Figure 4.6: The SET couples capacitively to the sample. The electro-
static landscape of the sample is formed by different features, which all
influence the potential of the island. Idea of the sketch was taken from
[19].

Fig. 4.7(a) illustrates the mechanism, which shifts the working
point. The sample couples capacitively to the tip. If the voltage
VSample is varied, the electrostatic potential of the island shifts,
while the common potential of the source and the drain contact is
constant. As a result, the current ISET changed and the working
point has moved on ISET(VCOM).

In order to overcome this issue, a feedback loop (FBL)
method can be used to adjust the potential of the source and the
drain contact commonly [19, 49, 17, 18, 50]. Fig. 4.7(b) shows how
the FBL is working. A proportional–integral–derivative controller
(PID module) is keeping the current ISET constant, by adjusting
the common voltage VCOM of the source and the drain. Hence,
the electrostatic potential of the island does not shift relatively to
the Fermi level of the source of the drain contact because they
are re-adjusted, respectively. Therefore, the whole CBO is shifted
instead of the working point and the current ISET is constant. The
modulation in the current, caused by the oscillating potential of
the metallic tip, is not affected by the FBL because a 1 Hz low-pass
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filter is added to the circuit. ÎCrosstalk(ω) is not expected to change.
All the characterization measurements that had been performed so
far, were far away from the sample/the Hall bar. In order to have an
initial value for the following experiments, ÎIsland(ω) can be determ-
ined right over the surface of the compressible 2DES. The working
point is fixed as explained in the previous part of the chapter. Ap-
proaching the SET/tip and the sample will influence the capacitive
coupling between the tip and the SET, as expected. Fig. 4.8(a) and
(b) show the amplitude |Î(ω)| and the phase Φ(Î(ω)) of the Lock-In
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Figure 4.7: VDS is constant, thereby −eVDS = 2EC. (a) The sample
couples capacitively to the SET island. Hence, by changing the electro-
static potential VSample the electrostatic potential of the SET island shifts
relatively to the Fermi energies of the source and the drain contact in the
red or the blue direction. The working point shifts on CBOs of the SET,
respectively. (b) The shift of the working point can be avoided by adding
a feedback loop (FBL) to VCOM of the SET. If VSample is changed in the
blue or red direction, the FBL adjusts the electrostatic potential of the
source and the drain contact accordingly, keeping the current ISET con-
stant and the working point at a fixed position of the CBOs. The FBL is
realized with a proportional–integral–derivative controller (PID module).
Adapted from [19].
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as a function of time when the sample is far away (green) and when
the sample is close (yellow). Constant fits can be made for the vec-
tor model, shown in Fig. 4.8(c). The island contribution ÎIsland(ω) is
presented by the blue (far away from sample) and the pink (close
to sample) vector.

(c)

Im

Re

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.8: (a) The amplitude and (b) the phase of the Lock-In away
from the sample (green) and close (yellow) to the sample. (c) The vec-
tor model comparing the situation away and close to the sample. The
vectors of the Lock-In signals are shown in green and yellow accordingly.
The blue arrow represents the contribution of the island (|ÎIsland(ω)| and
Φ(ÎIsland(ω))) when the SET and the tip are away from the sample. The
pink arrow represents the contribution of the island when the SET and
the tip are close to the sample. The red arrow shows |ÎCrosstalk(ω)| to the
lead contacts when Î(ω) is measured. It is assumed to be constant.
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Using (4.4) and (4.5) it follows, that

|ÎIsland(ω)| = 11 pA

and

Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) = 32 °

for the initial situation for the experiments, indicated by the pink
vector. As mentioned already before, the largest error is coming
from |ÎIsland(ω)|, since its error is in the order of 20 %. For the
experiments, we are interested in relative changes in the signal and
therefore the absolute values are not so important.

The SET and the tip are now positioned right over the con-
ductive surface of the compressible 2DES. The first locally resolved
measurement over a cross section of the Hall bar - further called
linescan - can be performed, starting from this configuration. Line
scans, which probe the droplet landscape of the 2DES by measuring
capacitive coupling between the SET and the tip via the amplitude
and the phase of ÎIsland(ω), are going to be called capacitive coupling
profiles. It is reasonable to take the approach of local measurements
over a cross section of the Hall bar, because it is possible to make
comparisons with Hall potential profiles, which are well understood.

Fig. 4.9(a) shows a sketch, where the linescans are meas-
ured. A position roughly in the center of the Hall bar is chosen
because there the sample is invariant in x-direction. Besides, it
is rather far away from the probing contacts, which are known
to have an influence on the 2DES. The spatial dimensions of the
arrangement are illustrated in Fig. 4.9(b). The width of the Hall
bar, as well as the separation of the tip and the SET are given by
the design during the fabrication processes. The distance between
the SET/tip and the sample is a compromise between safety and
resolution. Obviously, it is good to have a small distance because
this increases the capacitive coupling between SET/tip and Hall
bar. SETs are very fragile on the other hand, and as soon as
they touch something they are destroyed. Hence, a safe distance
is favorable because the topography of the sample surface is not
known in detail. Fig. 4.9(c) shows a top view sketch of a linescan.
The SET starts and stops at the edges of the Hall bar, while
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the metallic tip starts above the bulk already and stops a few
micrometers away from it accordingly.

The cyan line of Fig. (4.10)(a) and (c) shows an example of a capa-
citive coupling profile, i.e. the raw data of the phase Φ(Î(ω)) and
the amplitude |Î(ω)| of the Lock-In signal. In order to reduce noise,
each capacitive coupling profile is measured 25 times and averaged
afterwards. The results are shown in Fig. 4.10(a) and (c) as green
lines. It is not sufficient to just increase the integration time of each
data point because charge fluctuations close to the SET island can
disturb the signal on scales way off the ordinairy noise. For further
information the work of [18] is recommended. In order to decrease
the noise further, a numerical Savitzky–Golay filter can be applied
[51]. It makes a polynominal fit for each datapoint with respect
to a certain amount of its neighboring points. Fig. 4.10(b) and (d)

Top view

y

z

(b)

y

x

Scan
direction

4μm

20μm

200nm

(c)

y

x

(a)

Figure 4.9: Arrangement of the SET, the tip and the sample. (a) Po-
sition where the measured lines are taken. (b) Side view sketch, showing
the dimensions of the arrangement and the direction of the moving SET
and tip. (c) Top view sketch illustrating how the SET and the tip are
moving relative to the sample.
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4.5. Towards Local Probing of the Droplet Landscape

shows besides the averaged capacitive coupling profiles (green) the
numerically smoothed linescan (red).

After the averaging and the numerical smoothening, the data
can finally be transformed pointwise into the contributions
|ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) of the SET island, using (4.4) and
(4.5). Fig. 4.11 illustrates the transformation of the Lock-In signals
|Î(ω)| and Φ(Î(ω)) (yellow) into the signals of the SET island
|ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) (pink).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10: (a) The raw data of a single capacitive coupling profile of
Φ(Î(ω)) in the background (cyan) and 25 times averaged (green). (b) The
averaged data of Φ(Î(ω)) in the background (green) and the numerically
smoothed data (red). (c) The raw data of a single capacitive coupling
profile of |Î(ω)| in the background (cyan) and averaged over 25 scans
(green). (d) The averaged data of |Î(ω)| in the background (green) and
the numerically smoothed data (red).
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4.6. Summary

Figure 4.11: Example of a line scan |Î(ω)|, Φ(Î(ω)) transfered to a
capacitive coupling profile |ÎIsland(ω)|, Φ(ÎIsland(ω)).

4.6 Summary
Around integer filling factor the bulk of a 2DES is mostly
incompressible but local charge carrier density fluctuations can
cause electrically isolated compressible islands, known as droplets.
The resulting droplet landscape should be investigated with two
SETs, one acting as a local electrometer and one acting as a
metallic tip. The tip is modulated with an AC-voltage, while the
current over the SET is demodulated. The capacitive coupling
between the SET island and the metallic tip will be influenced by
the droplet landscape and thus, the demodulated current of the
SET will vary, respectively.

In this chapter the idea and the expectations of the experi-
ments are described. The capacitive couplings of the SET, the
metallic tip and the sample are analyzed. The AC-analysis results
in a vector model, which describes the Lock-In signal in terms of
the actual SET island signal and a constant displacement current
due to crosstalk. With this model, it is possible to extract the
demodulated SET current flowing over the SET island qualitively
and quantitively.

The slope ∂ISET/∂φSET has to be fixed. For this purpose,
a feedback loop with a PID module is added, which also avoids
disturbances in the Lock-In signals due to artefacts of the sample.
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The last part of the chapter presents the measurement pro-
cedure to obtain spatial resolved measurements of the capacitive
coupling between SET island and metal tip over a cross section of
the Hall bar, called capacitive coupling profile.
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Chapter 5

Evolution of the Droplet
Landscape as a Function of
the Magnetic Flux Density

The existence of the droplet landscape has already been observed
in several former experiments. However, local investigation, as de-
scribed in the previous part of this chapter, have not been performed
so far. Especially the evolution of the droplet landscape as a func-
tion of external parameters as the magnetic flux density has not
been measured in detail. Based on measurements over a cross sec-
tion of a 2DES under quantum Hall conditions a schematic evolution
of the droplet landscape as a function of the magnetic flux density
is derived within this chapter.

5.1 Probing the 2DES Locally over a
Cross Section as a Function of the
Magnetic Flux Density

A sketch of the sample, which is used for the experiments, is shown
in Fig. 5.1(a). Two identical Hall bars are placed in the center.
They are 20µm wide and 170µm long between the center of the
probing contacts. The heterostructure was already presented in
chapter 2. The two Hall bars are surrounded by metal (gold) gates,
which are necessary for positioning the sensors.
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The plateau of filling factor ν = 2, which is investigated, is
shown in Fig. 5.1(b). The Hall resistance RHall (blue) and the
longitudinal resistance Rxx (green) are presented as a function of
the applied magnetic flux density. The quantized plateau value
has a larger magnetic flux density range than the drop of Rxx
close to zero. Long range charge carrier density variations can
be a reason for this behaviour. The charge carrier density
n ≈ (2.05 · 1015 ± 1.6 · 1013) m−2 of the 2DES is obtained from the
classical Hall effect [19].

The very first data, investigating the capacitive coupling between
the SET island and the tip are shown in Fig. 5.2. The measurements
show the data, obtained by scanning over a cross section of the Hall
bar. The scan position is indicated in Fig. 4.9 within the previous
chapter. In addition, measurements of Hall potential profiles
were made for comparison. Fig. 5.2(a) shows the derivative of the
normalized Hall potential profiles as a function of the magnetic flux
density, indicating where the current density is comparably high
within the 2DES. Due to the microscopic picture of the QHE, the
current flows in the incompressible regions. In order to emphasize
that the expected center position of the incompressible strips
evolving from the edges to the bulk of the 2DES are indicated by
the curved dashed lines. The horizontal dashed line indicates the
magnetic flux density where the integer bulk filling factor ν = 2 is
reached.

For magnetic flux densities B > 4.15 T the current is no
longer located in strips at the edges, but widely spread in the bulk
of the sample (above pink line). Until the integer bulk integer
filling factor ν = 2 is reached at B = 4.6 T, the current flows within
the bulk of the 2DES, between the expected center position of the
incompressible strips in y-direction. Since the microscopic picture
of the QHE implies that the current flows within incompressible
regions only, the bulk is interpreted to be incompressible in these
regions, penetrated by the droplet landscape. Fig. 5.2(b) and
Fig. 5.2(c) show the amplitude and the phase of ÎIsland(ω) of the
capacitive coupling profiles as a function of the magnetic flux
density. It is clearly observed that the amplitude |ÎIsland(ω)| goes
up and the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) goes down, giving a strong change
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in the signal of the capacitive coupling between the SET and the
tip, as soon as the bulk is incompressible and a droplet landscape
is expected to be present.

VDS

Vx

VHall

IS

ID

(a)

(b)

Magnetic flux density [T]

xx

Figure 5.1: (a) Sketch of the sample that is used for the measurements
within this part of the work. The 2DES of the Hall bar (light blue)
is contacted by ohmic contacts (dark brown) and gold lines. The Hall
bars are surrounded by gold plates, which are used for positioning the
SETs. (b) RHall (blue) and Rxx (green) as a function of the magnetic
flux density, corresponding to the plateau value of integer i = 2, taken
for the left Hall bar. (a) is taken from [19].
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The charge carrier density n ≈ (2.05 · 1015 ± 1.6 · 1013) m−2 of the
2DES is obtained by looking at the slope of RHall(B) within the
classical regime at low magnetic flux densities. The corresponding
magnetic flux density, where the bulk integer filling factor ν = 2
is reached, is B = 4.6 T. Due to the charge carrier density vari-
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Figure 5.2: (a) Derivative of the normalized Hall potential. The bright
areas indicate where the current density is comparably high within the
2DES. (b) Amplitude |ÎIsland(ω)| and (c) phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) as a function
of the SET/tip position and the magnetic flux density. The dashed lines
show the expected center positions of the incompressible strips, calculated
by applying Chklovskii et al. [12]. The dashed horizontal line indicates
integer bulk filling factor ν = 2. The signal of the capacitive coupling
between SET and tip is high where a droplet landscape is expected.
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ations at this cross section of the Hall bar, incompressible regions
start to form in the bulk already at B = 4.2 T. If this magnetic
flux density is assumed to be bulk integer filling factor ν = 2, the
charge carrier density would be given by n ≈ 2.22 · 1015 m−2. This
suggests that the charge carrier density variations at this cross
section of the Hall bar are in the order of around 9 %.

A break in the mirror symmetry is observed in the data of
the capacitive coupling profiles around y ≈ 10µm between the
left and the right side. Fig. 5.3 illustrates the arrangement of the
Hall bar, the SET and the tip for three different positions during
one single linescan. The droplet landscape is sketched arbitrarily.
During each linescan, the SET moves from the left edge to the
right edge of the sample. Thus, the tip is already over the 2DES
or next to it when the linescan starts or stops, respectively. This
asymmetry is visible in the measurements but it does not disturb
the further analysis of the data, as we will concentrate mainly on a
center region of a Hall bar cross section.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Position of the SET and the tip relative to the Hall
bar when a linescan starts. (b) Position of the SET and the tip relative
to the Hall bar when half of the linescan is finished. (c) Position of the
SET and the tip relative to the Hall bar at the end of a linescan.

5.2 Minimized Electric Network Describ-
ing the Capacitive Coupling Between
the SET and the Tip over the 2DES

In order to explain the observations of the capacitive coupling
profiles in the previous part, a model can be developed. For that
purpose, an arbitrary droplet landscape is assumed, as shown in
Fig. 5.4(a). As a first step, the SET and the tip couple capacitively
to one single droplet only. A rather complex network connects the
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droplet itself and the compressible edges, because several other
droplets can be present between them. For the purpose of these
investigations and from the point of view of the SET/tip, this
network is described by certain conductive coupling, containing
ohmic resistances R1,2 and electrical capacitances C1,2 in parallel,
to both edges respectively. The capacitive coupling between the
droplet and the backgate C3 is taken into account. The lower part
of Fig. 5.4(a) illustrates how the droplet landscape translates into
the corresponding circuit diagram with respect to the SET and the
tip, coupling to one single droplet only.

The resulting circuit diagram that is seen by the SET and
the tip with respect to the single droplet, is illustrated in
Fig. 5.4(b). The circuit that determines the coupling of the droplet
to the compressible edges and the backgate can be further simplified
to a total conductive coupling with the parameters RG and CG.
The corresponding circuit diagram is sketched in Fig. 5.4(c).
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Figure 5.4: (a) An arbitrary droplet landscape is assumed. The SET
and the tip couple to one single droplet only. From the point of view
of the SET and the tip, the network between the droplet itself and the
compressible edges translates into ohmic resistances R1,2 and electrical
capacitances C1,2 in parallel. (b) Circuit diagram, simplified for further
investigations, resulting in one resistance RG and one capacitance CG

between the droplet and the reference ground (GND).

Starting from the model of Fig. 5.4(b), the metallic tip and the SET,
which couple to one droplet, can be added to the arrangement, as
shown in Fig. 5.5(a). The capacitive coupling of the SET CSET and
the tip CTip have to be taken into account. The capacitive coupling
of the SET island to its source/drain leads has to be added. The
resulting circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 5.5(b), where VIsland is
investigated.
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S D
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Figure 5.5: (a) Sketch of the SET, the tip and a single droplet, which
is coupled to its surrounding as described in Fig. 5.4. (b) The electrical
circuit scheme that results from the sketch shown in (a).

The capacitive coupling profiles in the measurements show a
change, as soon as the bulk becomes incompressible and droplets
can decouple from the compressible edges. Therefore, a link
between the model and the data can be made by simulating
the demodulated current over the SET as a function of the two
parameters RG and CG. This can be done with the help of
Kirchoff’s laws applied to the impedance network in Fig. 5.5(b).
The values of the parameters for the simulation f = 5.7 Hz,
CSET = CTip = 10−18 F and CIsland = 6 · 10−16 F are taken close to
the results, according to the previously performed characterization
measurements.

The capacitive coupling between droplets and tip is assumed
to be in the same order of magnitude as the coupling between
droplets and compressible edges. Otherwise no significant change
in the amplitude and the phase of ÎIsland(ω) can be observed in
the simulations. Instead of looking at the parameters RG and CG
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directly, it is reasonable to look at the couplings relatively to the
coupling between the SET/tip and the sample. The SET and the
tip are positioned right over the surface of the sample and the
distance between the SET/tip and the Hall bar does not change
significantly during the measurements. Therefore, the geometry
is assumed by two parallel-plate capacitors with constant and
equal capacitances (CSET = CTip). Fig. 5.6(a) and (b) show the
simulated amplitude and phase of ÎIsland(ω) as a function of these
two relative coupling parameters RGωCSET,Tip and CG/CSET,Tip.
RGωCSET,Tip gives an idea of how high the resistance is, relative
to the capacitive coupling to the compressible edges. Starting at
the very top left corner, the amplitude |ÎIsland(ω)| goes up for
increasing RGωCSET,Tip and decreasing CG/CSET,Tip. The phase
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) goes down vice versa.
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Figure 5.6: |ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) can be simulated as a function
of the relative parameters CG/CSET,Tip and RGωCSET,Tip, which refer to
the coupling of the SET/tip to the droplet, using Kirchhoffs’ laws. (a)
|ÎIsland(ω)| increases if the conductive coupling between the droplet and
the compressible edges decreases (RGωCSET,Tip is small and CG/CSET,Tip

is high). (b) Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) decreases if the conductive coupling between
the droplet and the compressible edges decreases.

The follow up question is: How do the observations shown in
Fig. 5.2 and the simulation of Fig. 5.6 translate into a droplet
landscape and its evolution?

Fig. 5.7 illustrates the evolution of the droplet landscape as
a function of the magnetic flux density, based on the model with
respect to the SET and the tip, coupling capacitively to one single
droplet only:
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(a) The whole 2DES is compressible. No droplet landscape
is present and decoupled from the compressible edges.
RGωCSET,Tip is low and CG/CSET,Tip is high. The signal of
ÎIsland(ω) is low, corresponding to the completely compressible
2DES.

(b) Incompressible strips start to form at the edges but the ca-
pacitive coupling between the compressible bulk and the com-
pressible edges is still high. Hence RGωCSET,Tip is still small
and CG/CSET,Tip is high. Therefore no change in the signal of
ÎIsland(ω) is observed as a function of increasing magnetic flux
density.

(c) The droplet landscape penetrates the mostly incompressible
bulk. The resistance to the compressible edges RGωCSET,Tip

increases and the capacitve coupling CG/CSET,Tip decreases
because the droplet landscape is electrically isolated by the
surrounding incompressibility. The SET and the tip can couple
capacitively to a single droplet. The amplitude |ÎIsland(ω)| will
go up and the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) will go down as a function
of increasing magnetic flux density accordingly.

(a) (b)

incompressible compressible

(c)

Figure 5.7: Evolution of the compressible/incompressible landscape as
a function of the magnetic flux density. (a) The whole 2DES is compress-
ible and coupled to the lead contacts. (b) Incompressible strips start to
emerge at the edges of the 2DES. The capacitive coupling between the
compressible bulk and the compressible edges is still high. (c) The droplet
landscape penetrates the mostly incompressible bulk. RGωCSET,Tip

goes up and CG/CSET,Tip goes down. Hence |ÎIsland(ω)| rises and
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops compared to (a) and (b).
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5.3. Is the Description of the Minimized Electric Network
Sufficient?

The conductive coupling between the droplet landscape and the
compressible edges, given by RGωCSET,Tip and CG/CSET,Tip, will
be described in terms of decoupling in order to simplify the termin-
ology. If RGωCSET,Tip goes up and CG/CSET,Tip goes down, the
decoupling of the droplet landscape from the compressbile edges is
increasing - the width of the incompressible region, which separ-
ates the droplets from the compressible edges is comparably large.
The decoupling between the droplet landscape and the compressible
edges will decrease ifRGωCSET,Tip goes down and CG/CSET,Tip goes
up, respectively - the width of the incompressible region, which sep-
arates the droplets from the compressible edges is comparably small.

5.3 Is the Description of the Minimized
Electric Network Sufficient?

The representation of three-dimensional data in false color plots
is a useful tool to make a qualitive analysis of the measurements.
However, finding suitable settings for the colors and the framework
of the false color representation can be challenging and minor
details in the data are easily missed. Hence, an additional
evaluation of the data is presented in the following, revealing new
features that have not been taken into account so far.

Fig. 5.8(a) shows the data of the capacitive coupling pro-
files without their axes once again. A tiny dark red area is observed
in the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)), which is barely visible. In order to
amplify this observation, a constant fit between 6µm ≤ y ≤ 12µm
can be made for each capacitive coupling profile, as indicated by
the red lines in Fig. 5.8(b). The capacitive coupling profiles shown
in (b) correspond to the white and red lines that are indicated in
Fig. 5.8(a).

Fig. 5.8(c) shows the result of the constant fits as a function
of the magnetic flux density. The amplitude |ÎIsland(ω)| rises and
the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops in magnetic flux density ranges,
where the bulk is incompressible and a droplet landscape is present.
A small reproducible peak in the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is observed at
around B ≈ 4.55 T, before it goes back to its initial value. This
peak cannot be explained if the SET and the tip couple to one
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Figure 5.8: (a) The data of Fig. 5.2(b)+(c) illustrating how the data
of (b) and (c) are acquired. (b) A constant fit of |ÎIsland(ω)|(y) and
Φ(ÎIsland(ω))(y) is made for each magnetic flux density in the center of the
Hall bar (red). (c) Data of the constant fits shown in (b). |ÎIsland(ω)| rises
and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops if a droplet landscape is forming in the center of
the 2DES. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) has a small reproducible peak at B ≈ 4.55 T.

single droplet only. A drop of the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is described
only, and therefore an extension of the model is needed.

5.4 Extension of the Model - SET and Tip
Couple to Adjacent Droplets

The analysis of the data in Fig. 5.8 revealed that it is necessary
to extend the current model where the SET and the tip couple to
one single droplet only. Since the SET and the tip are separated
by 4µm it is reasonable to assume that multiple droplets can be
present between them. Hence, the model has to be extended to the
minimal case that the SET and the tip couple to adjacent droplets.
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5.4. Extension of the Model - SET and Tip Couple to Adjacent
Droplets

Fig. 5.9(a) shows a sketch of an arbitrary droplet landscape.
Two adjacent droplets couple capacitively to the SET and the
tip, respectively. Regarding the SET and the tip, a network of
other droplets couples each droplet to the compressible edges,
described by the parameters of two conductive couplings RG1,
RG2, CG1 and CG2. The striking difference to the former
model, which is indicated by the inset in Fig. 5.9 for compar-
ison, is an additional coupling of the two adjacent droplets
between the SET and the tip, given by its parameters RD and CD.
Fig. 5.9(b) illustrates how the arrangement of the droplet landscape,
the SET and the tip translates into a corresponding circuit diagram.

In order to simplify the terminology, the conductive coup-
ling between the two droplets will be called coupling within the
droplet landscape. Thus, the coupling within the droplet landscape
increases if RD goes down and CD goes up. The coupling within
the droplet landscape decreases vice versa.

The SET and the metallic tip can be added to the circuit diagram
of Fig. 5.9(b). They couple capacitively to the two adjacent
droplets, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10(a). Fig. 5.10(b) shows the
resulting circuit diagram, where VIsland is investigated. For the
purpose of this investigations RG1 and RG2, as well as CG1 and
CG2 are assumed to be symmetric. It is now possible to describe
all the coupling effects of the droplet landscape by four parameters:
The coupling between the droplet landscape and the compressible
edges (RG, CG), and the coupling within the droplet landcape itself
(RD, CD).

The demodulated current over the SET can be simulated as
a function of the ratios RD/RG and CD/CG. In other words: The
coupling within the droplet landscape changes compared to the
decoupling of the droplet landscape from the compressible edges.

Simulating the demodulated current with the help of Kirchhoff’s
laws, gives the results shown in Fig. 5.11. Considering, that
each droplet couples to two other droplets by RD and CD, it
is reasonable to perform the simulation within the parameter
range of 1/2 and 2, because the assumption results in a harmonic
row

∑n
i=1(1/2)n which converges to limn→∞

∑n
i=1(1/2)n = 2
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Figure 5.9: (a) An arbitrary droplet landscape. Two adjacent droplets
are lying between the SET and the tip. Each droplet couples to the SET
and the tip, respectively. In addition, there is a finite coupling between
the adjacent droplets. (b) Sketch of the electric circuit diagram of the
droplets, with respect to the two adjacent droplets, the SET and the tip.
The inset shows the old model for comparison.

and has a minimum value of 1/2. The sketch in Fig. 5.11(c)
illustrates how the assumed network sets up. With the extended
model, considering two adjacent droplets, it is possible to give an
explanation for a local maximum in the phase. The values of the
parameters for the simulation f = 5.7 Hz, CSET = CTip = 10−18 F
and CIsland = 6 · 10−16 F are taken close to the results, according
to the previously performed characterization measurements. The
coupling of the droplets to the compressible edges is assumed to
be in the same order of magnitude as the coupling of the SET/tip
to the droplets. Therefore, CG = CSET and RG = 1/ωCG. A rise
in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) can happen if one of the relations RD/RG and
CD/CG goes up relatively to the other.
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Droplets

The follow up question is: Does this explanation fit to the
evolution of the droplet landscape within the 2DES and does it
agree with the previous results (compare Fig. 5.7)?
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CIsland
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S D
SET Tip
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RG1 CG1 RG2 CG2

CD

RDCSET CTip

CIsland

RD CD

RG2

CG2
VIsland

Figure 5.10: (a) Sketch of the SET, the tip and the two adjacent
droplets. (b) Electric circuit diagram of the arrangement.
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Figure 5.11: The amplitude and the phase of ÎIsland(ω) can be sim-
ulated as a function of CD/CG and RD/RG using Kirchhoffs’ laws. (a)
|ÎIsland(ω)| rises if the coupling within the droplet landscape increases
compared to the coupling of the droplet landscape to the compressible
edges. (b) Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) rises if the coupling within the droplet landscape
increases compared to the coupling of the droplet landscape to the com-
pressible edges. (c) Sketch of one of the adjacent droplets, illustrating
how it couples to the compressible edges.
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5.5 Evolution of the Droplet Landscape
and Comparison to the Experimental
Observations

Before connecting the results of the model with the experimental
data, a closer insight in the expected evolution of the droplet
landscape is given. As a simple assumption, an inhomogeneous
charge carrier density profile of a cross section of the 2DES is
given by a periodic modulation, as illustrated by the red dashed
line in Fig. 5.12(a). If the magnetic flux density increases within a
quantum Hall plateau, the positions of the incompressible regions
change, as indicated by the blue lines. The evolution of the
one-dimensional droplet landscape as a function of the magnetic
flux density is presented in Fig. 5.12(b) to (f), illustrated by
snipped strips.

The bulk of the 2DES is compressible, for magnetic flux
density ranges within the edge-dominated quantum Hall regime, as
indicated in Fig. 5.12(b). When the magnetic flux density increases,
the positions of the incompressible regions shift towards the center
of the 2DES. A droplet landscape is formed and decoupled from
the compressible edges. Droplets with locally higher charge carrier
density (dark red) are large compared to droplets with locally
lower charge carrier density (light red), as shown in Fig. 5.12(c).
Fig. 5.12(d) to (f) illustrates the striking point of the evolution.
Droplets with locally higher charge carrier density shrink while the
droplets with locally lower charge carrier density grow as a function
of the increasing magnetic flux density.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Simplified charge carrier density variation in a cross
section of a 2DES (red dashed line). The blue lines shows the respect-
ive charge carrier density, where an incompressible region can be expec-
ted for certain values in the magnetic flux density. (b)-(f) Sketch of a
snipped strip of the droplet landscape. The droplets undergo an evolu-
tion. Droplets with locally lower charge carrier density (light red) grow,
while droplets with locally higher charge carrier density (dark red) shrink
as a function of the magnetic flux density.

Understanding the simple one-dimensional case, it is now possible
to link the experimental data and the results of the previously in-
troduced model into a final microscopic picture of the evolution of
the droplet landscape as a function of the magnetic flux density, as
shown in Fig. 5.13. The capacitive coupling profiles of the phase
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) without axes are shown in the center of Fig. 5.13. The
final microscopic picture of the evolution of the droplet landscape as
a function of the magnetic flux density is therefore given as follows:

(a)+(b) Incompressible strips are forming at the edges. They are
growing and moving towards the center of the 2DES. In-
compressible islands can form in the mostly compressible
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bulk but no droplet landscape is present. RG is small
and CG is high because the compressible bulk is strongly
coupled to the compressible edges. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) does
not change as a function of the magnetic flux density.

(c) The incompressible strips merged in the center of the
2DES. A droplet landscape is present. The width of the
incompressible regions that separate the droplets from
the compressible edges are large. Droplets with locally
higher charge carrier density have their maximum size,
while droplets with locally lower charge carrier density
are not present yet. Since the incompressible regions,
which separate the droplets from the compressible edges,
are large, RG � RD and CD � CG. Hence, the phase
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) goes down as a function of the magnetic
flux density.

(d)+(e) The droplet landscape evolves with increasing magnetic
flux density. Droplets with locally higher charge carrier
density shrink while droplets with locally lower charge
carrier density emerge and grow. The droplet landscape
is always decoupled from the compressible edges and the
coupling within the droplet landscape does not increase
significantly in comparison. RD/RG and CD/CG do
not change significantly (∆[RD/RG] ≈ ∆[CD/CG] ≈ 0).
The phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) does not change as a function
of the magnetic flux density.

(f) Droplets with locally higher charge carrier density van-
ished but droplets with locally lower charge carrier dens-
ity have their maximum size. The width of the incom-
pressible regions, which separate the droplets from the
compressible edges shrank further. This results in a high
coupling between the droplets relative to the decoupling
of the droplets from the compressible edges. Therefore,
RD/RG or CD/CG rises relatively to the other one. This
leads to a local maximum in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) as a function
of the magnetic flux density.

Why is a local maximum of Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) observed in (f) but not
in (c)? In both cases, the coupling between the droplets is high
because either droplets with locally higher or locally lower charge
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carrier density, respectively, have their maximum size. The differ-
ence is, in (c) the width of the incompressible regions, which separ-
ate the droplets from the compressible edges is large compared to
(f). Hence, CD and RD do not change, while CG goes up and RG

goes down. This implies, a drop of CD/CG and a rise of RD/RG in
(f) compared to (c). Linking the observations of the experiment to
the data of the simulation, a local maximum in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) can be
explained if the drop in CD/CG is comparably small to the rise in
RD/RG (|∆[RD/RG]| > |∆[CD/CG]| ).
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Figure 5.13: Top: Data shown in Fig. 5.2(c) as a reference for the drawings (a)-(g). The names of the axes are
discarded for clarity. (a)+(b) edge-dominated quantum Hall regime. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) does not change. (c) A droplet
landscape is formed and decoupled from the compressible edges. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops. (d)-(e) The droplet landscape is
evolving. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) does not change. (f) Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) has a local maximum.
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5.6 Long-Range Charge Carrier Density
Variation Detected by Capacitive
Coupling Profiles along the Bulk of
the 2DES

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, local charge carrier
density variations in the order of around 9 % are present at the
cross section of the Hall bar (compare observations according
to Fig. 5.2). Besides these local variations in the charge carrier
density, long range gradients in the charge carrier density are a
common issue in quantum Hall samples. Is it possible to make such
a gradient visible with our new measurement technique?

For this purpose, capacitive coupling profiles along the Hall
bar in the center of the 2DES are measured at the high magnetic
flux density side of filling factor ν = 2. Fig. 5.14(c) shows a sketch,
indicating the position of the measurement. Fig. 5.14(a) and (b)
show the capacitive coupling profiles (amplitude and the phase of
ÎIsland(ω)) as a function of the magnetic flux density. Red areas
in |ÎIsland(ω)| correspond to blue areas in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)), indicating
a droplet landscape which is decoupled from the compressible
edges. Fig. 5.14(a) and (b) show that above magnetic flux densities
of B > 4.500 T only the right half of the bulk y > 7.5µm has a
decoupled droplet landscape. Hence, the integral charge carrier
density has to be higher within this part of the 2DES, supposing a
gradient in the charge carrier density along the Hall bar.
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Figure 5.14: Data of the capacitive coupling as a function of the x-
position in the center of the 2DES for different magnetic flux densities at
the high magnetic flux density side of the plateau ν = 2. (a) At x ≈ 3µm
and x ≈ 7µm features with dimensions in the order of a few µm are
evolving as a function of the magnetic flux density. For x < 7.5µm
and B > 4.475 T, |ÎIsland(ω)| drops while |ÎIsland(ω)| stays high when
x > 7.5µm and B > 4.475 T. (b) Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is low in regions where
|ÎIsland(ω)| is high and vice versa. (c) A sketch, illustrating where the
data is taken as a function of the x-direction.

5.7 Summary
Within this chapter, spatial resolved measurements of the
capacitive coupling between the SET island and the tip over
a cross section of a 2DES, embedded in an (Al,Ga)As het-
erostructure Hall bar, are performed as a function of the
magnetix flux density. Charge carrier density variation in the order
of 9 % can be observed at the investigated cross section of the 2DES.

A schematic microscopic picture of the evolution of the
compressible/incompressible landscape, and thus the droplet
landscape, as a function of the magnetic flux density is presented.
Droplets with locally higher charge carrier density are present and
have their maximum size, as a droplet landscape forms as a function
of increasing magnetic flux density within the bulk-dominated
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quantum Hall regime. These droplets shrink and disappear
within increasing magnetic flux density, while droplets with
locally lower charge carrier density emerge and grow. Before the
droplet landscape dissolves, these droplets have their maximum size.

The evolution of the droplet landscape has effects on the
conductive coupling properties between the droplets, and between
the droplets and the compressible edges. Simulations, based on
Kirchhoff laws show that the observations of the experiments can
be explained with a simplified model, by taking into account two
adjacent droplets, which couple capacitively to the SET and the
tip. For this purpose, the signals are qualitively calculated as a
function of four parameters RD, CD, RG and CG, which describe
the coupling between the adjacent droplets, as well as the coupling
between the droplets and the compressible edges.

Longe range charge carrier density variations pose a com-
mon issue within (Al,Ga)As heterostructure samples. The newly
developed measurement technique is used to measure such a long
range gradient along the 2DES within our Hall bar.
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Chapter 6

Evolution of the
Compressible/Incompressible
Droplet Landscape with
Rising Hall Voltage

Within his PhD thesis, K. Panos [16] investigated the electric field
induced breakdown of the QHE with scanning probe microscopy.
The experiments in different magnetic flux density ranges resulted
in a microscopic picture of the evolution of the compressible/incom-
pressible landscape within the edge-dominated and bulk-dominated
quantum Hall regime. Theoretical simulations by R. Gerhardts [13]
predicted and supported the experimental results. The main aspect
of the investigations was that the compressible/incompressible
landscape changes as a function of the Hall voltage VHall.

Within this chapter, our newly developed measurement technique,
probing the capacitive coupling between the SET island and the
tip locally over the 2DES, is used to make the influence of the
Hall voltage on the compressible/incompressible landscape in the
bulk-dominated quantum Hall regime visible.
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6.1 Essential Results of K. Panos et al.

- The Influence of a Hall Voltage
on the Compressible/Incompressible
Landscape

In order to measure a quantum Hall plateau, the 2DES has to
be biased with an external current or voltage. If the bias voltage
is too high, no quantized plateau values are observed in the Hall
resistance. This effect is known as the electrical induced breakdown
of the QHE. K. Panos performed follow-up experiments of P. Weitz
and E. Ahlswede [11, 10, 8, 7] towards the electrical induced
breakdown of the QHE, which were theoretically predicted and con-
firmed by self-consistent simulations of R. Gerhardts and coworkers
[13, 14, 52, 16]. Even if the external bias voltage is the varied para-
meter in the experiments, the descriptions are presented in terms
of the Hall voltage VHall as within the quantum Hall regime, the
bias voltage is present as a Hall voltage in the Hall bar cross section.

Fig. 6.1 (a) shows a sketch of the Landau level bending of a
2DES within the edge-dominated quantum Hall regime, if a small
bias is applied. The compressible/incompressible landscape is
indicated in the background. The results of experiments showed
that the Hall voltage drops symmetrically over the most inner
incompressible strips and the width of the strips is not affected [9].
Within these strips, the current flows dissipationless. A quantized
plateau in the Hall resistance RHall is measured, corresponding to
an integer number i = 3.

As measurements and simulations show, the situation changes
when the bias voltage is increased towards the breakdown of the
QHE, as shown in the sketch of Fig. 6.1(b). The Hall voltage drops
over the most inner incompressible strips are asymmetric. Most
of the Hall voltage drops over the incompressible strip, where
the direction of the slope of the Landau level bending matches
the direction of the drop in the Hall voltage. The Hall voltage
drop over the other incompressible strip is relatively lower. As a
result, the incompressible strip, where the direction of the slope
of the Landau level matches the direction of the Hall voltage drop
is larger, compared to the other strip. It is possible to make an
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analytic derivation of the widths of the incompressible strips with
respect to their Hall voltage drops. It turns out that the electric
field in both strips is the same. Hence the relation

Vl

wl
=
Vr

wr
(6.1)

can be given, where Vl and Vr are the voltage drops over the left
and the right strip. wl and wr are the widths accordingly. For a
detailed derivation the reading of [16] is recommended.

y

ε Small Hall voltage 

Hall voltage towards breakdown 

(a)

(b)

y

ε

Figure 6.1: Sketches of Landau level bendings in a Hall bar cross
section for a quantized RHall at an integer value i = 3 with the com-
pressible/incompressible landscape in the background. The Hall poten-
tial profiles are indicated with the solid green lines. The dashed green
lines indicates the situations in equilibrium. (a) Landau level bending for
small Hall voltages. (b) Landau level bending towards electrical induced
breakdown. Adapted from [16].
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The simulations of R. Gerhardts et al. [13, 14] supported the
experimental observations within the edge-dominated quantum
Hall regime. In addition, he was able to extend the model and
perform calculations on modulated charge carrier density profiles
within the bulk-dominated regime. Fig. 6.2 presents the results of
the self-consistent calculations of R. Gerhardts. Normalized Hall
potential profiles are shown as a function of the bias current for
the edge-dominated (solid lines) and the bulk-dominated (dashed
lines) quantum Hall regime. The top part of Fig. 6.2 illustrates the
charge carrier density profile for B = 0 T.

In Fig. 6.2 the Hall voltage drop over a certain incompress-
ible region increases, while it decreases over other incompressible
regions. This region should grow in size, corresponding to
the microscopic picture. This extends the observations of the
edge-dominated to the bulk-dominated regime. Any incompressible
region that has a Hall voltage drop grows if the direction of the
slope of the corresponding Landau level bending matches the
direction of the Hall field, and vice versa.

In order to visualize what is happening to the compressible/in-
compressible landscape, or rather the droplet landcape, in the
bulk-dominated regime under bias, a one-dimensional model, where
the electron density is modulated in y-direction, can be assumed.
Fig. 6.3 shows a certain inhomogeneous charge carrier density
profile over a cross section of a 2DES. The profile has a locally
higher and a locally lower charge carrier density compared to the
electron density where the incompressible regions are present.
These incompressible regions separate the droplets from each other.

The evolution of a certain droplet landscape as a function
of an increasing bias, or rather Hall voltage, is shown in Fig. 6.3(b)
to (e). In (b) no Hall voltage is present, a certain droplet landscape
is given. In (c) a Hall voltage is present. The incompressible
regions, where the direction of the slope in the Landau level
bending matches the direction of the Hall voltage grow, while the
other incompressible regions shrink. This results in a shift of the
droplets. Droplets with locally higher charge carrier density (dark
red) shift to the right, while droplets with locally lower charge
carrier density (light red) shift to the left. From (d)-(f) the Hall
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voltage is increased further. As a result, the droplets condensate at
shrinking incompressible regions. On the other site, the separation
between the droplets rises where the incompressible regions grow.

As a result, droplets with locally higher and locally lower
charge carrier density move in opposite directions as a function
of the bias voltage. The direction, in which the droplets move,
depends on the direction of the Hall voltage drop.
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Figure 6.2: Self-consistent simulations of normalized Hall potential
profiles over a cross section of a 2DES for different bias currents. The
solid lines correspond to the edge-dominated quantum Hall regime. The
dashed lines correspond to the bulk-dominated quantum Hall regime. The
corresponding charge carrier density profile at B = 0 T is illustrated at
the top. Data taken from [13].
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The one-dimensional model can be included in the evolution of
the droplet landscape, resulting in a picture as a function of the
magnetic flux density and the Hall voltage. This evolution is

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

n2DES

y

Locally lower

Locally higher

(f)

RG high
CG small

RG decreases
CG increases

RD high
CD small

RD decreases
CD increases

(a)

Figure 6.3: (a) A certain charge carrier density distribution. (b)-(e)
Sketches of a snipped strips, illustrating how the compressible/incom-
pressible landscape changes under an increasing Hall voltage. (f) Sketches
of droplet landscapes, illustrating how droplets with locally higher and
locally lower charge carrier density shift as a function of the Hall voltage.
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shown in Fig. 6.3(f). The Hall voltage increases from the left to the
right and the magnetic flux density is fixed. With increasing Hall
voltage, the droplets move in opposite directions and it is possible
that they meet and finally electron scattering between droplets
becomes possible.

This means the droplet landscape undergoes a certain evolu-
tion when either the magnetic flux density or the bias voltage is
varied. If the magnetic flux density increases, droplets with locally
higher charge carrier density shrink and disappear, while droplets
with locally lower charge carrier density emerge and grow. In
addition, the width of the incompressible regions, which separates
the droplets from the compressible edges, shrinks.

When the bias voltage, or rather the Hall voltage, is in-
creased, the droplets shift against each other, depending on the
direction of the slope of the Hall voltage relatively to the direction
of the local Landau level bending. Within our simplified picture,
the droplet size does not change as a function of the Hall voltage.
In addition, it is assumed that the shifts are equal for each droplet.
In real samples, this is not completely true. The external voltage,
as well as differences in the local gradient in the charge carrier
density, which defines a droplet, can lead to a change in the droplet
sizes and unequal shifts as a function of the Hall voltage. However,
within our model these effects are discarded and we try to explain
the data with the previously described simple assumptions (equal
shifts and no change in size as a function of the Hall voltage).

6.2 Visualizing the Evolution of the
Droplet Landscape with the SET-Tip
Arrangement

As a microscopic picture of the droplet landscape as a function of
the Hall voltage is developed, the follow-up question is: Does the
microscopic picture fit to the measurements of capacitive coupling
profiles when the 2DES is biased?

Capacitive coupling profiles with applied bias can be meas-
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ured as a function of the magnetic flux density in order to make
a comparison to the capacitive coupling profiles without applied
bias. Fig. 6.4(a) and (b) show the amplitude and the phase of
ÎIsland(ω) of the capacitive coupling profiles with applied bias as a
function of the magnetic flux density. A bias of 4 mV is applied as
a source-drain voltage to the Hall bar. The dashed lines indicate
the expected center position of the incompressible strips and bulk
integer filling factor. The pink line corresponds to the pink line
of Fig. 5.2(a). For magnetic flux densities above the pink line,
the bulk is interpreted to be mostly incompressible, penetrated
by the compressible droplets. The data looks very similar to the
capacitive coupling profiles without applied bias, except that the
rise in |ÎIsland(ω)| and the drop in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) starts later and
stops earlier as a function of the magnetic flux density.

In order to amplify the difference between biased and unbiased

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Capacitive coupling profiles as a function of the magnetic
flux density while a bias voltage of 4 mV is applied to the Hall bar. The
dashed lines illustrate the expected center positions of the incompressible
strips by applying Chklovskii et al. [12]. The pink line indicates, where
the bulk of the 2DES is incompressible.
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capacitive coupling profiles, the values of constant fits in the center
are compared (compare Fig. 5.8). The data of Fig. 6.5 shows that
the rise in |ÎIsland(ω)| and the drop in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) starts later
and stops earlier in (b), which are obtained under applied bias.
Furthermore, the peak in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)), before it goes back to
its initial value, is more pronounced in the capacitive coupling
profiles with applied bias. In addition, a peak is observed also at
the low magnetic flux density side before Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops. The
drop of Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is less pronounced in the biased case.

The model that was developed within the previous chapter
can explain the observations above, and the microscopic picture
can be linked directly to the data of the capacitive coupling
profiles with applied bias, as shown in Fig. 6.6. The capacitive
coupling profiles with applied bias of Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) are shown at
the top. Sketches of the droplet landscape at the same magnetic
flux density in the non-biased case are shown, in order to enable a
direct comparison. As the basic evolution of the droplet landscape
as a function of the magnetic flux density does not change, the
differences in the biased and non-biased case are pointed out.

The drop in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) and the rise in |ÎIsland(ω)| starts
later and stops earlier as a function of the magnetic flux density
for the capacitive coupling profiles with applied bias because the
droplets are shifted towards the compressible edges. If droplets
with locally higher or locally lower charge carrier density have
their maximum size they do not significantly decouple due to their
shift and no change in the signal is observed as a function of the
magnetic flux density yet.
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(a)

(b)

Magnetic flux density [T]

Magnetic flux density [T]

Figure 6.5: Comparison between the data of the biased capacitive
coupling profiles shown in (b) and the non-biased capacitive coupling pro-
files shown in (a). Each data point reflects a value of a constant fit, made
in the center of the corresponding capacitive coupling profile (compare
Fig. 5.8).

Other important differences in the capacitive coupling profiles with
applied bias are the local maxima that are present when the
droplet landscape forms and before it dissolves. These two
situations correspond to Fig. 6.6(c) and Fig. 6.6(f). In (c) only
droplets with locally higher charge carrier density are present
and move closer to the compressible edges. Thus, RG and CG

change. Since only droplets with locally higher charge carrier
density are present and move commonly in the same direction,
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RD and CD do not change significantly. If the resulting drop
in RG is relatively larger than the rise in CG, a local maximum
can be observed in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) as a function of the magnetic
flux density when the droplet landscape forms. The same
argument holds for the situation in (f), except that now only
droplets with locally lower charge carrier density are present and
shifted towards the compressible edge on the other side of the 2DES.

The less pronounced drop in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) for the capacitive
coupling profiles with applied bias is due to an increase in the
coupling between the droplets, corresponding to Fig. 6.6(d) and
(e). Droplets with locally higher and locally lower charge carrier
density are present and shifted against each other. Thus, CD rises
and RD goes down while CG and RG do not change significantly.
If the increase in CD is larger than the decrease in RD, the drop in
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is less pronounced.

It has to be mentioned, that the sketches of Fig. 6.6(a) to
(f) suggest an asymmetry in the coupling of the droplet landscape
to the compressible edge on the left and on the right side of the
2DES. As both compressible edges have the same reference GND
potential there is no difference from the electrical circuit diagram
point of view. In addition, one has to keep in mind that the
examplarily sketches of the droplet landscape are chosen randomly.
There is no evidence that the landscape exists exactly in this
configuration. The illustrations should just present the basic
evolution of the system.
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Figure 6.6: Top: Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) of the capacitive coupling profiles as a function of the magnetic flux density with a bias
voltage of 4 mV at the sample. The labeling of the axes is discarded for clarity. (a)-(f) Comparison between the droplet
landscapes in the biased and the non-biased case and their corresponding point in the measured data of the capacitive
coupling profiles with applied bias.
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As the previous experiments revealed, additional features appear
in the capacitive coupling with applied bias. The local maxima
in the phase of ÎIsland(ω) are especially interesting because they
are linked to the coupling between droplets. Thus, the evolution
of the droplet landscape can be investigated further by looking at
the measurements over a cross-section of the 2DES as a function
of the bias voltage at a fixed magnetic flux density. Fig. 6.7
shows the capacitive coupling profiles with applied bias of the
amplitude and the phase of ÎIsland(ω) as a function of the bias
voltage at the magnetic flux densities B = 4.25 T and B = 4.40 T.
B = 4.25 T is chosen because both, the droplets with locally lower
and higher charge carrier density are present. Besides, they should
have roughly the same size. At B = 4.40 T, the droplets with
locally lower charge carrier density are relatively large and should
be present only. The width of the incompressible region, which
separates the droplets from the compressible edges has shrunk.
Besides, bulk integer filling factor ν = 2 is reached corresponding to
a charge carrier density, obtained by the slope of the Hall resistance
in the classical regime.

The spatial expansion in y-direction of the maximum value
in |ÎIsland(ω)| and the minimum value in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) does not
significantly change with increasing bias voltage till local maxima
in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) are observed as a function of the bias voltage. This
means that the width of the penetrated incompressible bulk over
the cross section does not change. This observation is in agreement
with the results of Panos [16] who saw a similar behaviour in
his Hall potential profile measurements towards the electric field
induced breakdown of the QHE. Therefore, he also claimed that
the droplet landscape can change but the width of the mostly
incompressible bulk over the cross section of the Hall bar does not
change significantly.

The spatial expansion of the maximum value in |ÎIsland(ω)| in
y-direction is smaller for the higher magnetic flux density of
B = 4.40 T. The local maximum in the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is
clearly visible as a red area for both magnetic flux densities. The
local maximum in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) as a function of the bias voltage
appears at a smaller bias voltage, for the higher magnetic flux
density.
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Figure 6.7: Capacitive coupling profiles as a function of the bias voltage VDS, applied to the sample. (a) |ÎIsland(ω)| and
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) at a magnetic flux density B = 4.25 T, which corresponds to the center of the Hall plateau with integer
value i = 2. (b) |ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) at a magnetic flux density B = 4.40 T, which corresponds to bulk filling
factor ν = 2.
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6.2. Visualizing the Evolution of the Droplet Landscape with the
SET-Tip Arrangement

Again, the data can be linked directly to the microscopic picture,
taking into account the results of the model, which was developed
in the previous chapter. Fig. 6.8 shows the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) of
the capacitive coupling profiles with applied bias as function of the
bias voltage for both magnetic flux density as a reference for the
corresponding droplet landscapes.

For B = 4.25 T, the incompressible area in the bulk is large
and the decoupling of the droplets from the compressible edges
dominates the signal of Φ(ÎIsland(ω)), even if the droplets shift
towards the edges and merge in the center. The coupling within
the droplet landscape becomes measurable for bias voltages
VDS > 7 mV (overshoot in Φ(ÎIsland(ω))). Fig. 6.8(g) emphazises
the rise in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) for a linecut as a function of the mag-
netic flux density at x = 10µm for B = 4.25 T (compare white line).

For B = 4.40 T, the incompressible area in the bulk has
shrunk. Hence, the spatial expansion of the dip is smaller
and the local maximum in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is already observed at
VDS ≈ 3 mV. Fig. 6.8(h) shows a linecut at x = 10µm, where the
local maximum is clearly visible as a function of the bias voltage
for a magnetic flux density of B = 4.40 T (compare white line).
For bias voltages VDS > 4 mV no change in the capacitive coupling
profiles with applied bias of the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is observed in
y-direction because the droplet landscape is not decoupled from
the compressible edges anymore.
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Figure 6.8: Top: Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) of the capacitive coupling profiles for B = 4.25 T (left) and B = 4.40 T (right), as
shown in Fig. 6.7. (a)-(f) Evolution of the droplet landscapes, corresponding to the indicated bias voltages at the top,
respectively. (g)+(h) Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) as a function of the bias voltage at the position x = 10µm for the magnetic flux
densities at the top accordingly (compare white line).
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SET-Tip Arrangement

The observations of the data in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.7 can be united
in one final measurement. Fig. 6.9 shows the amplitude and the
phase of ÎIsland(ω) false color coded as a function of the magnetic
flux density and the bias voltage at a fixed position, indicated
in Fig. 6.9(a). The magnetic flux density range, where a peak in
|ÎIsland(ω)| is measured, decreases as a function of the bias voltage,
as shown in Fig. 6.9(b). The phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops in regions,
where |ÎIsland(ω)| has a maximum value. The drop is surrounded
by a corona of local maxima, as shown in Fig. 6.9(c). The peak in
|ÎIsland(ω)| and the local maxima in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) do not vanish
completely for the range of bias voltages investigated within this
experiment. The contour of the peak-shaped signal, corresponding
to an equipotential line at |ÎIsland(ω)| = 15 pA of (b), can be
included in the measurement of Rxx(B, VDS) - called breakdown
measurement. The contour is in good agreement with the area,
where the longitudianl resistance is close to zero, framed by the
pink contour line (Rxx(B, VDS) < 10−3 Ω).
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(a) (b) (c)

Magnetic flux density [T] Magnetic flux density [T]

(d)

Magnetic flux density [T]

Figure 6.9: (a) Sketch of the position of the SET and the tip dur-
ing the measurement. (b)+(c) |ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) as a function
of the magnetic flux density and the bias voltage VDS, applied to the
Hall bar. (d) The white lines indicate an equipotential line of the sig-
nal |ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)), embedded in Rxx(B, VDS). The white
lines match the areas, where the longitudianl resistance is close to zero
Rxx(B, VDS) < 10−3 Ω, indicated by the pink line.

As before, the data of Fig. 6.9 can be explained with the model of
the previous chapter and linked to droplet landscapes accordingly.
Fig. 6.10 shows the connection of the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) and the
evolution of the droplet landscape as follows:

(a) No bias voltage is applied. Droplets with locally higher
charge carrier density are large. Hence RD is low and CD is
high. Since the droplet landscape strongly decouples from
the compressible edges, RG is high and CG is low. Thus,
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops as a function of the magnetic flux density.

(b) The droplet landscape evolves. Therefore RD rises and
CDdecreases. The incompressible areas in the bulk shrink
with increasing magnetic flux density but RG is still high and
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CG is still low. Thus, Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) stays small as a function
of the magnetic flux density.

(c) The coupling within the droplet landscape is high compared
to the decoupling of the bulk, since the droplets with locally
lower charge carrier density have their maximum size and the
incompressible areas in the bulk had shrunk further. The ratios
RD/RG and CD/CG give a local maximum in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) as
a function of the magnetic flux density.

(d) A bias is applied. Hence, the droplet landscape shifted com-
pared to (a) and the decoupling from the bulk has decreased.
RG goes down while CG rises, compared to the non-biased case.
The coupling within the droplet landscape is comparably high
because the droplet with locally lower charge carrier density
have their maximum size. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) has a local maximum
as a function of the magnetic flux density.

(e) The decoupling from the edges dominates the signal because
the droplet landscape evolutes with the magnetic flux density.
RG is high and CG is low. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops as a function of
the magnetic flux density.

(f) The local maximum in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) appears earlier towards
the high magnetic flux density side because the decoupling
from the bulk is decreased due to the shift of the droplet
landscape, compared to (c). Therefore the ratios RD/RG and
CD/CG, where Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) has a local maximum as a func-
tion of the magnetic flux density, are already reached at lower
magnetic flux densities compared to (c).

(g) The bias voltage is further increased. The droplet landscape
is not significantly decoupled from the compressible edges
because it shifted further. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) does not change as
a function of the magnetic flux density because the ratios
RD/RG and CD/CG do not change.

(h) The droplet landscape is decoupled from the compressible bulk
but the coupling within the droplet landscape is comparably
high for all magnetic flux density ranges. Thus, no drop and
only a local maximum is observed in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) as a function
of the magnetic flux density. RD/RG and CD/CG are always
comparably high.
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(i) The situation is comparable to (g) but the direction of the shift
of the droplet landscape changed since droplets with locally
lower charge carrier density are present now.
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Figure 6.10: Left: Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) of the data shown in Fig. 6.9. (a)-(i) Evolution of the droplet landscape as a function
of the magnetic flux density and the bias voltage. The letters and the colored dots correspond to the explicit points,
indicated in the data on the left accordingly.
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6.3 Summary
In the first part of this chapter a microscopic model for the
evolution of the droplet landscape as a function of an applied
bias voltage is developed, with the help of results from previous
works [13, 14, 52, 16] based on a one-dimensional electron density
modulation in y-direction. It turns out that the droplets can shift,
depending on the direction of the Landau level bending relatively
to the direction of the slope of the Hall voltage.

Local measurements over the cross section of a biased 2DES
showed, that additional features appear compared to the
non-biased case. The drop in Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) and the rise in
|ÎIsland(ω)| start and stop earlier as a function of the magnetic flux
density. This might be due to the shift of the droplets towards the
compressible edges. The drop in the phase is less pronounced in the
biased case. This happens because the droplets shift towards each
other and electron scattering becomes possible. An overshoot in
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is observed which is correlated to certain conditions
in the coupling between the droplets and the coupling between the
droplets and the compressible edges.

Capacitive coupling profiles as a function of the bias voltage
at fixed magnetic flux density support the previous observations
and interpretations. The width of the mostly incompressible bulk,
which is penetrated by the droplets, does not change significantly
as a function of our applied bias voltages (VDS < 10 mV). A
local maximum is measured in the phase of ÎIsland(ω) before the
droplet landscape dissolves as a function of the bias voltage. This
observation can be linked to the conditions in the couplings that
have already been found in the capacitive coupling profiles with
applied bias as a function of the magnetic flux density. The
experimental results of the measurements at a fixed position over
the 2DES, are in good agreement with breakdown measurements.
Besides, this measurement at a fixed position combines and
confirms the previously measured data of experiments over a cross
section of the Hall bar.
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Chapter 7

Area Scans of the
Compressible/Incompressible
Droplet Landscape

Since the appearance of a droplet landscape is a two-dimensional
phenomenon it is reasonable to make position-resolved measure-
ments over a spatial area of the 2DES, trying to make the droplet
landscape visible.

In the first part of this chapter, position dependent features
within previous measurements over a cross section, as well as
the acquisistion of the two-dimensional position resolved data
are presented briefly. The second part of this chapter presents
the results of the experiments and a statistical approach for the
analysis.

7.1 Post-Treatment of the Experimental
Data

Previous measured capacitive coupling profiles have already indic-
ated that distinct features with locally higher capacitive coupling
can be observed within the droplet landscape. Fig. 7.1 shows a copy
of the data from Fig. 5.2(b), which presents capacitive coupling pro-
files without applied bias over a cross section of the 2DES as a func-
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Figure 7.1: (a) Copy of the data from Fig. 5.2(b). The white arrows
show regions (dark red) in the order of µm, which have a locally higher
|ÎIsland(ω)| compared to the rest of the data.

tion of the magnetic flux density. The white arrows point to regions
that emerge and disapear with increasing magnetic flux density. The
size of the distinct areas is in the range of a few micrometers.
Before moving on to the results of the measurements over an area
of the droplet landscape, it is necessary to take a closer look at
the treatment of the data. In order to simplify the terminology
measurements over an area of the 2DES will be called area scans.
Area scans, which probe the capacitive coupling between SET
and tip in vicinity of the 2DES are called capacitive coupling area
scans accordingly.

Fig. 7.2 illustrates the treatment of the data. Fig. 7.2(a) in-
dicates, where the capacitive coupling area scan is taken. Fig. 7.2
(b) to (d) show the same data of an area scan with different
smoothening. Fluctuations in the order of a few micrometers are
observed. The visualization of these fluctuations can be improved
by applying a 2D Savitzky–Golay filter [51]. During the filtering
procedure, each data point is fitted with a parabolic polynomial,
including a certain amount of its adjacent points. Based on the
newly obtained parabola the new value of the data point is then
calculated. The visual impression gets significantly better if five
neighboring data points are taken into account. The smoothed
data of the corresponding area scan is shown in Fig. 7.2(d). The
filtering is applied to all area scans that are presented within this
part of the chapter.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.2: (a) Sketch of the Hall bar with the position, where
|ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) are measured in a (x, y) area. (b)-(d) The
same area scans, but with different numerical Savitzky–Golay filters. The
filter in (d) is used for the area scans in the following figures.

The data of the capacitive coupling area scan in Fig. 7.2(d) is still
sprinkled with details. In order to check the reproducibility of the
data, the same capacitive coupling area scan is measured two times
(Fig. 7.3(a) and (b)) and the data is subtracted from each other.
The absolute value of the difference is shown in Fig. 7.3(c). It turns
out that the data can differ from each other, when features in the
order of less then a few 100 nm are compared. Therefore, it is reliable
to analyze the data for features in the order of micrometers.
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(c)

(a) (b)

0 0

Figure 7.3: (a)+(b) Area scans of the same position measured directly
after each other without any change in the external parameters. (c)
Absolute value of the difference between the area scans, shown in (a)
and (b). There are noise peaks in the order of a few 100 nm, meaning
that features in the order of µm can be trusted in the data.

7.2 Evolution of the Droplet Landscape
within a Hall Plateau

The capacitive coupling area scans can be measured as a function
of the magnetix flux density over a whole quantum Hall plateau.
Fig. 7.4 shows the amplitude |ÎIsland(ω)| of the data accordingly.
The magnetic flux density increases in the direction of the black
arrows, going from B = 3.5 T to B = 5.0 T. The scan window size
is indicated with ∆x = 5µm and ∆y = 5µm. |ÎIsland(ω)| goes up as
soon as a droplet landscape is forming. Distinct areas with locally
higher |ÎIsland(ω)| are visible, especially when the droplet landscape
is forming and disolving, as indicated by the red frames.
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Figure 7.4: |ÎIsland(ω)| area scans in the center of the Hall bar as a
function of the magnetic flux density over the whole quantum Hall plateau
of filling factor ν = 2. ∆x and ∆y show the spatial ranges of the area
scans. The magnetic flux density increases in the direction of the black
arrows. The red frames indicate, where |ÎIsland(ω)| changes significantly.
There are distinct areas with a locally higher |ÎIsland(ω)|.

Fig. 7.5 shows the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) according to the amplitude
|ÎIsland(ω)| in Fig. 7.4. Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) drops in magnetic flux density
ranges where |ÎIsland(ω)| goes up. Distinct areas are visible, as in
|ÎIsland(ω)|. Area scans, where these distinct areas are rather well
pronounced are indicated with red frames.

The capacitive coupling area scans are not measured per-
fectly over the center of the Hall bar. Hence, it can be seen clearly
how a gradient in y-direction emerges from the left to the right side
of the scan window, when the droplet landscape condensates in the
very bulk, before it dissolves.
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Figure 7.5: Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) area scans corresponding to the amplitude in
Fig. 7.4.

Since the goal of the capacitive coupling area scans is to image
the droplet landscape, an offset can be subtracted from the data
in order to emphasize the modulation within the single area scans.
Fig. 7.6 shows the |ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)), when the numerical
mean value of each area scan is subtraced from the data. Only the
interesting magnetix flux density range towards bulk integer filling
factor is shown. It can be clearly seen that distinct features in the
order of a few micrometers are visible, where |ÎIsland(ω)| is high and
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) is low. Hence, distinct local areas are visible, where a
droplet landscape is present and decoupled from the compressible
edges.
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Figure 7.6: Data of |ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) for a magnetic flux density range, where a droplet landscape is present
and a modulation in the area scans becomes observable. The data is corrected by an offset (numerically calculated mean
value of each area scan) in order to increase the visibility of the modulation. For 4.400 T < B < 4.600 T distinct areas
in the order of µm are visible.
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Since the highest modulation within the droplet landscape is
observed towards the high magnetic flux density side of the Hall
plateau, it is reasonable to investigate this regime in more detail.
Fig. 7.7 shows capacitive coupling area scans as function of small
steps in the magnetic flux density. Besides, the integration time of
each data point has been increased by a factor of 4. The filtering
of the data is not changed.

From the physical point of view nothing new happens, but
it is clearly visible that a droplet landscape is formed especially at
the top and at the bottom of the scan window. Contour lines are
drawn around the droplet landscape in the data of |ÎIsland(ω)|. The
contour lines are copied and inserted into the capacitive coupling
area scans of Φ(ÎIsland(ω)). Areas, which are red in the amplitude,
are blue in the phase, indicating the droplet landscape.

The data does not show the whole spatial range of ∆x · ∆y =
5µm · 5µm. The reasons are technical issues of the cryostat that
makes it hard to find the same position over the sample (the tip has
to be retracted for liquid Helium filling every three days). Thus,
a tracking of the position can be made by looking at features of
the surface of the sample and fixing the scan window to a certain
point. The procedure is illustrated in Appendix C.
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Figure 7.7: Area scans of |ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) at the end of the quantum Hall plateau of ν = 2, taken in
small steps of the magnetic flux density. The range of the magnetic flux density is around the peak of the variance at
B ≈ 4.500 T in Fig. 7.8(a). The integration time of each data point is four times higher than in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5. ∆x
and ∆y show the spatial ranges of the area scans.
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7.3 Variance of the Capacitive Coupling
in Area Scans Estimating the Droplet
Size

In order to support the statement that the droplet landscape is
visible in the range of a few micrometers, a statistical analysis can
be made. By looking at the variance of each capacitive coupling area
scan, a qualitive value for the modulation within each area scan is
obtained. The variance [53] of the phase Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) of each area
scan is given by

Var[Φ(̂IIsland(ω))] =
1

k
·

k∑
m=1

[
Φ(ÎIsland(ω))(~rm)− Φ̄

]2
. (7.1)

k is the number of points of the area scan, Φ(ÎIsland(ω))(~rm) is the
value of Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) at the position ~rm and Φ̄ is the numerical
mean value of all data points of the area scan. The variance of
|ÎIsland(ω)| can be given analogously.

Fig. 7.8(a) shows the variance of each capacitive coupling
area scan of Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5 as a function of the magnetic flux
density. The variance of the amplitude is shown in blue and the
variance of the phase is shown in green. Distinct peaks are visible
when the droplet landscape forms and before it dissolves. Here we
expect that the droplets have their maximum size, and thus the
modulation is rather high. The variance drops between the peaks.
The modulation is comparably small because droplets with locally
higher charge carrier density shrink and droplets with locally lower
charge carrier density start to form. The size of the droplets might
be below the resolution of the SET/tip arrangement. The dip is
pronounced very well in the phase, because the signal to noise ratio
is better (compare Fig. 7.6).

This statistical approach can be exploited even further. The
area, which is taken into account for the calculation of the variance,
can be decreased numerically. The sketch of Fig. 7.8(b) indicates
how the investigated area is decreased. The corresponding
variances of |ÎIsland(ω)| are shown in Fig. 7.8(c). The colors of
the sketch and the lines match. An elevation in the variance of
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Estimating the Droplet Size

|ÎIsland(ω)| is observed for magnetic flux density ranges where a
droplet landscape is present. It starts to vanish, when the area
under investigation approaches 1µm by 1µm. This supports the
statement that the modulations within the droplet landscape,
which are observed in the capacitive coupling area scans, are in the
order of micrometers.
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Figure 7.8: (a) Variance of |ÎIsland(ω)| (blue) and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) (green)
for each area scan of Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5. (b) Sketch of the areas that
are investigated as the window is decreased numerically. (c) The variance
of |ÎIsland(ω)| when the scan window is decreased numerically as shown
in the sketch of (b). The colors of the lines match with the colors of the
corresponding areas in the sketch. The elevation in |ÎIsland(ω)| starts to
vanish when the area becomes about 1.25µm by 1.25µm.
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7.4 Geometry of the SET-Tip Arrange-
ment and Spatial Resolution of the
Measurements

At the end of this part of the chapter the geometry and the spatial
resolution of the measurements is discussed briefly. The SET and
the tip are separated by 4µm, the distance between the sample and
the SET/tip is approximately 100 nm and the Hall bar is 20µm
wide, as illustrated in Fig. 7.9(a). The separation between the SET
and the tip has a crucial influence on the resolution of the position
resolved experiments.

Fig. 7.9(b) shows a landscape of droplets with a size of
about 0.1µm. In an experiment, |ÎIsland(ω)| would rise and
Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) would decrease as a function of the position over the
cross section. However, a modulation within the bulk of the 2DES,
where the droplet landscape is present would not be visible because
the droplets are too small. This would correspond to magnetic
flux density ranges, where the droplets with locally higher charge
carrier density have already shrunk and droplets with locally lower
charge carrier density have not grown much, yet.

The situation changes if the droplets are larger, as illus-
trated in Fig. 7.9(c). This expected when either droplets with
locally lower or locally higher charge carrier density dominate.
Even if the droplets are in the order of 1µm to 2µm and thus
smaller than the separation between the SET and the tip, a
modulation within a position resolved measurement could be seen.
As distinct features in the order of 1µm by 1µm are observed in the
area scans, it is reasonable to assume that such droplet sizes can
be observed with our SET-Tip arrangement. In order to observe
modulations within this droplet landscape regime, the distance to
the sample has to be sufficiently small, which is the case for our
measurements.

Fig. 7.9(d) corresponds to the situations when a droplet
landscape is formed and before it breaks down (droplet size
> 4µm). Here, either droplets with locally higher charge carrier
density or locally lower charge carrier density are present and
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have their maximum size. A signifcant modulation in the position
resolved measurements can be seen, as observed in our data
because the droplet size is in the same order of magnitude as the
separation between SET and tip.

4μm

20μm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

100nm

Figure 7.9: (a) Sketch of the SET, the tip and the Hall bar. (b) Sketch
of a certain droplet landscape with a droplet size of ≈ 100 nm. (c) Sketch
of a certain droplet landscape with a droplet size between 1µm to 2µm.
(d) Sketch of a certain droplet landscape with a droplet size of > 4µm.
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7.5 Summary
The droplet landscape within a 2DES under quantum Hall
condition should appear as a two-dimensional phenomenon. Hence,
spatial resolved measurements over an area of the 2DES have been
performed - called capacitive coupling area scans.

The first part of this chapter presents the evidence of local
features within previous measurements and the acquisition of the
two-dimensional data. In the second part, the experimental results
show that a droplet landscape can be made visible locally with
a resolution of roughly 1µm. For the characterization of the 2D
data, the deviation of the local data point with respect to the
average value, i.e. the variance, can be included in the evaluation
of the results as statistical tool for the analysis, supporting the
conclusions of the capacitive coupling area scans. A significant
rise in the variance can be observed when a droplet landscape
is formed and before it dissolves as a function of the magnetic
flux density. This becomes reasonable by taking into account the
geometry of the SET-tip-sample arrangement. It supposes that
distinct features, and thus a high variance in the area scans, can be
observed if the size of the droplets is in the same order of magnitude
as the SET-tip distance, which is 4µm by design. This should be
the case at magnetic flux densities where a droplet landscape forms
and before it dissolves. There either droplets with locally higher or
locally lower charge carrier density, respectively, have their max-
imum size and thus, the variance in the area scans is relatively high.

Decreasing the size of the area scans numerically suggests
that feature sizes in the spatial order of magnitude of around
1µm by 1µm can be observed which supports the previous findings.
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Part II

Electric Field Effect
Transistor Scanning Hall
Potential Profiles of a
Topological Insulator
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In order to investigate current density distributions in quantum
Hall samples, a new Hall sensor on tip based on a 2DES, embedded
in an (Al,Ga)As heterostructure has been developed over several
years within our group. It turns out that the sensor is not only
affected by magnetic fields, but also by electric fields which can
change the charge carrier density of the sensor locally due to the
field effect. As the influence of electric fields is disturbing for
investigations of local current densities, it can be exploited and
used to measure local electrostatic potential distributions.

Within this chapter the history of the Hall sensor tip is in-
troduced briefly. The functionality of the sensor in real scanning
probe microscopy applications is demonstrated, by performing
measurements over a predefined metal structure. The influence of
the electric field effect is shown. Several methods are proposed that
can separate the Hall effect and the electric field effect in order to
measure current density induced magnetic fields. Hall potential
profile measurements over a 2DES prove that it is possible to
measure the local electrostatic potential distribution over real
quantum Hall samples, using the “Hall sensor” as an electric field
effect transistor.

As the group of Dieter Weiss from the University of Regens-
burg approached us with three-dimensional topological insulator
(3D TI) samples showing the quantum Hall effect, Hall potential
profile measurements have been performed over their mercury
telluride (HgTe) Hall bar with the “Hall sensor tip”, acting as an
electric field effect transistor, giving insight into the Hall potential
profile distribution of the system within the quantum Hall regime.
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Chapter 8

A Hall Sensor Based on a
2DES Embedded in an
(Al,Ga)As Heterostructure
Effected by Hall and Electric
Field Effect

In this chapter a Hall sensor tip, which has been developed in
recent years within our group, is presented. The sensor can be used
to investigate local current density distributions. However, it turns
out that the sensor is very sensitive to electrostatic fields, too. On
the one hand this behaviour is disturbingHall measurements, but
on the other hand it can be used as a field effect transistor in order
to investigate local electrostatic potential distributions.

In the first part of this chapter, the Hall sensor tip is in-
troduced, followed by characterization measurements, which
demonstrate the functionality of the sensor in scanning probe
microscopy (SPM) experiment applications. The last part of this
chapter presents Hall potential profiles over a cross section of a
(Al,Ga)As heterostructure Hall bar, which are measured with the
“Hall sensor tip”, acting as an electric field effect transistor. All the
measurements are made at an ambient temperature of T = 1.1 K
with a renewed version of the SPM microscope. For further
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information on the new version of the microscope, the reading of
[54] is recommended.

8.1 History of the Hall Sensor
The first Hall potential profiles were measured by P. Weitz and
E. Ahlswede within our group, using an oscillating cantilever at
T = 1.1 K [11, 10, 8, 7]. Together with theoretical calculations
it was possible to develop a microscopic picture of the QHE. In
order to investigate the FQHE, it was necessary to switch to
lower temperatures at around 40 mK and higher magnetic fields.
M. Mausser set up a new version of the microscope, using SETs
as local electrometers because the technique of an oscillating
cantilever was no longer suitable, since the experiments had to be
performed in a superfluid 3He/4He- mixture [18]. M. Mausser and
his successor A. Gauß [19] confirmed that the evolution of the Hall
potential profiles as a function of the magnetic flux density is the
same for the FQHE, generalizing the microscopic picture of the
QHE.

However, all the experiments measured the current density
indirectly by interpreting gradients in the Hall potential profiles of
the 2DES. A direct measurement of the non-equilibrium currents or
even equilibrium currents has not been performed so far although
it would be of great interest to have access to them.

Thus, A. Gauß developed Hall sensors on tips [55]. The
sensors are based on a 2DES in a quantum well, embedded in
(Al,Ga)As heterostructure that can be used to fabricate SET on
tips simultaneously. Therefore, it would be possible to investigate
current densities and electrostatic properties of a quantum Hall
sample locally at the same time. A. Gauß succeeded in his Master
thesis with a working prototype of a Hall sensor patterned from
a (Al,Ga)As heterostructure. The (Al,Ga)As heterostructure has
been further optimized by B. Onipede in order to reduce noise
in the signal of the Hall voltage. K. Riegel managed to fabricate
the Hall sensors on tips [56], as shown in the scanning-electron
microscope (SEM) image of Fig. 8.1(c).
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Fig. 8.1(a) shows an SEM-image of the prototype of the
sensor and (b) a sketch of the experimental setup, respectively. A
gold wire is placed in front of the Hall sensor cross. A bias voltage
VDS,wire, driving a current through the wire, as well as the whole
potential VCOM of the wire, can be changed. A current ISensor is
driven through the Hall sensor, by applying a constant bias voltage
VDS. Hence, the Hall voltage VHall can be investigated as a function
of the wire current induced magnetic field and VCOM, in order to
study the Hall and the electric field effect, acting on the sensor.
A. Gauß showed that the current density induced magnetic field B
can be measured, by probing the Hall voltage at the sensor, given
by

VHall =
ISensorB

nSensore
, (8.1)

where nSensor is the charge carrier density of the 2DES within the
sensor.

VDS,wire

VCOM

VDS
VHall

(a)

(b)

(c)

ISensor

Figure 8.1: (a) Prototype of the Hall sensor, designed and fabricated
by Andreas Gauß within his master thesis [55]. (b) The setup, used to
characterize the functionality of the sensor. (c) Scanning-electron micro-
scope image of the free-standing Hall sensor tip [56].
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As already mentioned, it turned out that not only current density
induced magnetic fields are detected by the Hall voltage. External
electric fields can influence the charge carrier density nSensor of the
sensor, directly affecting the Hall signal. Since the bias VDS at the
sensor is fixed, a change in nSensor also causes a change in the current
over the sensor. Hence, a change in VHall can be observed, which
disturbs the intended Hall measurement, given by

∆VHall =
B

nSensore
∆ISensor −

ISensorB

n2
Sensore

∆nSensor. (8.2)

Therefore, local varying electrostatic fields around the Hall sensor
or changes in the capacitance between sample and Hall sensor pose
problems if only the current induced magnetic field B should be
measured.

8.2 Electric Field Effect Influencing the
Hall Sensor

In order to demonstrate both, the effect of electric fields and currents
on the Hall sensor tip, a sample with a predefined metal structure
was designed and fabricated. Fig. 8.2(a) shows a photograph of the
sample. A sketch is added in Fig. 8.2(b). Nine 3µm wide gold wires,
which are separated by 3µm, are placed in the center. One half of
the wires is coated with a metal gate (gold). The wires are laterally
surrounded by metal gates, which are needed for positioning the
Hall sensor tips. The electrostatic potentials of all wires, as well as
the current through the wires, can be controlled.
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(a)

(b)

50μm

50μm

Figure 8.2: (a) Photograph of the sample that is used for characterizing
the Hall sensor tip in a scanning probe microscope. (b) A sketch of
the sample to illustrate the functionality. Each wire is 3µm wide and
separated by 3µm from the next wire. The bottom side of the wires is
covered with a gold plate (borderline in gold/yellow).

In order to check the influence of an electrostatic potential of the
wire on the Hall sensor, the tip can be positioned right over one
of the wires, as indicated by Fig. 8.3(b). A sketch of the circuit
diagram is shown in Fig. 8.3(a). A current ISensor is driven through
the sensor, by applying a constant bias voltage VDS. ISensor is then
measured as a function of the electrostatic potential of the wire
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controlled by VCOM.

Fig. 8.3(c) shows the current ISensor as a function of the
electrostatic potential VCOM of the wire for different integration
times, at each data point. Potential differences of 5 mV can be
observed clearly. The data of Fig. 8.3(d) prove that an external
magnetic field parallel to the Hall sensor’s 2DES does not influence
ISensor(VCOM).

It is now possible to perform a position resolved measurement over
a cross section of the wires - called linescan - in order to investigate
the electric field effect further in real SPM applications. Fig. 8.4
shows the ISensor as a function of the position, as indicated in the

VDS
ISensor

VDS,wireVCOM

(a) (b)
VCOM,Sensor

(c)
(d)

Figure 8.3: (a) Sketch of the experimental setup used to see the ef-
fect of electric fields on the Hall sensor. (b) A sketch, illustrating the
position of the Hall sensor over a single wire of the sample. (c) ISensor

as a function of VCOM for two different integration times (green, cyan).
(d) ISensor as a function of VCOM for different magnetic flux densities
B = {−2 T, 0 T, 2 T}, applied by an external superconducting magnet.
The external magnetic flux density lying in plane of the Hall sensor’s
2DES has no influence on ISensor(VCOM).
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sketch on the right. It can be distinguished whether the sensor is
above a gold wire, or not. The positions, where the sensor is over a
wire, are visible as dips in the signal of ISensor. Besides, a difference
in ISensor is observed when the electrostatic potential of the wire in
the center is varied. Thus the current is influenced by a position-
dependent capacitive coupling C̃(y) and position dependent electric
field variations VGate(y). Therefore, a change in ISensor(y) is given
by

∆ISensor(y) = C̃(y) ·∆VSample(y), (8.3)

where ∆VSample is the electrostatic potential difference between the
Hall sensor tip and the sample.

Figure 8.4: A position resolved measurement of ISensor(y). ISensor

changes between scanning over wires or their gaps in between. Three
different curves are shown, corresponding to three different voltages, ap-
plied to the wire in the center. The measurement is made at the position
indicated by the red line in the sketch next to the data.
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8.3 Procedure for Separating Hall and
Electric Field Effect

For local investigations of the current density distribution, the
Hall effect has to be separated from the electric field effect, which
disturbingly influences the signal of the Hall voltage, as presented
in (8.2). The implementation of a metal gate, which screens the
underlying wires electrostatically, might be one approach to real-
ize this separation, as presented in the following part of this chapter.

However, even if the gate screens the electrostatic potential
of the wires, it still has a certain topography due to the height
differences of the underlying metal structure. This topography is
measured in the signal of the sensor current and the Hall voltage
because the intrinsic potential difference between the Hall sensor
and the sample is not compensated. Fig. 8.5 shows VHall and ISensor

as a function of the position over a cross section of the gated part
of the sample, indicated in Fig. 8.6(b). A sketch of the setup is
shown in Fig. 8.6(a). Variations in the signals are clearly observed,
confirming that gating the sample is not sufficient to separate the
Hall and the electric field effect.

However, it is still possible to observe DC-current induced magnetic

(a) (b)

Figure 8.5: VHall (a) and ISensor (b) as a function of the position over
a cross section of the gated part of the sample, indicated in Fig. 8.6(b).
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fields of a wire under the gate and separating the Hall effect from
the electric field effect. For that purpose it is sufficient to subtract
the data of Fig. 8.5(a) and (b) pointwise because the influence of
the topography of the gate is constant for each measured data
point, and the magnetic field induced by a current through a wire
can still penetrate the gate. Fig. 8.6(c) and (d) show linescans
of the Hall voltage and the sensor current for different currents
through the wire in the center (the position of the scan line is
shown in (b)). In order to obtain the data of Fig. 8.6(c) and (d) the
originally measured data points are subtracted pointwise by each
data point of Fig. 8.5(a) and (b) accordingly.

The height of the different peaks in VHall(y) correspond to
the different current densities. Fig. 8.6(d) shows that there is no
variation within the sensor current during the linescans. This
shows that the Hall effect can be indeed separated from the electric
field effect by subtracting the linescans, obtained from measuring
the topography of the gate only.
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VDS ISensor

VDS,wireVCOM

VCOM,Sensor

VHall

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.6: (a) Sketch, illustrating the arrangement and the experi-
mental setup. (b) Sketch, illustrating where the linescan for (c) and (d)
is taken (red line). (c) VHall as a function of the y-position. Three dif-
ferent currents are driven through the wire in the center by applying the
corresponding VDS,wire. (d) ISensor as a function of the y-position, cor-
responding to the data of (c). Each measured line (blue, orange, green)
of (c) and (d) is obtained by subtracting VHall(y) or ISensor(y) of Fig. 8.5
from the originally measured data.

Using the data of Fig. 8.6 it is now possible to estimate the distance
between the Hall sensor tip and the sample. Assuming that the wire
is infinite long, the Biot-Savart law gives a solution of the current
induced magnetic field as a function of the distance. A. Gauß [55]
calculated the magnetic field to

B(z) =
µ0IWire

πwWire
· arctan

(wWire

2z

)
, (8.4)

where IWire is the current through the wire, µ0 is the magnetic per-
meability in vacuum, wWire is the width of the wire and z is the dis-
tance between the wire and the tip. Inserting the data of Fig. 8.6(c)
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and replacing B = VHallne/ISensor using (8.1), the distance can be
calculated to

z =
1

3
·
∑

i=1,2,3

wWire

2
· tan

(
VHall,i · n · e · π · wWire

ISensor · µ0 · IWire,i

)−1

≈ 4.7µm

(8.5)
for the three different current values through the wire, with index
i. The charge carrier density of the 2DES within the Hall sensor
tip n is given by n ≈ 4.1 · 1015 m−2 (see Appendix G). The largest
error in z̄ can be due to the uncertainty in the charge carrier density
because the currents and voltages can be measured rather precise
in comparison. As ∆n ≈ 4.1 · 1013 m−2, the calculated distance can
vary by ∆z̄ ≈ 10 nm.

8.4 AC-Technique, separating Hall and
electric field effect

In addition to the procedure presented above, the implementation
of an AC-measurement technique is another way to separate the
Hall and the electric field effect. Besides, an AC-technique might
also be of interest in order to make time-dependent modulations of
the current through a sample in later experiments, as this is the
case for Hall potential profile experiments for example. The Hall
voltage can be demodulated, respectively. Fig. 8.7(a) shows the
real part of the demodulated Hall voltage of the sensor for three
different linescans with different amplitudes of the AC-current
through the wire. The phase of the Lock-In is set to zero and it
does not change during the linescans. If the potential of the whole
wire is modulated instead of the wire current, there is no signal
in the demodulated Hall voltage within a linescan, as shown in
Fig. 8.6(b).

Since the Hall sensor tip is developed to measure DC equlibrium
current density distributions within quantum Hall devices, it
is of interest, if currents that are present in real quantum Hall
samples can be measured. In order to get an idea for the order of
magnitude of the current densities in these samples calculations
can be performed. For this purpose, it is assumed that certain
2DES has a quantized plateau in the Hall resistance, corresponding
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to integer number i = 4, as measured in Fig. 8.10. Considering an
incompressible strip in the edge-dominated quantum Hall regime
that is 3µm wide at a magnetic flux density of B = 7.75 T and the
cyclotron energy ωC = eB/m∗, the energy gap

∆E = ~ωc ≈ 14 meV

is obtained. Taking into account the electric field ~E = 14 meV/3µm

and ~j = σ ~E, where σ = ν ·e2/h = 4·e2/h, the corresponding current
density within the strip

|~j| ≈ 2
µA

µm

can be estimated for equilibrium.

Looking towards the electric field induced breakdown of the
QHE, P. Haremski reported that a DC bias current of ≈ 18µA can
be driven through a 20µm (Al,Ga)As heterostructure wide Hall
bar before the QHE breaks down [57]. In the following, linescans
are performed when a time-dependent modulation amplitude of
17.6µA is applied to the 3µm wide wire in the center. Therefore,
the current density in the wire is similar to the current density
within the quantum Hall samples of P. Haremski. For this purpose,
integration time of each data point had been increased by a
factor of 100, compared to the data of Fig. 8.7(a). A distinct peak
at the position of the current density in the sample can be observed.

The strength of the signal in VHall is linearly dependent on
arctan(1/z), where z is the distance between Hall sensor tip and
samples surface. The distance z̄ ≈ 4.7µm of our experiments is
rather large. The signal would obviously increase by decreasing
the distance between sensor and sample. It is possible to
reduce the distance to about 1.2µm since the distance between
the active region of the sensor and the very end of the tip is
1µm. An additional distance of a few 100 nm to the sample sur-
face is needed for safety issues in order to avoid a crashing of the tip.

In order to represent kind of a more complex current dens-
ity distribution, the current through two neighboring wires can be
modulated in opposite directions with an amplitude of 3.52 mA.
The demodulated Hall voltage during a linescan is shown in
Fig. 8.7(d). The dip and the peak correspond to the current
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densities in the opposite directions. Since the real part of the
demodulated Hall voltage is represented and the opposite current
direction is nothing else than a phase shift of 180 ◦ for the Lock-In,
this result seems reasonable.
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Figure 8.7: (a) VHall is demodulated and measured as a function of the y-position for different AC-current amplitudes
through the wire, as shown in the sketch Fig. 8.6(a). (b) The demodulated signal of VHall when the whole potential of
the wire in the center is modulated in time instead of its current density. (c) The demodulated signal of VHall when a
current of 18µA is time-modulated in the wire. The intergration time for each data point is increased by a factor of 100.
(d) The current through two neighboring wires is modulated in the opposite direction.
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8.5 In-situ Separation of Hall and Elec-
tric Field Effect Acting on the Hall
Sensor

In the previous part of this chapter it is shown that several
workarounds can be found, enabling the access to current density
distributions in samples. Moreover, it is possible to separate the
Hall and the electric field effect in-situ. For this purpose, the
current ISensor through the sensor, as well as the charge carrier
density n2DES of the 2DES have to be kept constant. The control
of the current is rather easy to realize, as it is possible to add a
feedback loop (FBL) to the bias contacts VDS, keeping the ISensor

constant. Controlling n2DES is a little bit more tricky, but it might
be also possible. Within his Phd, A. Gauß proposed a solution to
the problem [19].

He realized that due to finite contact resistances, it is neces-
sary to keep the longitudinal voltage drop VSensor over the active
region of the sensor constant. This can be seen by replacing the
bias voltage VDS with the actual voltage VSensor that is applied to
the Hall sensor cross. Assuming, that the current ISensor is kept
constant with the help of a FBL already, a change in the Hall
voltage is then only given by

∆VHall =
VSensorw̃µ

l̃
∆B +

Bw̃µ

l̃
∆VSensor, (8.6)

where w̃ is the width and l̃ is the length of the active region of
the Hall sensor. µ is the mobility of the 2DES of the Hall sensor.
This supposes, a second FBL that keeps VSensor constant solves the
problem.

Indeed, in her just finished Master thesis work S. Woldt [58]
could demonstrate the working principle of this procedure. Her
setup is illustrated in Fig. 8.8. She uses symmetrical planar
structures with additional longitudinal probing contacts, which are
coated by a metal gate. By varying the gate voltage and adding
two FBLs, it is possible to show that the Hall voltage VHall is no
longer influenced by external electrostatic potentials via the gate
effect. The first feedback loop (FBL) keeps ISensor constant via the
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symmetrically applied bias voltage VDS. A second FBL controls
the common potential VCOM of both bias contacts relatively to
the reference GND, keeping VSensor constant. In addition, this
procedure allows the measurement of the electric field effect and
the Hall effect at the same time by monitoring the FBL voltage,
applied to VCOM and the Hall voltage at the sensor, respectively.
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Figure 8.8: (a) Sketch of the setup of S. Woldt [58]. It is possible to show that the Hall voltage VHall is no longer
influenced by the electric field effect of the gate.
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8.6 Renewed Hall Sensor Tip Design by
Adding Longitudinal Voltage Probes

In order to apply the feedback loops to the real Hall sensor tip,
adaptions in the design of the sensor have to be made. These
modifications have been done as a part of this thesis. In the first
development step, four additional probing contacts have been
added to the sensor, as shown in the SEM image of Fig. 8.9(a). In
principle this enables the control of ISensor and VSensor, as described
in the previous part of this chapter. However, the functional-
ity of the FBLs has not been proven in real SPM experiments so far.

In a second development step, the width of the channels of
the lead contacts of the Hall sensor tip were increased in order
to maximize ISensor amplifying the Hall signal. Fig. 8.9(b) shows
a SEM image of the final version of the sensor. The details and
problems that were inherited with the changes of the design are
described in the Appendix F.
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2μm

2μm

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.9: (a) Scanning-electron microscope image of the Hall sensor
tip with eight contacts. (b) Optimized Hall sensor tip with eight contacts
to increase the current, which can be driven through the Hall sensor cross.
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8.7 Procedure to Measure Hall Potential
Profiles

The functionality of the Hall sensor tip can be further tested in
SPM experiments on real quantum Hall samples. For this purpose,
the sample of Fig. 8.10(a) was designed and fabricated. It consists
of two Hall bars with a width of 20µm and a length of 170µm
between the center of the probing contacts. One of the Hall bars is
covered with a metal gate (gold) in order to avoid the gate effect
of the Hall bar on the sensor, as presented in the previous part of
this chapter.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure current dens-
ity distributions within the gated Hall bar. No variations in
linescans, measuring the equilibrium or the non-equilibrium
currents as a function of the position over the cross section, could
be observed. Even decreasing the distance between sample and
sensor tip to 1µm before the sensor touches the surface (due to
the distance between the active region of the sensor and the very
end of the tip) did not improve the signal. In the previous part
of this chapter it is shown that a current of 18µA through a 3µm
wide wire could be measured at a tip-sample distance of around
4.7µm. We guess that the current densities in the gated 2DES
are too small in order to measure them with the current Hall
sensor tip design and its sensitivity. A. Gauß has already stated
that the sensitivity of the working prototype could be at the limit
for current densities that are present in quantum Hall samples.
Besides, the sensitivity of the Hall sensor tip was further decreased
by K. Riegel due to fabrication issues. Therefore, no data could
be acquired, even if this investigations are of great interest for the
quantum Hall community, because recent results on equilibrium
current distributions were presented by the group of Eli Zeldov
[59].

There are possibilities to improve the sensitivity of the Hall
sensor. The first approach would be an adaption of the (Al,Ga)As
heterostructure, decreasing the charge carrier density to a
minimum. Afterwards the width of the channels at the active
region of the Hall sensor have to be decreased as much as possible.
This would minimize the charge carrier density even further. The
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distance between the active region of the sensor and its very tip
has to be minimized in the last step. However, as the inherited
fabrication steps are very time consuming, further adaptions of the
sensor were not performed as a part of this thesis.

However, within previous parts of this chapter it is shown
how the “Hall sensor” can also be used as a local electric field effect
transistor. The electrostatic potential distribution measurements
of the ungated Hall bar were performed successfully and the results
are presented within this part of the chapter. The Hall resistance
RHall (blue) of the quantized Hall plateau at filling factor ν = 4, as
well as the longitudinal resistance Rxx (green) of the ungated Hall
bar are shown in Fig. 8.10(b). A sketch of the experimental setup
is shown in the inset.

As demonstrated in the previous experiments on structured metal
wires, shown summarized in Fig. 8.4, the current through the sensor
ISensor is dependent on the position r and influenced by varying
capacitive couplings and electrostatic potential variations of the
sample, as shown in Fig. 8.11. Since the electrostatic potential dis-
tribution within the 2DES V2DES(r) (yellow) should be investigated
only, it is necessary to eliminate all other contributions, which are
caused by local charges (red), the topography of the sample (blue)
and particles on the sample surface (green).

Therefore, a special measurement technique was developed in
order to extract the contribution of the electrostatic potentials
of the 2DES, varying between equilibrium and non-equilibrium
[6, 9, 60, 19, 18]. Even when this technique was developed for
different sensor types (SET, oscillating cantilever) the measurement
procedure is similar for the application of the “Hall sensor tip”,
acting as a field effect transistor.

According to the technique, the current ISensor is demodu-
lated as a function of a voltage modulation within the sample. The
real part of the Lock-In signal ÎSensor(ω) is investigated - called
Îx,Sensor(ω).

In order to eliminate C̃(r) and all static electrostatic poten-
tial varations from the sample and measure V̂2DES(r, ω) only, two
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separate linescans have to be made, as followed:

1. A so-called β-Trace is made: The potentials of both lead
contacts are modulated commonly, leading to a position-
independent homogeneous potential modulation of the 2DES.
Thus, the contribution of the 2DES is independent of the

40μm

VDS

Vx

VHall

IS

ID

(a)

(b)

Magnetic flux density [T]

xx

Figure 8.10: (a) Photograph of the sample that is used to measure
Hall potential profiles. The left Hall bar is covered with a gold electrode.
(b) RHall and Rxx of the investigated Hall plateau around integer filling
factor ν = 4 (right Hall bar, not gated).
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position. Îx,Sensor(ω) is therefore given by

Îβx,Sensor(r, ω) = c(r) · V̂2DES(ω). (8.7)

The corresponding linescan is shown in Fig. 8.12(d).

2. A so-called α-Trace is made: The potential of one of the lead
contacts (here source) is modulated, while the potential of
the other contact is kept constant (usually common GND),
as illustrated in Fig. 8.12(a). The sample is biased with an
external current, as it is the case for quantum Hall trans-
port measurements. This implies a position-dependent elec-
trostatic potential modulation V̂2DES(r, ω) within the 2DES
that varies between equilibrium and non-equilibrium. Hence,
at each point a local varying contribution of the 2DES and
the local capacitive coupling is measured. The demodulated
current gives

Îαx,Sensor(r, ω) = c(r) · V̂2DES(r, ω). (8.8)

εr

Tip-sample
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ParticlesPotential
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Figure 8.11: The Hall sensor tip couples capacitively to the sample.
The electrostatic landscape of the sample is formed by different features,
which all influence the capacitive coupling between the sensor and the
sample. Adapted from [19].
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Fig. 8.12(c) shows the corresponding demodulated
Îαx,Sensor(r, ω) as a function of the y-position.

By dividing the α-Trace and the β-Trace point by point, the contri-
bution of c(r), which was measured in both traces, cancels out and
the contribution of the local electrostatic potential, varying between
equilibrium and non-equilibrium, is obtained only, given by

Îαx,Sensor(r, ω)

Îβx,Sensor(r, ω)
=
V̂2DES(r, ω)

V̂2DES(ω)
=̂V̄2DES(r, ω), (8.9)

as shown in Fig. 8.12(b). An important property of the calibrated
Hall potential profiles has to be pointed out, as it will be import-
ant for later conclusions. Under quantum Hall conditions, the bias
voltage is present as a Hall voltage due to the equipotential lines at
the edges of the 2DES. This means if the minimum and the max-
imum value at the edges of a calibrated Hall potential profile are
close to zero and one, the electrical transport along the 2DES is dis-
sipationless. Dissipation at the “Hot spots” of the 2DES is always
present. Thus zero and one will never be reached completely in the
calibrated Hall potential profiles.

In order to emphasize the trend within a calibrated Hall poten-
tial profile, it can be normalized to zero and one, as shown in
Fig. 8.13(a). Deriving the normalized Hall potential profile gives
the strength of the local current density within the 2DES, as shown
in Fig. 8.13(b). The colorbars that are used for the purpose of the
following experiments are indicated below the graphs, respectively.

To sum up: With the measurement technique that is presented in
this part of the chapter it is possible to extract the electrostatic
potential distribution of a 2DES. The trend of Hall potential
profiles as well as the strength of the local current density can be
investigated with the normalized Hall potential profiles and its
derivation accordingly. Dissipationless electrical transport can be
distinct via the calibrated Hall potential profiles.

The results of the Hall potential profile measurements of the
ungated Hall bar with the scanning Hall sensor tip are presented in
Fig. 8.14. In (a) it is indicated, where the linescans are measured.
The AC-parameters were set to an amplitude of 2.5 mV and a
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Figure 8.12: (a) Sketch of the electrical circuit diagram, illustrating
how the α-trace and the β-trace are measured. Examples are given in (c)
and (d). (b) The calibrated Hall potential profile is obtained by dividing
the α-trace (c) by the β-trace (d).

frequency of 11 Hz. An offset of 2.5 mV is added. Hence the voltage
oscillates between 0 mV and 5 mV. Fig. 8.14(c) shows normalized
Hall potential profiles within and outside of the quantum Hall
plateau (an offset is added to each line in order to increase the
visibilty of the trends). The Hall potential drops linearly over the
whole cross section of the Hall bar, for filling factors outside the
quantum Hall plateau. For filling factors within the plateau the
edge-dominated and the bulk-dominated regime can be clearly
distinguished.

Fig. 8.14(b) and (d) show the evolution of the normalized
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Hall potential profiles and the strength of the local current density
as a function of the magnetic flux density. The expected center
positions of the incompressibly strips as well as bulk integer
filling factor ν = 4 are indicated by the dashed and the solid line
accordingly. The results are in good agreement with the results of
former experiments. This proves that it is possible to investigate
electrostatic potential properties of quantum Hall samples with the
scanning “Hall sensor tip”, acting as an electric field effect transistor.

Two features within the evolution of the Hall potential pro-
files have to be discussed, since they differ from the expectations of
the compressible/incompressible landscape.

Fig. 8.14(c) shows that the slopes at the left and at the
right side of the Hall potential profiles in the edge-dominated
quantum Hall regime differ from each other. One explanation is an
asymmetric charge carrier density profile at this cross section of the
Hall bar. The slope of the charge carrier density profile could be
steeper at the left edge. This would lead to a wider incompressible

(b)

(c) (d)

(a)

Figure 8.13: (a) A normalized Hall potential profile is obtained by set-
ting the maximum value of a calibrated Hall potential profile to 1 and the
minimum value to 0 accordingly. The resulting false color representation
is shown in (c). (b) The relative strength of the local current density in
a cross section is obtained by taking the derivative of a normalized Hall
potential profile. The resulting false color representation is shown in (d).
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strip at the right side within the edge-dominated quantum Hall
regime. Hence, the Hall voltage drop would be higher within the
incompressible strip at the right edge.

The second feature, which has to be discussed is the black
area in Fig. 8.14(d) due to the scale. Here the local current density
is reversed in direction. This behaviour has already been observed
in previous experiments by Eric Ahlswede [9]. He could show
that the direction of the current can indeed change its direction
within incompressible regions when strong inhomogeneities are
present within the 2DES. For further interest, the reading of [9] is
recommended.
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80μm

(a)
(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 8.14: (a) Photograph of the QH sample. The blue line indicates,
where the data are measured. (b) Normalized Hall potential profile over
a cross section of the Hall bar as a function of the magnetic flux density.
The solid lines indicate integer bulk filling. The dashed lines indicate
and the expected center position of the incompressible strips by applying
Chklovskii et al. [12]. (c) Normalized Hall potential profiles for different
filling factors ν. (d) Derivative of the normalized Hall potential profiles
shown in (b) indicating the relative strength of the local current density
within a cross section.
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8.8 Summary
In order to investigate the local current density distributions
of quantum Hall samples, a new type of scanning Hall sensor
tip for SPM applications has been developed in recent years
in the group. In the first part of this chapter the history of
the Hall sensor tip is introduced briefly. It turns out that
electric fields effect the sensor in addition to magnetic fields.
As the electric fields change the charge carrier density and
the current through the sensor, if a constant bias voltage is
applied, this effect is disturbing when magnetic fields have to be
measured via the Hall voltage. In order to investigate the electric
field effect, the Hall sensor is tested on a predefined metal structure.

In order to separate the Hall and the electric field effect, a
gate was implemented on the surface of the sample. However,
the difference in the electrostatic potential of the gate and the
intrinsic electrostatic potential of the Hall sensor tip causes that
the topography of the gate still had an influence on the Hall voltage
and the current through the sensor due to the underlying metal
wires. Within this chapter we demonstrate two methods, in order
to separate the Hall and electric field effect. For this purpose,
a DC-technique is introduced, subtracting the data reflecting
the topography point by point from the data probing current
densities locally. This enables measurements of DC-current induced
magnetic fields via the Hall voltage of the sensor, discarding the
electric field effect. An AC-technique is introduced by applying
a time-dependent modulation amplitude to the current through
the wires. Demodulating the Hall voltage through the Hall sensor,
the resulting time-modulated magnetic field could be observed.
Looking at current densities, which could be present in real
quantum Hall samples, the induced magnetic field of a current of
17.6µA through a wire was measured and observed.

Since all methods rely on metal gates, which are added to
the sample surface, an in-situ method separating Hall and field
effect is presented within this chapter. In a just finished Master
thesis work S. Woldt showed that the Hall and the electric field
effect can be separated by adding two feedback loops to the Hall
sensor setup.
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Unfortunately we were not able to measure equilibrium or
non-equilibrium currents within a 2DES embedded in a (Al,Ga)As
heterostructure. Most likely the sensitivity of the sensor is not good
enough. Additional adaption in the (Al,Ga)As heterostructure, as
well as the sensor design are presented, which could improve the
sensitivity.

However, at the end of this chapter Hall potential profiles
measurements over a 2DES are presented, taken with the “Hall
sensor tip”, acting as an electric field effect transistor. The results
are in good agreement with previous experiments, confirming the
usability of the sensor as a local electric field sensor. Looking at
SETs used as local electrometers, the sensitivity of the Hall sensor
on electric fields is comparably good. Besides, it can be operated
at higher temperatures up to several Kelvin. A disadvantage is the
spatial dimension of the “Hall sensor”. With 3µm in x-direction it
is comparably large to the SET, which is only ≈ 200 nm large in
this direction. In the y-direction, the spatial resolution of the Hall
sensor is as good as the resolution of SET.
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Chapter 9

Hall Potential Profiles of a
Three-Dimensional
Topological Insulator under
Quantum Hall Conditions

The group of Dieter Weiss from the University of Regensburg
approached us with a mercury telluride (HgTe) Hall bar sample
containing a three-dimensional topological insulator (3D TI).
This sample shows distinct plateaus in the Hall resistance RHall,
corresponding to the QHE. This behaviour is not clear a priori
because the system consists of two 2DES, which are somehow
connected by conductive edges.

As the QHE is only expected for one single 2DES, one pos-
sibility for the appearance of the distinct plateaus in RHall could
be the formation of a single dominant 2DES at one of the surfaces,
or even in the bulk, with a certain charge carrier density.

Since the current distribution is known to play an import-
ant role in the QHE, Hall potential distributions are investigated
locally within this chapter. The experiments are performed with the
scanning probe microscope inside the 3He/4He dilution refrigerator
at 40 mK using the “Hall sensor tip” as a local electrometer.
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9.1 Formation of Conductive Surface
States

As the HgTe Hall bar of the group of Dieter Weiss contains a
3D TI, the formation of its conductive surface states is discussed
briefly within this chapter. The bulk material of HgTe has an
isolating bandgap of about 20 meV [61, 62] but compared to an
ordinary isolator, it has an inverted band structure due to a strong
spin-orbit interaction [63].

Towards the surface of a TI, the bands cross each other,
leading to gapless surface states at the TI surface [62, 64, 65]. If
the Fermi level in the TI bulk is laying in the bandgap, electronic
states at the surface are occupied only, as indicated by the two
arrows in Fig. 9.1(a). They are predicted to be spin-polarized.

If the surface states are occupied exclusively, a 2DES is
forming at the surface between TI and conventional insulator, as
illustrated in Fig. 9.1(b). Growing a heterostructure of a 3D TI,
which is embedded between two insulator layers, results in a 2DES
that is present at the whole three-dimensional surface of the TI
material, as indicated in Fig. 9.1(c).
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Figure 9.1: (a) Band diagram of the transition of a 3D topological
insulator (TI) to vacuum or an insulator. Adapted from [66]. (b) A
2DES can form at the surface of a TI if the conditions of (a) - Fermi level
of the TI bulk lies in the band gap - are fulfilled. (c) Simplified sketch
of a typical insulator-TI-insulator heterostructure. A 2DES forms at all
surfaces of the TI.
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9.2 The Mercury Telluride Hall Bar
It is possible to produce such insulator-TI-insulator hetero-
structures by growing mercury telluride (HgTe) epitaxially on
a cadmium telluride (CdTe) substrate [62]. Fig. 9.2(a) shows
the heterostructure that is used for the investigations of the
Hall potential distributions within a 3D TI under quantum Hall
conditions. 80 nm of the 3D TI HgTe is placed between two 20 nm
thick CdHgTe doping layers which ensure that the Fermi level lies
in the bandgap of the bulk material. The material stack is grown
on a 4µm thick CdTe substrate and capped by 40 nm of CdTe in
order to prevent it from degradation.

Fig. 9.2(b) and (c) illustrate the sample, which is designed
and fabricated for the SPM experiments. Two Hall bars (light-
green), which are 20µm wide and 170µm long between the center
of the probing contacts, are placed in the center, surrounded by
metal gates (violet), which are needed for the positioning of the
“Hall sensor tip”. The design of the heterostructure, as well as the
fabrication of the sample was done with the group of Dieter Weiss
at the University of Regensburg. The heterostructure itself was
grown by N. Mikhailov, S. A. Dvoretsky and A.V. Rzhanov at the
Institute of Semiconductor Physics in Novosibirsk.
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Figure 9.2: (a) Heterostructure used within this part of the work. The
mercury telluride 3D topological insulator is sandwiched between two
doping layers. The substrate and the capping layer are made of cadmium
telluride. (b) Sketch of the sample. Two Hall bars are placed in the center
(light green), surrounded by a gold structure for the positioning of the
Hall sensor tips (violet). (c) Zoom into the center of the sample. The
samples are provided by the University of Regensburg. Johannes Ziegler
has done the fabrication.

Fig. 9.3 shows the Hall resistance RHall (blue) and the longitudinal
resistance Rxx (green) of the HgTe Hall bar as a function of the mag-
netic flux density. Quantized plateau values in the Hall resistance
RHall are observed in regions, where the longitudinal resistance Rxx
drops close to zero. They correspond to the filling factors ν = 2 and
ν = 3. The charge carrier density of the 2DES, which leads to the
quantized plateau values, can be determined with the slope of RHall

within the classical regime, where B < 2.5 T, to nTI ≈ 5.7·1015 m−2.
The bias voltage at the sample was set to 5 mV.
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Figure 9.3: RHall (blue) and Rxx (green) as a function of the magnetic
flux density. RHall shows qunatized plateaus corresponding to integer
values i = 2, 3. Rxx drops to zero in magnetic flux density ranges where
RHall is quantized.

However, it is not a priori clear what is exactly happening on a
microscopic level, as mentioned already in the introduction. Such
a distinct plateau value within RHall can only be observed in single
2DES. As the whole three-dimensional surface of the sample has
conductive surface states, no single 2DES can be assumed. From
the point of view of the magnetic field, two 2DES are present,
connected by the conductive edges. As a well expressed QHE is
observed, one can speculate about a redistribution of electrons into
a single 2DES. Here first Hall potential profile measurements will
be presented.

My successor Lukas Freund is taking a closer look by fur-
ther measurements within his on-going PhD thesis together with
the collaborators from the University of Regensburg. Additional
transport, Hall potential profile, local chemical potential and
capacitance measurements have already been performed and are
planned in the future.
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9.3 Probing Hall Potential Profiles of a
HgTe Hall Device

Fig. 9.4(a) shows calibrated Hall potential profiles for different
magnetic flux densities, distributed over the range of the quantum
Hall plateau, corresponding to the integer number i = 2. Fig. 9.4(b)
shows the plateau value of RHall, respectively. The vertical lines
indicated the magnetic flux densities of the linescans. The colors
match with each other. The AC-parameters were set to an
amplitude of 2.5 mV and a frequency of 11 Hz. An offset of 2.5 mV
is added. Hence the voltage oscillates between 0 mV and 5 mV.

When the Hall potential profiles are taken at magnetic flux
densities within the quantized plateau, the minimum and the
maximum value are close to zero or one accordingly. This means
that the current is flowing dissipationless in incompressible regions
with the same local integer filling factor ν = 2. The data also
show that the Hall voltage drop is located over the whole cross
section of the Hall bar for all magnetic flux densities. This means
the current density is distributed over the whole Hall bar always.

Rxx in Fig. 9.3(b) shows that the longitudinal resistance
does not drop completely to zero. This can happen if the
system becomes partially dissipative between the probing contacts
measuring Rxx, which are separated by 170µm. In addition, the
calibrated profiles show that the maximum value and the minimum
value at the left and at the right side are not always the same
for each linescan even if this should be the case by passing a
quantum Hall plateau. This can happen because the Hall potential
profiles and RHall are measured locally at different positions.
Inhomogeneities or variations in the charge carrier density can lead
to a deviation between the quantized plateau value in RHall and the
local Hall potential profiles. In order to make further comparisons
of potential profiles under equal conditions, it is thus reasonable
to look at the normalized Hall potential profiles within a quantum
Hall plateau.
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(a) (b)

Magnetic flux density [T]

Figure 9.4: (a) Calibrated Hall potential profiles, taken over a cross
section of the Hall bar. (b) Quantum Hall plateau, corresponding to an
integer number i = 2. The colors of the lines match the colors of the
calibrated Hall potential profiles in (a). The source drain voltage was set
to 5 mV.

The derivative of the normalized Hall potential profiles then gives
the relative strength of the current density distribution over a
cross section of the 3D TI Hall bar - called relative current density
profiles. In addition, it can be presented as a function of the mag-
netic flux density, as shown in Fig. 9.5(a). The green line indicates
bulk integer filling factor ν = 2. It is also indicated in the Hall
resistance in Fig. 9.5(b). Red areas in Fig. 9.5(a) correspond to high
current densities and blue areas to low current densities accordingly.

The current is flowing in the bulk of the Hall bar, inde-
pendent of the magnetic flux density. However for B < 13 T, it
seems to be more located at the sides of the Hall bar - not the
edges. For B > 13 T the current is mostly located in the center and
at the right side. This evolution of the current density profile as a
function of the magnetic flux density seems to be kind of random.
It cannot be ascribed to certain charge carrier density profile with
an accumulation or a depletion of charge carriers at the edges of
the Hall bar, as it is the case for 2DES embedded in (Al,Ga)As
heterostructure Hall bars.

However, the calibrated Hall potential profiles of Fig. 9.4(a)
prove that the current should only flow dissipationless in incom-
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pressible regions with the same local integer filling factor. Thus,
there should only be either red or blue areas in Fig. 9.5(a), but
white areas are observed, too. Fig. 9.5(c) shows the current density
and the normalized Hall potential profile of a linecut, indicated by
the dashed line in (a). The current density has a dip but it does
not drop close to zero. This should not happen according to the
data of the calibrated Hall potential profiles.

Fig. 9.6 illustrates how white areas in the data of the current density
profiles might appear. The sketch of Fig. 9.6(a) shows a “y-shaped”
incompressible region in the background. The spatial extension of
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Figure 9.5: (a) Current density profiles of a cross section of the topo-
logical insulator Hall bar as a function of the magnetic flux density. (b)
Quantum Hall plateau of filling factor ν = 2. The green line indicates
bulk integer filling factor ν = 2. (c) The normalized Hall potential profile
(pink) and the current density profile (green) of the magnetic flux density
indicated by the dashed pink-green line in (a).
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the Hall sensor is indicated by the black bar. The three different
numbered and colored frames indicate linescans at different posi-
tions over the “y-shaped” incompressible region. Fig. 9.6(b) illus-
trates the measured current density profiles for the three positions
as followed:

(I) The Hall sensor moves over the two incompressible strips. Two
distinct peaks indicating a high relative strength of the local
current density are measured at the position of the incompress-
ible strips.

(II) At the scan position where the incompressible region branches,
the Hall sensor measures an average between two strips and
one strip. The measured current density does not drop to zero
between the peaks, but it has a dip.

(III) The Hall sensor is moved over one incompressible strip in the
center only. The current density has a peak in the center,
respectively.

Hence, a dip in the current density profile, or rather white areas
in Fig. 9.5(a), are measurement artefacts of a spatial averaging in
x-direction of the Hall bar, which appear due to the size of the Hall
sensor along the Hall bar.
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Figure 9.6: (a) The black line indicates the spatial extension of the
Hall sensor. Sketch of an compressible/incompressible landscape. The
three different measured lines/areas are indicated by the frames of differ-
ent color (yellow, green, pink) and the index (I), (II) and (III). (b) The
expectations for the three different current density profiles, measured as
described in (a). (I) The current density profile has two distinct peaks.
(II) Due to the size and the corresponding spatial resolution of the Hall
sensor, the two peaks blur out. (III) The current density profile has one
peak.

The kind of random evolution of the current density within the
HgTe Hall bar as a function of the magnetic flux density, which is
shown in Fig. 9.5(a), suggests that inhomogeneities in the charge
carrier density are present in the material. In order to support this
conclusion, the current density can be measured over an area of
the HgTe Hall bar.

Fig. 9.7 shows the current density over an area of the Hall
bar for different magnetic flux densities within the quantized
value of the Hall resistance around filling factor ν = 2. The
spatial range of the area scans is indicated by ∆x = 18µm
and ∆y = 20µm. The magnetic flux density increases in
the direction of the black arrows. The data show that the
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current is inhomogeneously distributed over the whole area.
This proves that inhomogeneities are present within the HgTe
Hall bar. Besides, it is once more observed that the current is
always flowing in the bulk, independent of the magnetic flux density.

In order to emphasize that, the evolution of the Hall poten-
tial profiles is dominated by charge inhomogeneities along the
Hall bar, the data of Fig. 9.7 can be rearranged. Fig. 9.8 shows
current density profiles as a function of the magnetic flux density
for different x-positions along the Hall bar. The magnetic flux
density range is indicated at the bottom left. Each false color
plot corresponds to one position along the Hall bar, starting from
x = 0µm to x = 18µm in the direction of the black arrows. The
x-positions are separated by ∆x = 0.86µm.

The data support that the evolution of the current density
distribution as a function of the magnetic flux density is dominated
by local inhomogeneities since it depends strongly on the x-position
along the Hall bar.
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Figure 9.7: Current density distribution, measured over an area of the topological insulator Hall bar. ∆x and ∆y
show the spatial ranges of each measured area. The magnetic flux density changes in the direction indicated by the black
arrows.
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9.4 Summary
In this chapter the current density distributions of a 3D TI under
quantum Hall conditions are investigated, measuring the Hall
potential profiles over the surface of a HgTe Hall bar with a
scanning “Hall sensor tip” acting as a local electrometer.

The expectations for a 3D TI is discussed briefly at the be-
ginning of this chapter. The heterostructure, as well as the sample
are introduced afterwards, followed by the results of the Hall
potential profile measurements, which give access to the current
density distributions by its derivation.

The results remind us of a bulk-dominated quantum Hall
regime. Therefore, incompressible regions are located in the bulk
of the Hall bar. The evolution of the current density profiles over
a cross section of the Hall bar as a function of the magnetic flux
density is dominated by inhomogeneities in the charge carrier
density within the material. This is confirmed by measurements of
the current density distribution over an area of the Hall bar.

An edge-dominated regime, as it can be present within 2DES
embedded in an (Al,Ga)As heterostructure, could not be observed.
Even if charge carrier density variations can also be present in
(Al,Ga)As heterostructure devices, normally they are not as strong
as they are in our HgTe device.

Besides, the application of the “Hall sensor” acting as an
electric field effect transistor is further demonstrated, but its
spatial dimension of 3µm along the Hall bar is clearly observed as
a disadvantage, smearing out features in the Hall potential profiles,
which maybe could be observed with an SET.
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Chapter 10

Summary

Since the year 2000 a conclusive microscopic picture of the quantum
Hall effect (QHE) exists. Scanning probe microscopy and transport
experiments on two-dimensional electron systems (2DES) embedded
in (Al,Ga)As heterostructures demonstrated that the appearance of
the quantum Hall effect is based on the formation of a landscape
with electrical conducting (compressible) and isolating (incompress-
ible) regions, which form due to variations in the charge carrier
density of the 2DES in high magnetic flux densities. At the low
magnetic flux density side of a quantized quantum Hall plateau,
incompressible strips are forming at the edges of the 2DES, where
the charge carrier density deplets. As the magnetic flux density in-
creases passing the plateau further, the strips grow in width and
move towards the center of the 2DES until they meet and most of
the bulk is incompressible. If the bulk of the 2DES is mostly incom-
pressible, local charge carrier density variations can cause a varying
structure within the compressible/incompressible landscape - called
droplet landscape. The compressible/incompressible droplet land-
scape of a 2DES changes as a function of external parameters as
the magnetic flux density or the applied bias voltage. However, the
droplet landscape and its evolution have not been measured directly
so far.

Part I
This thesis consists of two parts. In the following, Part I of
the thesis is presented where scanning probe experiments were
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performed, probing the compressible/incompressible landscape
of a 2DES under quantum Hall conditions locally. At first, the
completely new measurement technique, using the capacitive
coupling between a single-electron transistors (SETs) on a tip and
an adjacent metal tip is shown. Afterwards, a microscopic picture
for the evolution of the droplet landscape as a function of the
magnetic flux density and the externally applied bias voltage is
proposed. For this purpose, the experimental data are compared
to simulations. We could image the droplet landscape and give an
order of magnitude for the size of the droplets within the restriction
of our measurement setup.

Part I - Measurement technique probing the droplet land-
scape locally

The capacitive coupling between two adjacent SET tips is used
to investigate the compressible/incompressible droplet landscape
of the 2DES in a quantum Hall sample made from a (Al,Ga)As
heterostructure locally. One SET is used as a metallic tip in
order to apply an AC-voltage, while the current over the other
SET is measured and demodulated. When brought close to
the surface of the sample, the capacitive coupling between the
SET and the tip is affected by the 2DES. Variations in the
compressible/incompressible landscape influence the capacitive
coupling and the signal of the demodulated current of the scanning
SET changes.

The acquisition of the data was not straight forward. It
turned out that an additional displacement current complicates the
measurement. Translating the signal of the Lock-In measurement
into a complex plane, we could extract the measurement signal
using a suitable vector model. The measurements were performed
inside a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator reaching a base temperature
of 40 mK and magnetic fields up to 18 T.

Part I - Evolution and imaging of the droplet landscape

Within this thesis, experiments probing the compressible/incom-
pressible landscape over a cross section of the 2DES locally, were
performed and compared to Hall potential profile measurements.
We observed a change in the capacitive coupling between SET and
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tip as a function of the magnetic flux density and the position over
a cross section of the 2DES. Taking into account the Hall potential
profiles and the microscopic picture of the QHE, it was possible to
make a link between the change in the capacitive coupling and the
evolution of a droplet landscape in the bulk.

In order to understand the behaviour of the measured sig-
nals we developed a simple model. In a first step, the SET and the
tip are assumed to couple to one single droplet only. The droplet
itself is somehow connected to the compressible edges via an
complex network by additional surrounding compressible droplets.
These complex network was simplified by introducing two electric
impedance parameters between the droplet and the compressible
edges. It was then possible to simulate the measurement signal as
a function of these two parameters with the help of Kirchhoff laws.
Comparing the simulations with the measurements, we were able
to ascribe the dominating behaviour of the signal of the capacitive
coupling between SET and tip to a decreasing coupling between the
droplet and the compressible edges. Comparing this finding with
our expectations and previous experiments, a droplet landscape
forms as a function of the magnetic flux density. It penetrates the
mostly incompressible bulk of the 2DES and it is decoupled from
the compressible edges by incompressible regions. It undergoes
some evolution as a function of the magnetic flux density, until it
is no longer decoupled from the compressible edges. The droplet
landscape dissolves.

However, a local maximum in the phase of the signal, which
could not be described with this simple model, was observed as
the droplet landscape dissolves. Hence, the current model had
to be extended. For this purpose, the model was extended. The
SET and the tip now couple to two adjacent droplets, introducing
two additional parameters, which describe the coupling between
these two droplets. Simulating the signal as a function of the
relative coupling between the two droplets and the droplets to the
compressible edges showed that an additional local maximum in the
phase of the signal of the capacitive coupling between the SET and
the tip can be observed, if certain conditions are fullfilled in changes
of the ratios of the coupling parameters. It was indeed possible to
link the results of the simulations and the local maximum in the
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phase to our expectations for the evolution of the droplet landscape.

An evolution of the droplet landscape as a function of the
magnetic flux density can be proposed. As a droplet landscape
forms as a function of increasing magnetic flux density, droplets
with locally higher charge carrier density are present and they have
their maximum size. These droplets shrink and disappear, while
droplets with locally lower charge carrier density emerge and grow
as a function of the magnetic flux density. Before the landscape
dissolves, droplets with locally lower charge carrier density are
present only and they have their maximum size.

Previous experiments by K. Panos et al. on the electric field
induced breakdown of the quantum Hall effect showed, that the
compressible/incompressible landscape is influenced by the Hall
voltage. Applying his observations to a droplet landscape it turns
out that droplets with locally higher and lower charge carrier
density can shift against each other towards the compressible
edges of the 2DES until electron scattering becomes possible. In
order to check this expectations, we investigated the capacitive
coupling between the SET and the tip over the surface of a 2DES
with applied bias. Comparing the data of the measurement to
the results of the self-developed model, we could make a link to
our expectations for the evolution of the droplet landscape with
increasing Hall voltage. An additional local maximum in the
phase appears as the droplet landscape forms at the low magnetic
flux density side of the quantum Hall plateau and a rise in the
maximum in the phase at the high magnetic flux density side of
the plateau, i.e. before the droplet landscape dissolves, could be
ascribed to a shift of the droplets towards the compressible edges.
Besides, a less pronounced dip in the phase is observed for the
middle part of the quantum Hall plateau compared to the case
without applied bias, which can be due to an increased coupling
within the droplets because they may shift against each other.

Distinct features are observed as the droplet landscape forms and
before it dissolves as a function of the magnetic flux density, where
droplets have their maximum size. In between the droplets are
smaller and have kind of an intermediate size. Here the signal does
not significantly change even if the landscape undergoes a certain
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evolution. This might be due to the geometry of the SET and the
tip. Their spatial separation of 4µm can be rather large compared
to the size of droplets. Hence, strong variations in the capacitive
coupling between SET and tip are only observed if the size of the
droplets is in the same spatial order of magnitude as the separation
between SET and tip. In order to investigate the droplet landscape
in more detail, the SET-tip distance would have to be reduced.

Part II
In the following, Part II of the thesis is presented. First, a new
type of scanning Hall sensor tip for SPM applications is in-
troduced, which has been developed in recent years in the group.
Its usability as a Hall sensor measuring local current induced mag-
netic fields, as well as the possibility to use it as an electric field
effect transistor measuring local electrostatic potentials, is demon-
strated on a predefined metal structure. Several techniques, separ-
ating the Hall and the electric field effect are presented, including
an in-situ method which enables the measurement of magnetic fields
and electrostatic potentials simultaneously. In addition, Hall poten-
tial profile measurements over an 2DES embedded in an (Al,Ga)As
heterostructure Hall bar have been performed with the “Hall sensor”
acting as an electric field effect transistor. At the end of this part of
the thesis, Hall potential profile measurements over a mer-
cury telluride Hall sample, containing a three-dimensional
topological insulator, have been performed with the “Hall sensor
tip” acting as an electric field effect transistor.

Part II - A scanning Hall sensor tip for SPM applications

In order to access current density distribtuions directly, a scanning
Hall sensor tip was developed during previous works by A. Gauß
et al.. It turned out that the sensor is not only influenced by
magnetic fields, but also electric fields. The electric field effect
changes the charge carrier density of the sensor, influencing directly
the Hall voltage. Considering a constant bias voltage, the current
through the sensor changes in addition. As the electric field effect
is disturbing for the investigations of local current densities, it
requires a strategy to overcome this.

In order to demonstrate both, the Hall and the electric field
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effect, measurements were performed over a predefined lateral
metal wire structure. The 3µm wide wires are separated by 3µm.
Placing the Hall sensor right over one of the gold wires, we could
show the influence of electric fields onto the sensor. Changing the
magnetic field, perpendicularly applied to the sample surface, with
a superconducting magnet it could be shown that the influence
of electric fields onto the sensor is independent of the external
magnetic flux density. No dependency ∆VHall ∝ B2 could be found
due to the external magnetic field parallel to the 2DES within the
Hall sensor.

Position resolved measurements over the cross section of a
wire structure showed the functionality of the “Hall sensor” acting
as a field effect transistor in real scanning probe microscopy
applications. It was possible to distinguish gold wires and the gaps
between them. By changing the electrostatic potential of one wire
we could show that different electric fields can be observed locally.

However, in order to investigate current induced magnetic
fields, the Hall and the electric field effect have to be separated. As
an approach, a metal gate is placed on top of the wire structure.
Hence, the wires are screened and a fixed electrostatic potential is
present on the whole sample surface. Unfortunately the topography
of the metal gate is still observed in the signal due to the underlying
metal wires, which are not flatened, when position dependent
measurements are performed. The electric field still varies.

It is possible to separate the Hall and the field effect for the
gated part of the sample by certain strategy. For this purpose
lets assume a certain position-resolved measurement has to be
performed, probing the current induced magnetic field over the
surface of a sample, using the Hall voltage of the Hall sensor. The
topography of the surface has a constant contribution to the Hall
voltage at each measured data point. In a first step one position
resolved measurement is performed without any current flowing in
the sample, probing the constant contribution of the topography
only. Afterwards the same position resolved measurement is
repeated with currents being present in the sample. Subtract-
ing the contribution of the topography pointwise gives the Hall
voltage as a function of the local current induced magnetic field only.
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Another approach to separate the Hall and the electric field
effect, is the implementation of an AC-technique. For this purpose
an AC-current has to be applied to the sample. Demodulating
the Hall voltage gives the influence of the Hall effect only. As
this technique is not suitable for equilibrium currents, it could be
used for measurements on biased quantum Hall samples. Using
the AC-technique we were able to observe current densities inside
a gold wire, which could be in the same order of magnitude as
current densities inside (Al,Ga)As heterostructure Hall samples
towards the electric field induced breakdown of the QHE.

The two methods above assume that the sample can be
gated with a metal gate which is not always possible. But it is also
possible to separate the Hall and electric field effect in-situ. For this
purpose, S. Woldt added two feedback loops to the measurement
setup, within a just finished Master thesis work. She could show
that the Hall effect is measured only by keeping the current and
the voltage drop over the active regions of the Hall sensor constant.
Furthermore, this in-situ method enables the measurement of local
current induced magnetic fields and local electric fields at the
same time. For this purpose, the feedback voltages applied to the
Hall sensor have to be monitored in addition to the Hall voltage
at the sensor. Another possibility to separate the Hall and the
electric field effect would be coating the whole sensor with metal.
Hence, electric fields acting on the sensor would be screened. With
her planar structures S. Woldt showed that coating the sensor
has several disadvantages. Obviously one loses the sensitivity to
electric fields. Besides, coating the sensor influences the charge
carrier density of the 2DES due to the fixed potential of the metal.
This could lead to malfunctions of the sensor, as S. Woldt showed.

Unfortunately, we were not able to investigate equilibrium
currents or non-equilibrium currents within real quantum Hall
samples. Most likely the sensitivity of the Hall sensor is not good
enough. The main influences on the sensitivity of the sensor are
the distance between sensor and sample and the charge carrier
density. Within this thesis we propose methods to improve the
sensitivity of the sensor by reducing the charge carrier density of
the (Al,Ga)As heterostructure and by changing the Hall sensor tip
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design, decreasing the distance between the very end of the sensor
tip and the active region where the Hall voltage at the sensor is
measured.

However, we were able to use the “Hall sensor”, acting as an
electric field effect transistor, as a local electrometer. We show
Hall potential profile measurements over a 2DES embedded in an
(Al,Ga)As heterostructure, which are in very good agreement with
previous data, measured with SETs or oscillating cantilevers. This
further proves the usability of the Hall sensor, acting as a field
effect transistor, on real quantum Hall samples.

Part II - Hall potential profiles of a three-dimensional to-
pological insulator (3D TI)

The group of Dieter Weiss approached us with mercury telluride
Hall devices, which pose a 3D TI, showing quantized plateaus
in the Hall resistance as a function of the magnetic flux density,
corresponding to the QHE. As this supposes the existence of a
single 2DES, this observation is not easily understood because
conductive surface states are forming at the whole surface or even
in the bulk of the 3D TI Hall device. However, the current density
distribution is known to play an important role in the QHE.

For this purpose, Hall potential profile measurement over
the surface of a mercury telluride (HgTe) Hall bar were performed
with the “Hall sensor tip”, acting as a local electric field effect
transistor. The data of measurements over a cross section show
that the current flows in the bulk region while a plateau value
in the Hall resistance is observed. Besides, the current density
is linearly distributed over the whole cross section of the bulk of
the Hall bar. No edge-dominated quantum Hall regime could be
observed, as it is present in (Al,Ga)As heterostructure Hall devices.
Two-dimensional measurements over a surface of the Hall bar show,
that inhomogeneities are present.

The Hall potential profile measurements were performed with a
bias voltage of 5 mV applied to the sample. In his on-going Phd
thesis, L. Freund found additional features in the transport data
of the Hall resistance at bias voltages below 1 mV. Hall potential
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profile measurements at lower bias, as well as investigations on the
local chemical potential and the local capacitance properties of the
device could give additional information about the appearance of
the QHE in this sample. For this purpose, no change in the probe
is necessary since all experiments can be performed with the “Hall
sensor tip” acting as a local electrometer.
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Chapter 11

Zusammenfassung

Seit dem Jahr 2000 gibt es ein schlüssiges mikroskopisches Bild
des Quanten-Hall-Effekts (QHE). Rastersondenmikroskopie- und
Transportexperimente an zweidimensionalen Elektronensystemen
(2DES) in (Al,Ga)As- Heterostrukturen zeigten, dass das Auftreten
des QHE auf einer teilweise elektrisch isolierenden und teilweise
elektrisch leitenden Landschaft basiert, welche sich auf Grund von
Ladungsträgerdichtevariationen im 2DES ausbildet. Während es
eine intrinsische Variation der Ladungsträgerdichte auf Grund der
Verarmung an den Rändern des 2DES gibt, sorgen lokale Ladungs-
trägerdichtefluktuationen für eine zusätzliche lokal variierende
Struktur der kompressiblen/inkompressiblen Landschaft, welche
als “Droplet”-Landschaft bezeichnet wird. Die Experimente lassen
vermuten, dass sich die “Droplet”-Landschaft” als Funktion der
magnetischen Flußdichte und der angelegten Spannung am 2DES
ändert. Dennoch, wurde diese Evolution der “Droplet”-Landschaft
noch nicht direkt gemessen und sichtbar gemacht.

Teil I
Diese Arbeit besteht aus zwei Teilen. Im folgenden Teil I der Ar-
beit geht es um Rastersondenmikroskopieversuche an 2DES unter
Quanten-Hall-Bedingungen, welche die kompressible/inkompressi-
ble Landschaft lokal untersuchen. Als erstes wird die neue Mes-
stechnik gezeigt, welche die kapazitive Kopplung zwischen zwei
Einzelelektronentransistoren (SETs) auf Spitzen ausnutzt. Danach
wird ein mikroskopisches Bild für die Evolution der “Droplet”-
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Landschaft als Funktion der magnetischen Flußdichte und der an-
gelegten Spannung vorgestellt. Hierfür wurden Simulationen durch-
geführt und mit den experimentellen Daten verglichen. Unter Be-
rücksichtigung der räumlichen Messgeometrie unseres Aufbaus war
es uns möglich, die “Droplet”-Landschaft sichtbar zu machen und
eine Größenordnung für die räumliche Ausdehnung der “Droplets”
abzuschätzen.

Teil I - Technik für die Untersuchungen der “Droplet”-
Landschaft

Für lokale Untersuchungen der kompressiblen/inkompressiblen
“Droplet”-Landschaft einer Quanten-Hall-Probe, hergestellt aus
einer (Al,Ga)As Heterostruktur, wurde die kapazitive Kopplung
zwei benachbarter Einzelelektronentransistoren (SETs) auf Spitzen
genutzt. Während ein SET als metallische Spitze agiert, an
der eine AC-Spannung angelegt wird, wird der Strom über den
anderen SET gemessen und demoduliert. Die kapazitive Kopplung
zwischen Spitze und der SET wird von dem 2DES beeinflußt,
sobald diese nah an der Oberfläche der Probe sind. Variationen
in der kompressiblen/inkompressiblen Landschaft beeinflußen die
kapazitive Kopplung, wodurch sich der demodulierte Strom des
SETs ändert.

Probleme bei der Evaluierung der Daten zeigten, dass ein
konstantes kapazitives Übersprechen miteinbezogen werden musste.
So konnte das Messsignal extrahiert werden, indem das Signal des
“Lock-In” Messung in der komplexen Ebene mit Hilfe eines Vek-
tormodells in seine Bestandteile zerlegt wurde. Die Experimente
wurden in einem 3He/4He Mischkryostaten durchgeführt. Dieser
erreicht Temperaturen bis 40 mK und Magnetfelder bis 18 T.

Teil I - Evolution und Visualisisierung der “Droplet”-
Landschaft

Experimente über einem Querschnitt des 2DES wurden mit
Ergebnissen von Hallpotentialprofilmessungen an der selben Stelle
durchgeführt und verglichen. Wir konnten Änderungen im Signal
der kapazitiven Kopplung zwischen SET und Spitze als Funktion
des Magnetfeldes und der Position über einem Querschnitt des
2DES feststellen. Unter Berücksichtigung des mikroskopischen
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Bilds des QHE war es uns möglich, eine Korrespondenz zwischen
den Änderungen im Signal und der Evolution einer “Droplet”-
Landschaft zu finden. Existiert eine “Droplet”-Landschaft, so sinkt
die Phase, während dessen Amplitude steigt.

Um das Verhalten des Signal zu verstehen haben wir ein
vereinfachtes Modell entwickelt. Als eine erste Annahme kopplen
der SET und die Spitze an einen einzigen “Droplet”. Der “Droplet”
an sich koppelt über ein kompliziertes Netzwerk durch die ihn
umgebenden kompressible “Droplets” an die kompressiblen Ränder
des 2DES. Dieses komplizierte Netzwerk wurde durch zwei
Parameter vereinfacht angenommen. Somit war es möglich die
Kopplung des “Droplet” an die Ränder der Probe durch Variieren
dieser beiden Parameter zu simulieren. Durch das Vergleichen der
experimentellen Daten und der Ergebnisse der Simulation, war es
uns möglich das Verhalten des Signals der kapazitiven Kopplung
zwischen SET und Spitze auf eine sinkende Kopplung zwischen
“Droplet” und kompressiblen Rändern zurückzuführen. Unter dem
Einbinden unserer Annahmen und vorangegangener Experimente
zeigt sich somit, dass sich eine “Droplet”-Landschaft als Funk-
tion der magnetischen Flußdichte ausbildet. Diese Landschaft
durchdringt das hauptsächlich inkompressible Innere des 2DES
und sie ist durch die sie umgebende inkompressible Region von
den kompressbilen Rändern entkoppelt. Die “Droplet”-Landschaft
durchläuft eine gewisse Evolution, bis sie nicht mehr von den
kompressiblen Rändern entkoppelt ist und sich somit auflöst.

Zusätzlich war ein lokales Maximum in der Phase des Si-
gnals sichtbar bevor sich die “Droplet”-Landschaft auflöst, welches
mit dem vereinfachten Modell nicht beschrieben werden kann.
Somit, musste das Modell erweitert werden. Hierfür wurde
das Modell erweitert. Der SET und die Spitze koppeln also
nun an zwei benachbarte “Droplets”, was zu zwei zusätzlichen
Parametern im Modell führt, welche die Kopplung zwischen den
“Droplets” untereinander beschreiben. Das Simulieren des Signals
als Funktion der Kopplungsparameter relativ zueinander zeigt,
dass es tatsächlich zu einer Erhöhung der Phase kommen kann,
wenn gewisse Voraussetzungen in den Änderungen der Parameter
zueinander erfüllt sind. Es war möglich diese Beobachtung in
unserer Erwartung für die Evolution der “Droplet”-Landschaft
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einzubinden.

Es ist nun möglich ein schematisches Bild für die Evolution
der “Droplet”-Landschaft als Funktion der magnetischen Flußdichte
zu geben. Formt sich eine “Droplet”-Landschaft als Funktion
zunehmender magnetischer Flußdichte, so sind “Droplets” mit lokal
höherer Ladungsdichte existent und haben ihre maximale Größe.
Diese “Droplets” schrumpfen und verschwinden als Funktion der
magnetischen Flußdichte, wärend “Droplets” mit lokal niedrigerer
Ladungsträgerdichte auftauchen und wachsen. Bevor sich die
“Droplet”-Landschaft auflöst, sind diese “Droplets” existent und
haben ihre maximale Größe.

Vorangegangene Experimente zum elektrischen “Breakdown”
des QHE von K. Panos et al. zeigen, dass sich die kompressible/in-
kompressible Landschaft durch die Präsenz einer Hallspannung
ändert. Das Anwenden seiner Beobachtungen zeigt, dass “Droplets”
mit lokal höherer und lokal niedrigerer Ladungsträgerdichte gegen-
einander hin zu den kompressiblen Rändern verschoben werden
können. Außerdem wird Elektronenstreuung möglich, sobald sich
die “Droplets” nah genug annähern. Um diese Vermutung zu
überprüfen, haben wir die kompressible/inkompressible Landschaft
von 2DES mit einer angelegten Gleichspannung mit Hilfe der neuen
Messtechnik untersucht. Unter Berücksichtigung des selbst ent-
wickelten vereinfachten Modells, war es möglich die Beobachtungen
mit den Erwartungen zur Evolution der “Droplet”-Landschaft
als Funktion der Hallspannung in Verbindung zu bringen. Es
taucht ein zusätzliches lokales Maximum in der Phase auf, wenn
sich die “Droplet”-Landschaft an der nieder Magnetfeldseite des
Quanten-Hall-Plateau formt. Zudem ist ein Anstieg des Maximum
an der hohen Magnetfeldseite des Plateaus, bevor sich die
“Droplet”-Landschaft auflöst, zu sehen. Diese zwei Beobachtungen
konnten auf das Verschieben der “Droplets” Richtung der kompres-
siblen Rändern zurückgeführt werden, wodurch die Kopplung der
Landschaft zu den Rändern zunimmt. Zusätzlich war der Abfall
in der Phase im mittleren Bereich des Quanten-Hall-Plateaus
nicht so stark ausgeprägt, wie in den Messungen ohne angelegte
Gleichspannung. Dies ist durch einen Anstieg der Kopplung
zwischen den “Droplets” untereinander zu erklären, welche sich
aufeinander zubewegen und auch größere “Droplets” formen können.
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Die Signale zeigen besonders ausgeprägte Charakteristika,
wenn sich eine “Droplet”-Landschaft als Funkton der magnetischen
Flußdichte bildet und bevor sich diese auflöst. Hier haben die
“Droplets” ihre maximale Größe. In magnetischen Flußdichten da-
zwischen sind die “Droplets” kleiner, und keine großen Variationen
können in den Signalen als Funktion der magnetische Flußdichte
gemessen werden. Dies könnte an dem 4µm großen Abstand
zwischen SET und Spitze liegen. Dadurch sind starke Variationen
im Signal nur messbar, wenn die Größe der “Droplets” auch im
Mikrometerbereich ist. Um detailliertere Informationen über die
Evolution der “Droplet”-Landschaft zu erhalten müsste der Abstand
zwischen SET und Spitze verkleinert werden.

Teil II
Zu Beginn von Teil II dieser Arbeit wird ein neuartigerHallsensor
für Rastersondenmikroskopieanwendungen vorgestellt, wel-
cher in den letzten Jahren im Rahmen mehrerer Arbeiten innerhalb
unserer Gruppe entwickelt wurde. Anhand einer vordefinierten Me-
tallstruktur wird gezeigt, wie der Sensor sowohl strominduzierte lo-
kale Magnetfelder als Hall sensor, als auch lokal elektrische Felder
als Feldeffekttransistor messen kann. Mehrere Möglichkeiten, den
Hall- und den Feldeffekt zu trennen werden vorgestellt, inklusive
einer in-situ Methode, welche es ermöglicht lokale Magnetfeldmes-
sungen und elektrische Potentialmessungen mit dem Sensor simul-
tan durchzuführen. Zusätzlich werden Hallpotentialprofilmessungen
über einem 2DES, eingebettet in einer (Al,Ga)As Heterostruktur
vorgestellt, welche mit dem “Hallsensor” als elektrischer Feldeffekt-
transistor gemessen wurden. Am Ende dieses Teils der Arbeit wer-
den Hallpotentialprofilmessungen über einer Quecksilber-
Tellurid Hall-Struktur gezeigt, welche einen dreidimensiona-
len topologischen Isolator darstellt. Diese Messungen wurden
ebenfalls mit dem “Hallsensor” durchgeführt, welcher hier als elek-
trischer Feldeffekttransistor fungiert.

Teil II - Eine Hallsensorspitze für die Rastersondenmikro-
skopie

Um direkten Zugang zu lokalen Stromdichteverteilungen zu
erhalten, wurde innerhalb vorheriger Arbeiten von A. Gauß et al..
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ein Hallsensor auf einer Spitze, basierend auf einem 2DES in
einer (Al,Ga)As-Heterostruktur, entwickelt. Es stellte sich heraus,
dass der Sensor nicht nur durch magnetische Felder sondern
auch durch elektrische Felder beeinflußt wird. Der Feldeffekt
beeinflußt die Ladungsträgerdichte im Sensor und somit auch
direkt die Hallspannung. Ist eine konstante Gleichspannung am
Sensor angelegt, so ändert sich der Strom durch den Sensor somit
ebenfalls. Für Messungen an lokalen Stromdichten ist dieser Effekt
störend, da er die gemessene Hallspannung zusätzlich beeinflußt.
Somit muss eine Lösung für dieses Problem gefunden werden.

Um den Einfluß des Halleffekts und des elektrischen Feldef-
fekts auf den Hallsensor zu zeigen, wurden Messungen an einer
vordefinierten Metallstruktur durchgeführt. Dazu wurden 3µm
breite Golddrähtchen im Abstand von 3µm lateral auf die
Oberfläche aufgebracht. Um den Einfluß elektrischer Felder zu
untersuchen, kann der Hallsensor direkt über einen der Drähtchen
gebracht werden. Wird eine konstante Gleichspannung an den
Sensor angelegt, so bewirkt das Ändern des elektrostatischen
Potentials des Drähtchens eine Änderung im Strom durch den
Sensor. Ein Einfluß externer magnetischer Flußdichten auf den
Feldeffekt konnte durch das Variieren eines senkrecht zur Probe
anliegenden Magnetfelds, erzeugt durch einen supraleitenden
Magneten, ausgeschlossen werden. Es wurde keine quadratische
Abhängigkeit ∆VHall ∝ B2 auf Grund des parallel zum 2DES des
Sensor anliegenden Magnetfeldes beobachtet.

Die Anwendung des “Hallsensors”, welcher nun als elektri-
scher Feldeffekttransistor fungiert, konnte durch positionsaufgelöste
Messungen über einem Querschnitt der lateralen Drähtchenstruktur
unter realen “Scanning-Probe-Microscopy” Bedingungen gezeigt
werden. Es war möglich zu unterscheiden, ob sich der “Hallsensor”
über einem Drähtchen befindet, oder nicht. Zusätzlich konnte
durch das Variieren des elektrostatischen Potentials des mittleren
Drahtes gezeigt werden, dass es möglich ist lokale elektrische Felder
zu messen.

Um lokale Stromdichten störungsfrei messen zu können,
muss der Halleffekt vom elektrischen Feldeffekt getrennt werden.
Ein Ansatz das zu erreichen, ist das Aufbringen einer Metallschicht
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über der Drähtchenstruktur. Diese Schicht schirmt die Drähtchen
ab. Leider ist die Topographie der Metallschicht trotzdem in der
Hallspannung und dem Strom durch den Sensor messbar, da die
Drähtchen darunter nicht abgeflacht sind. Somit ändert sich das
elektrische Feld trotzdem.

Dennoch ist es möglich den Halleffekt und den Feldeffekt
durch eine geeignete Strategie für den beschichteten Teil der Probe
zu trennen. Hierfür wird angenommen, dass die Stromverteilung
einer Probe lokal über die Hallspannung am Sensor gemessen
werden soll. Die Topographie der Probe gibt einen konstanten
Beitrag zum Signal der Hallspannung an jedem Datenpunkt. Zuerst
wird eine Messung der Hallspannung als Funktion der Position
über der Probe, ohne jeglichen Strom in der Probe, durchgeführt.
Anschließend wird die selbe Messungen durchgeführt, mit dem
Unterschied, dass der Strom nun in der Probe präsent sind. Das
punktweise Abziehen der Daten der ersten Messungen von der
zweiten Messung führt dazu, dass der Beitrag der Topographie der
Probe verschwindet.

Eine andere Methode ist das Nutzen einer AC-Technik. Hierfür
wird ein AC-Strom durch die Probe getrieben. Somit enthält
das demodulierte Signal des Hallspannung nur den Anteil des
Halleffekts. Diese Methode ist für Gleichgewichtsströme allerdings
ungeeignet. Mit dieser Methode konnten wir im Rahmen dieser
Arbeit zeigen, dass es möglich ist Stromdichten in einem Drähtchen
zu messen, welche so auch in 2DES Richtung elektrischen “Break-
down” des QHE present sein könnten.

Für die oben präsentierten Methoden muss die Probe mit
einer Metallschicht überzogen werden, was nicht immer möglich ist.
Es ist allerdings auch möglich den Halleffekt und den elektrischen
Feldeffekt in-situ zu trennen. Hierfür hat S. Woldt im Rahmen
ihrer vor kurzem abgeschlossenen Masterarbeit zwei Regelschleifen
in den Hallsensoraufbau integriert. Durch das Konstanthalten des
Stroms durch den Sensor und den longitudinalen Spannungsabfall
über die aktive Region des Sensors konnte S. Woldt zeigen, dass
die Hallspannung nicht mehr durch externe elektrische Felder
beeinflußt wird. Ausserdem ist es durch das zusätzliche Messen der
Spannungen an den Regelschleifen möglich den elektrischen Feld-
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effekt gleichzeitig mit dem Halleffekt zusammen zu messen. Eine
weiter Möglichkeit den Halleffekt und den elektrischen Feldeffekt zu
trennen, wäre das Aufbringen einer Metallschicht direkt über den
Sensor. So würden elektrische Felder abgeschirmt. An planaren
Strukturen zeigte S. Woldt, dass diese Methode Nachteile hat.
Offensichtlich ist es so nicht mehr möglich elektrische Felder zu
messen. Zudem ändert die Metallschicht die Elektronendichte des
2DES auf grund ihres festen elektrostatischen potentials. S. Woldt
zeigte, dass dies zu Fehlfunktionen des Sensors führen kann.

Unglücklicherweise war es uns nicht möglich weder Gleichge-
wichtsströme, noch Nichtgleichgewichtsströme innerhalb von
realen Quanten-Hall-Proben zu messen. Wahrscheinlich ist die
Sensitivität des Sensors zu gering, welche hauptsächlich von der
Ladungsträgerdichte im 2DES des Sensors und dessen Abstand zur
Probenoberfläche abhängt. Innerhalb dieser Arbeit wird gezeigt,
wie es möglich wäre durch das Reduzieren der Ladungsträgerdichte
in der Heterostruktur und das Anpassen der Architektur des
Sensors, welche die Distanz zum Spitzenende reduziert, die
Sensitivität des Sensors zu verbessern.

Nichtdestotrotz war es möglich den “Hallsensor”, welcher
nun als elektrischer Feldeffekttransistor fungiert, als lokales
Elektrometer zu verwenden. Innerhalb dieser Arbeit zeigen
wir Hallpotentialprofile über einem 2DES, eingebetttet in eine
(Al,Ga)As Heterostruktur. Die Daten der Messungen stimmen sehr
gut mit Messungen anderer Hallpotentialprofile überein, welche
mit anderen Sensorarten gemessen wurden (SET, oszillierende
Metallspitze). Dies zeigt, dass der “Hallsensor”, welcher nun
als elektrischer Feldeffekttransistor fungiert, für die Messung
elektrischer Potentiale an Quanten-Hall-Proben verwendet werden
kann.

Teil II - Hallpotentialprofile dreidimensionaler topologi-
scher Isolatoren (3D TI)

Die Gruppe von Dieter Weiss von der Universität Regensburg
experimentiert mit Quecksilber-Tellurid Hall-Strukturen, welche
quantisierte Plateaus im Hallwiderstand als Funktion der magne-
tischen Flußdichte, analog zum QHE, aufweist. Daher muss ein
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2DES im System existieren, was sich aber nicht einfach erklären
lässt, da sich a priori an der gesamten Oberfläche, oder auch im
Inneren der 3D TI Hall-Struktur leitende Zustände ausbilden.
Nichts desto trotz ist bekannt, dass die Stromdichteverteilung eine
wichtige Rolle beim Auftreten des QHE spielt.

Hierfür wurden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit Messungen von Hall-
potentialprofilen über der Oberfläche einer Quecksilber-Tellurid
Hall-Struktur (HgTe-Hallbar) mit Hilfe einer “Hallsensorspitze”,
welche hier als elektrischer Feldeffekttransistor fungiert, durchge-
führt. Die Proben wurden von der Gruppe von Dieter Weiss von
der Universutät Regensburg prozessiert und zur Verfügung gestellt.
Die Ergebnisse der Messungen über einem Querschnitt der Probe
zeigen, dass der Strom im gesamten Inneren der Probe fließt wärend
ein Plateau im Hallwiderstand gemessen werden kann. Außerdem
ist der Strom gleichmäßig über den gesamten Querschnitt der
Probe verteilt. Inhomogenitäten im Material wurden mit Hilfe
von zweidimensionalen Messungen über der Oberfläche der Probe
sichtbar gemacht.

Die Messungen an der HgTe-Hallbar wurden mit einer Span-
nung von 5 mV an der Probe durchgeführt. Im Moment führt
L. Freund die Experimente fort. Er stellte bereits fest, dass
zusätzliche Merkmale in den Transportkurven messbar sind, wenn
die Spannung an der Probe unter 1 mV fällt. Zusätzliche Daten
zur elektrostatischen Potentiallandschaft über der Oberfläche der
Hallbar bei kleinerer Spannung in diesem Regime, als auch lokale
Messungen zum chemischen Potential und lokalen kapazitiven
Eigenschaften des Materials, könnten mehr Information über das
Auftreten des QHE in diesem Material geben. Für diese Messungen
müsste der Sensor nicht getauscht werden, da prinzipiell alle
Experimente mit der “Hallsensorspitze”, welche hier als lokales
Elektrometer fungiert durchführbar sind.
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Appendix A

Determination of the
SET-Sample Distance

For the investigations of the compressible/incompressible droplet
landscape measuring the capacitive coupling between the SET
and the tip it is favorable to keep the distance between the
SET/tip and the sample surface as small as possible because this
increases the coupling between the 2DES and the sensor and
thus the signals, as well as the spatial resolution gets better.
However, since the topography of the sample is not known, it is
necessary to keep a certain distance between the SET/tip and
the sample because the SET is easily broken if it touches something.

To get an idea of the distance between the SET and the
sample, the CBOs are measured as a function of the electrostatic
potential of the Hall bar VCOM,HB at different distances, as
illustrated in Fig.A.1(a). The period of the CBOs is small, if the
SET and the sample are close (compare Fig.A.1(c)) and the period
gets larger vice versa (compare Fig.A.1(d)). The period of the
CBOs can be presented as a function of the SET-sample distance,
as shown in Fig.A.1(b). A linear fit (blue) is added for the first
four data points as a reference.

M. Mausser [31] did detailed investigations on the determin-
ation of the distance between the SET and a sample surface. He
concluded that the periodicity of the CBOs changes linearly as
a function of the distance, if the SET and the sample are close
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together, meaning that the distance is in the same order as the
SET’s spatial dimensions. Within this regime, the capacitive
arrangement can be described by a parallel-plate capacitor with

e

CHallbar
=

e

ε0εrA
· dSET, (A.1)

where A is the surface of the SET island and dSET is the distance.

For the data that are shown in Fig.A.1, the first four to
five data points are close to the linear fit, while the data for
∆Distance > 25 nm start to deviate. Thus, the distance between
the SET and the sample is interpreted to be at the transition of
the parallel-plate capacitor regime. Calculating dSET with (A.1),
the distance between the SET and the sample is

dSET ≈ 92 nm.

According to the simulations of M. Mausser the error should not
exceed ±10 nm significantly. εr = 1 is assumed for the vacuum,
even if the 2DES is buried in the (Al,Ga)As heterostructure. If
the analysis is done in detail, the calculation have to be performed
with two capacitors in series, corresponding to εr of the vacuum
and (Al,Ga)As, respectively. Within his simulations M. Mausser
[18] showed that resulting error is in the order of a few nanometers
because the permittivity of the (Al,Ga)As εr ≈ 10, which makes
the contribution of the material above the 2DES ten times smaller.
Since the distance is estimated within a range of ±10 nm anyhow,
the contribution of the (Al,Ga)As is discarded for the purpose of
this investigation.
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Figure A.1: (a) Sketch of the SET and the sample, illustrating how the
data are taken. (b) Period of the Coulomb blockade oscillations (CBOs)
as a function of the distance change between SET and sample. The red
crosses show the single data points. The blue curve is a linear fit, made
for the first five data points. (c)+(d) The CBOs of the first and the
last data point in (b). The green spots are the data. The red lines are
trigonometric fits, focusing on the periodicity of the CBOs.
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Appendix B

Larger Area Scan of the
Droplet Landscape

Imaging the droplet landscape was one of the main goals of this
thesis. Due to the time consuming measurements and the complic-
ations that are inherent in SPM experiments, most of the data were
taken in a rather small range of around 1/4 of the Hall bar size.
Hence, a comparable large area scan is presented in Fig. B.1(b),
which covers 1/2 of the width of the Hall bar (≈ 10 by 10µm2)
and images the droplet landscape, at the position indicated in
Fig. B.1(a). The red areas can be ascribed to the droplet landscape
and it can be nicely seen how the compressible droplet islands
penetrate the mostly incompressible bulk. The data are taken at
the high magnetic flux density side of the Hall plateau of filling
factor ν = 2. Fig. B.1(c) shows the Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) respectively. Blue
areas are observed, corresponding to red areas in |ÎIsland(ω)|. The
metallic tip was modulated with VTip = 10 mV at a frequency of
f = 5 Hz.
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y

x

(a)

(b)
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Figure B.1: (a) A sketch, indicating where the data of (b) and (c)
are taken. (b) |ÎIsland(ω)| for an area of 9.95 by 9.9µm2 at a magnetic
flux density of B = 4.508 T (compare Fig. 5.1). The red areas reflect the
droplet landscape. (c) Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) for an area of 9.95 by 9.9µm2 at a
magnetic flux density of B = 4.508 T according to the |ÎIsland(ω)| of (b).
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Appendix C

Keeping Track of the Relative
Position of the Sample Using
Features of the Sample
Surface

Changes in the electrostatic potential of the sample and the capa-
citive coupling between the SET and the sample surface are seen by
the potential of the SET island φSET. Hence, measuring φSET of the
SET island solve a very important problem that comes with SPM
experiments inside the 3He/4He dilution refrigerator. It has to be
refilled with liquid Helium every 72 h. For this purpose the SETs
are retracted because filling the cryostat supposes strong vibrations
in the system, which could crash the SETs into the sample. After
filling the cryostat the SETs are approached to the sample surface
again. Unfortunately, the relative position of the sample changes
during this procedure. Since it is not, or hardly, possible to find the
exact same position, a specific point on the sample surface has to be
identified and used as a reference. The two-dimensional area scans
are then adjusted numerically to the reference point.
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Figure C.1: A sketch of the circuit diagram for the measurement of
the compressible/incompressible droplet landscape of a 2DES within the
quantum Hall regime. A feedback loop (FBL) assures that the potential
of the SET island does not change relatively to the potentials of the source
and the drain lead. VFeedback is measured during the experiments.

Fig. C.1 shows a sketch of the SET-tip-sample arrangement and
the electrical circuit diagram. The FBL adjusts the potential of
the source and the drain contact commonly, keeping the SET at
its working point. The output voltage of the FBL VFeedback, which
adjusts the potential of the source and the drain lead relatively to
the electrostatic potential of the SET island, is always measured
together with all the other signals.

Fig. C.2 shows VFeedback during the droplet landscape in-
vestigations of Fig. 7.7. VFeedback measures variations in the
electrostatic potential of the sample surface, as well as changes
in the capacitive coupling between the SET and the sample. The
black dot indicates the reference point, which is used for the
adjustment of the measuring windows. The frames indicate the
data sets, which are taken within one filling cycle of the cryostat.
A shift of the reference dot is observed, which is taken into account
during the evaluation of the data of the capacitive coupling
properties of the 2DES. Each area scan is corrected by an offset
(numerical meanvalue), because the absolute value of VFeedback can
change between the filling cycles of the cryostat.
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Figure C.2: VFeedback of the feedback loop, for the area scans shown in
Fig. 7.7. ∆x and ∆y show the scan ranges. The frame color corresponds
to a slightly shifted position of the SET relative to the sample. The black
spot marks the reference for the correction of the position.

The similar reference point can be found for the electrostatic poten-
tial of the surface during the measurements of Fig. 7.4, as shown in
Fig. C.3, respectively.
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Figure C.3: VFeedback of the feedback loop, for the area scans shown in Fig. 7.4. ∆x and ∆y show the scan ranges.
The frame color corresponds to a slightly shifted position of the SET relative to the sample. The black spot marks the
reference for the correction of the position. The magnetic flux density changes in the direction of the black arrow.
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Appendix D

Evolution of the
Compressible/Incompressible
Droplet Landscape for other
Filling Factors

If a quantized plateau value is measured in the Hall resistance,
the compressible/incompressible landscape is forming accordingly.
Their evolution is the same for each integer filling factor. Therefore,
it should be possible to observe a droplet landscape, when ever the
bulk-dominated quantum Hall regime is reached.

Fig.D.1 shows the amplitude and the phase of ÎIsland(ω) of
the capacitive coupling profiles for the filling factors ν = {3, 4, 5}.
The expected center positions of the incompressible strips, as well
as the bulk integer filling factors are indicated by the dashed lines.
A droplet landscape is observed for each filling factor, confirming
the results of former experiments. The metallic tip was modulated
with VTip = 10 mV at a frequency of f = 5 Hz.
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(a)

Figure D.1: |ÎIsland(ω)| and Φ(ÎIsland(ω)) of the capacitive coupling
profiles for the filling factors ν = 3, ν = 4 and ν = 5. The dashed lines
indicate the integer bulk filling factors and the center positions of the
incompressible strips calculated by Chklovskii et al. [12], respectively.
The behaviour of the signal is the same for each filling factor.
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Appendix E

Hall Potential Profiles for
Fractional Filling Factors
Between One and Two

The Hall potential profiles in the fractional quantum Hall regime
have already been investigated by A. Gauß [19]. The experiments
confirmed the microscopic picture of the quantum Hall effect. If a
plateau value is measured in the Hall resistance, the current flows
within incompressible regions with the same local filling factor. He
could prove that the evolution of the compressible/incompressible
landscape is the same as in the integer quantum Hall effect. The
fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) is based on electro-electron
interaction, which opens up an energy gap. The current in the
incompressible regions within the FQHE is then given by the drift
velocity of the center of mass motion of the correlated electrons,
which interact with each other. For further interest the reading
of [19] is recommended. A. Gauß investigated the fractional filling
factors ν < 1. As a part of this thesis the first Hall potential profiles
for fractionals 1 < ν < 2 are presented. A sketch of the setup and
the circuit diagram, as well as the position of the Hall potential
profile measurements over the Hall bar, are illustrated in Fig. E.1.
The measurement technique is discussed in detail within previous
chapters of the thesis.
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Figure E.1: (a) circuit diagram of the Hall potential profile measure-
ments for filling factors 1 < ν < 2. (b) A sketch, showing where the
Hall potential profiles are taken. The sample of Fig. 5.1 is used for the
measurements.

Fig. E.2 shows a false color representation of the normalized Hall po-
tential profiles (a) and their derivative, which indicates the strength
of the local current density with bright areas. The expected cen-
ter positions of the incompressible strips, as well as the bulk filling
factors are indicated by the dashed and the solid lines. The Hall
potential drop follows the position of the incompressible regions, as
expected. This observation further validates the microscopic picture
of the QHE. The data were measured inside a 3He/4He dilution re-
frigerator reaching temperatures down to 40 mK magnetic fields up
to B = 18 T. The amplitude and the frequency of the voltage at
the sample were set to 0.5 mV and 5 Hz.
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Figure E.2: (a) Normalized Hall potential profiles of a cross section of
the Hall bar as a function of the magnetic flux density. (b) Derivative of
the normalized Hall potential profiles reflecting the strength of the local
current density distribution. The solid and the dashed lines indicate the
integer bulk filling factors and the center positions of the incompressible
strips calculated by Chklovskii et al. [12], respectively.
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Appendix F

Difficulties in Fabricating the
Hall Sensor Tip

For investigations on local current density distributions, it is
necessary to avoid the field effect on the 2DES of the Hall sensor,
since changes in the current and the charge carrier density disturb
the signal of the Hall voltage. A. Gauß proposed a method in order
to overcome this issue, by keeping the current through the sensor
and the voltage drop over the Hall sensor cross constant. For this
purpose, additional contacts are needed at the active region of the
sensor.

Within this thesis the design of the Hall sensor tip was
adapted as follows:

1. Four additional probing contacts were added, in order to meas-
ure the voltage drop over the active region of the Hall sensor
cross.

2. The width of the channels were maximized, increasing the
current through the sensor. This improves the signal of the
Hall voltage, as it depends linearly on the bias current.

3. As a result to the increase of the channel width, the mem-
brane would bend down and stuck to the underlying surface,
as presented in Fig. F.1(a). The tip breaks, as soon as the un-
derlying material is broken away. As a solution, only a chosen
amount of the membrane is etched away (red), as illustrated in
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Fig. F.1(d). This increases the stability of the Hall sensor tip
and it does not bend down. The underlying material can be
broken away and a free-standing Hall sensor tip is obtained,
as shown in Fig. F.1(b).

Unfortunately, statistics indicate that only around 50 % of the Hall
sensor tips do not bend down. A further improvement of the sensor
design or adaptions of the fabrication process have to be made, as
discussed in the outlook.

A detailed description of the cleanroom fabrication process
is recorded in [19, 56].

2μm (b)

4μm

(a) (c)

(d)

Figure F.1: (a) A scanning-electron microscope image showing a Hall
sensor, which bents down due to its size. (c) The red trenches are etched
away completely. (b)+(d) A scanning-electron microscope image and a
sketch of the Hall sensor tip which is free-standing. The part of the
trenches which is etched away (red) is decreased significantly in order to
prevent the sensor from bending down.
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Fig. F.2 shows additional scanning-electron microscope images of a
free-standing Hall sensor tip. In Fig. F.2(a), the tip on the right
bent down and stuck to the underlying sample surface. It broke
away during further fabrication steps, while the tip on the left was
free-standing from the beginning. Fig. F.2(b) shows a zoom-in to
the free-standing tip. The under-etched area and the part of the
membrane that is etched away inside the trenches are visible.
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40μm

8μm

(a)

(b)

Figure F.2: (a) Scanning-electron microscope image showing a Hall
sensor array of two tips. One tip is free-standing while the other tip
broke off during the fabrication. (b) Scanning-electron microscope image
showing the free-standing tip of (a). The under-etched part of the tip is
visible as a dark shading. The part of the trenches that is etched away
for the under-etching process step is shown as dark strips within the Hall
sensor trenches.
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Appendix G

Charge Carrier Density of the
2DES within the Hall sensor

In order to investigate the current density distributions of quantum
Hall sample by measuring the Hall voltage of the Hall sensor, it is
crucial to know its charge carrier density because

VHall =
IB

ne
.

For this purpose the Hall resistance of a Hall sensor is measured
inside a Helium dip-stick system including a magnet, which can
ramp up to magnetic flux densities of B = 4 T. A photograph of the
under-etched (free-standing) Hall sensor tips is shown in Fig.G.1(a).
The Hall resistance and a linear fit are presented in Fig.G.1(b).
The charge carrier density can be calculated with the slope of the
fit to nSensor ≈ 4.1 · 1015 m−2. A small kink is observed around
B = 0 T. Within his Master thesis K. Riegel [56] investigated this
kink in detail. Since it is not relevant for the purpose of this thesis,
no detailed investigations have been done. For the measurement a
symmetric bias voltage of 7.5 mV was applied to the Hall sensor.
The experiment was performed at T = 4.2 K inside a liquid Helium
dip-stick cryostat.
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Appendix G. Charge Carrier Density of the 2DES within the Hall
sensor

(a)

(b)

Magnetic flux density [T]

Figure G.1: (a) photographgraph of a Hall sensor array, which is used
to investigate the charge carrier density of the 2DES within the sensors.
The brown areas are under-etched. (b) RHall as a function of the magnetic
flux density of one of the Hall sensors shown in (a). The charge carrier
density can be calculated with the slope of the fit indicated by the red
dashed line.
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Appendix H

Compensating a Work
Function Difference

In general the conductor under investigation and the 2DES of the
Hall sensor tip have different work functions. This means even at
zero applied voltage, an electrostatic potential difference can exist
and the tip can cause a local disturbance in the charge carrier
density of the sample under investigation. This can be avoided, by
applying an additional voltage between the tip and the sample,
compensating the work function difference. This work function
difference has an influence on the Hall sensor as well, depleting or
accumulating charge carriers and causing changes in the current
through the sensor. Therefore, the potential that corresponds to
the compensation, can be determined by measuring the current
ISensor through the sensor (or/and the Hall voltage VHall) as a
function of the potential of the sample VCOM and the sample-tip
distance. Data are shown exemplarily in Fig.H.1, respectively.

At VCOM ≈ 200 mV the current and the Hall voltage do not
change as a function of the distance. Therefore, the work function
is compensated. The false color representation is modulated to
increase the visibility. The measurements were performed at an
ambient temperature of T = 1.1 K.
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VDSISensor

VCOMΔ Distance

(a) (b)

(c) VHall

VCOM, Sensor

Figure H.1: (a) Change of the current ISensor and the Hall voltage
VHall as a function of the voltage VCOM and the distance between sample
and tip. The influence of the electrostatic potential VCOM on the Hall
sensor decreases with increasing distance. (c) Sketch of the arrangement
and the circuit diagram. The false color representation is modulated to
increase the visibility.
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Appendix I

Hall Potential Profiles of
Another Sample Measured
with a Scanning Hall Sensor
Tip

Hall potential profile measurements with a scanning Hall sensor tip
have been performed on another (Al,Ga)As heterostructure Hall
bar. Only two diagonally placed probing contacts were working at
the Hall bar. Hence, the Hall restistance (blue) and the longitudinal
resistance (green) of Fig. I.1(c) had to be extracted of a mixed res-
istance RCombined, which is shown in Fig. I.1(d). RHall and Rxx are
thus given by calculating the symmetric and asymmetric contribu-
tion of RCombined for negative and positive magnetic flux densities.
Therefore,

RHall =
RCombined[−13 T : 0 T] +RCombined[0 T : +13 T]

2
(I.1)

and

Rxx =
RCombined[−13 T : 0 T]−RCombined[0 T : +13 T]

2
. (I.2)

The Hall potential profiles and the strength of the local current dens-
ity of Fig. I.1(a) and (b) show that there is always a finite current
in the bulk, which is thus not flowing in the incompressible regions.
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with a Scanning Hall Sensor Tip

This fits to the transport data of (c) where the longitudinal resist-
ance does not drop close to zero for the plateau corresponding to
an integer i = 2. The measurements were performed at an ambient
temperature of T = 1.1 K. For the data of (a) and (b) the voltage
amplitude and the frequency at the sample were set to 2.5 mV and
11 Hz. For the data in (c) and (d) the sample was biased with a
voltage of 10 mV.
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Figure I.1: (a) Normalized Hall potential profiles of an other GaAs-
Hall bar as a function of the magnetic flux density. (b) Derivative of
the data shown in (a) reflecting the strength of the local current density
distribution within the Hall bar. (c) RHall (blue) and Rxx (green) as a
function of the magnetic flux density. The plateau of filling factor ν = 3
around B ≈ 8 T is investigated in (a) and (b). (d) Combined resistance
RCombined of RHall and Rxx.
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Appendix J

Improving the Contact
Quality of HgTe Hall Devices

At the beginning of the investigations on the HgTe devices, the
transport data of the samples showed a non-typical behaviour. The
quantized plateau value in the Hall resistance did not fit to the
integer values of the filling factor, and it shifted as a function of the
applied bias voltage, as shown in Fig. J.1. The data were measured
inside a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator reaching temperatures down
to 40 mK magnetic fields up to B = 18 T. The bias voltage was set
to 5 mV.
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Magnetic flux density [T]

(a) (b)

Magnetic flux density [T]

Figure J.1: (a)+(b) RHall of the first topological insulator samples with
contact issues as a function of the magnetic flux density. The plateau
values do not match with an integer filling factor. Besides, the plateau
value is changing as a function of the applied bias voltage, indicated by
the different colors.

It was possible to ascribe this effect to a contact problem. Fig. J.2 il-
lustrates the adaptions, which were developed and made within this
thesis in order to overcome this issue. The quality of the contacts
has been improved by etching away the capping layer at the posi-
tions, where they are placed. This was done together with J. Ziegler
of the group of D. Weiss at the University of Regensburg.
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Figure J.2: (a) The Hall bars have electrical contact problems if the
metallic contacts are placed on top of capping layer. (b) Idea which is
developed within this work to improve the contact quality. Johannes
Ziegler did the fabrication process at the University of Regensburg.

It turns out that there is more than a contact problem. In an on-
going work, L. Freund investigates the transport properties of HgTe
Hall bars in detail.
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Appendix J. Improving the Contact Quality of HgTe Hall Devices
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Appendix K

Current Density Distribution
inside the HgTe Hall bar at
Filling Factor ν = 3

Fig.K.1(b) shows that there is a quantized value in the Hall
resistance, which corresponds to filling factor ν = 3. Bulk integer
filling factor is indicated by the green line. The calibrated Hall
potential profiles of Fig.K.1(c) prove that the current is flowing
dissipationless in incompressible regions for magnetic flux densities
within the plateau value because the minimum and the maximum
value are close to zero and one.

Fig.K.1(a) presents the derivative of the normalized Hall
potential profiles, which indicates the strength of the local current
density, as a function of the magnetic flux density. Red areas
correspond to a high current density. Bulk integer filling factor
is indicated by the green horizontal line. The current is always
distributed over the whole cross section of the Hall bar and located
in the bulk, independent of the magnetic flux density. The data
were measured inside a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator reaching
temperatures down to 40 mK magnetic fields up to B = 18 T. The
amplitude and the frequency of the voltage at the sample were set
to 5 mV and 11 Hz.
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Appendix K. Current Density Distribution inside the HgTe Hall
bar at Filling Factor ν = 3
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Figure K.1: Hall potential profile measurements of a 3D topological
insulator (HgTe) at filling factor ν = 3. (a) Strength of the local current
density distribution over a cross section of the Hall bar as a function of
the magnetic flux density. (b) Hall plateau of filling factor ν = 3. The
green line indicates bulk integer filling factor ν = 3 (compare (a)). (c)
Calibrated Hall potential profiles over a cross section of the Hall bar for
different magnetic flux densities within, and outside the quantum Hall
plateau.
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